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(Side 1, tape 0000) 

Dr. Y.: 

This is an interview with Dr. Robert P. Fischelis at his office at Ohio 

Northern University in Ada, Ohio. 'Ibe interview is l:eirxJ begun on 

I
September 17, 1968. am James Harvey Youn;J of Eloc>ry university am with 

me is Richard Hopkins of the university of wisconsin in Milwaukee. Dr. 

aFischelis, you certainly have had career that touched base at every 

apossible part of pharmacy. You've l:een teacher, you've l:een in 

irrlustry in your early career, you've l:een an editor, you've l:een an 

Ia aadministrator, dean, bJreaucrat. 'Ibere's hardly any aspect, think, 

that one could i1nagine that you haven't had experience with durirxJ your 

.career Would you mind beginnirxJ our conversation by reminiscirxJ about 

your career and WicatirxJ SOIæ of the key positions that you've held anj 


responsibilities that you've urrlertaken? 


Dr. F.: 


well, Dr. Youn;J, I was born in PhiladelIiria am after graduatirxJ fran the 

Northeast High School in 1908, which was a depression year, I was lookirxJ 

I afor a position, am saw in the Philadelphia press want ad: "Boy 

Iwanted to learn drug blsiness." had never expected to go into the drug 

bJsiness, although my father was a ~ysician. I had no particular 

interest, at the time, in goirxJ into medical affairs. I went to see Mr. 

James Houston who placed the advertisement am, this was on a SlJnjay, he 

asked me to come in on Moroay roc>rnirxJ at 8 0' clock. The hours were fran 

8 in the roc>rnirxJ until 10 at night, Wednesday afternoon off am every 

other sun:1ay off, and the salary was four dollars a week. 'That night, I 

looked up my chemistry notes in the high school chemistry that I had had, 
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a on things thought that might need ',.;henso as to brush up little bit I I 

I got into the drug store. On Morday morning he greeted me with "Gocd 

morning, Robert. You'll find the broom over in this corner here," am 

then he prcx:eeded to tell me how to S'"w'eep the store. After that had b=en 

done, he said, "Now Mordays, we start to clean the shelf 

(tape 0034) 

oottles, arrl we put the bJttles from the lower shelf on the table arrl 

then we lower the bJttles from each shelf to the one 1:elow arrl clean the 

shelf arrl then each bJttle. Now, one way in which you'll learn things is 

by loakirq at the bJttle am perhaps even s:rrelling it arrl reaclirg the 

label arrl trying to memorize the names on the labels. 

Well, this became routine procedure fram week to week, arrl gradually I 

was pennitted to wait on customers. One of the big troubles I had, 

although this was an old-time COI1Ui\U11ity pharmacy which did mJre 

it did haveprescription work am sold more drugs than anything else, a 

asmall soda fountain am it did also carry lot of t.hi.DJS which I didn't 

knc:M a drug store carried in those days, because I caught myself tellirg 

people we didn't have mucilage or we didn't have writing paper, only to 

1:e told by the boss that "Why sure we have those t.hi.DJS. You must learn 

to look for them." I fourrl that this was a very interesting job, 

althalgh it did keep me until ten o'clock at night, b.1t when b.1siness 

slOVÆ!d up a little bit after 8 o'clock, there was a 000k called 

Reminc:rton's Practice of 

(tape 0052) 

Ithen the text in most ~cy schools, arrl could 

sit arrl read a1:xJut the things that I had 1:een working with during the 

Pharmacv which was 
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I
day, the b::>ttles that I'd l::een cleanirg arrl the labels that had l::een 

a I
tryirg to rnem:>rize. And so, it ha~ that after little while, 

a
began to firrl out what it took to become registered phannacist in the 

a 
state of Pennsylvania, arrl one of the prerequisites was graduation from 

'There were two colleges of pl1arnacy in Philadelphiacollege of phannacy. 


at that time, the Philadelphia College of PharIracy arrl the 


aMedico-Chirurgical College which was medical, dental am pharmacy 

aschool combined, with hospitals attached to it. My father, beirg 

physician, was on the faculty of the Medico-Chirurgical College, am he 

a 
was able to arrange for scholarship for me in the Pharmacy School. So, 

I awent there, working in the drug store three days week fran 7 a. m. 

onuntil 11 p. m. am every other suroay am goirg to college fran 9 to 6 

I
the other three days of the week. '!he pharmacy where started to \\IOrk 

Isowas unable to arrange for my part-time work while goirg to college, 

a downtown drug store at 19th am C11estnut Streetsobtained experience in 

in Philadelphia 

(tape 0073) 

which was an entirely different kind of a setup. But I fOl.'lni that they 

were very much in need of the kind of help that I had been trained to 

give as an apprentice in the James Houston neighborhood-type drug store. 

a'!he vacation period I spent in drug store in New Jersey, in Palmyra, 

am there, the preceptor again was neighborhood-type, inNew Jersey, 
a 

aafact country store-type of pl1arnacist, am the experience there 

a
became varied am rather helpful in sizirg up the kind of work 

pharmacist was expected to do. 

I at the head of thecanpleted the first year of the two-year course 

aclass am into the secorrl year, also working three days week am goirg 
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to school three days a 7tJeek, arrl came out at the top of the class, in 

fact, wiru1i.n;J four out of the five prizes 'Nhich were given at the time. 

I had been worJd..o;J for to urge me to take additional'!his led the people 

I G. (graduate in pha.rITacy) degree,graduated with the old Ph.courses . 


arrl this college, because the Food am Drug Act had passed in 1906, 


started course in pharmaceutical chemistry to prepare inspectors arrl
a 

chemists for examination of drugs. 'Ihis was an intensive course which 

took fram 9 to 6, six days a week. 'The m:>rni.r'qs were devoted 

(tape 0098) 

largely to lectures in food am drug chemistry, mineralogy, metallurgy 

arrl clinical chemistry, as well as biology arrl same pha.rITacology. 'The 

intensive laboratory work. So,theDeanofthePhannacyafternoons were 

COllege, Dr. Ivy S. Stanislaus, took an interest in me arrl urged that I 

go ahead with this course am perhaps go into. teacl1irg. 

Dr. Y.: 

Did you ever have terrptation to go into the Bureau of Olemistry arrl use 

the basis for l:ein;J chemist or an inspector?this course as 
a 

Dr. F.: 

I a civil service examination to qualify, laboratoryYes, in fact, took 
a 

Idid this l:efore had finished the college course, in 
course, rot I 

passed the examination. I had nopreparation, arrl I don't think that I 

a
occasion later to go into it except as consultant arrl helpin;J the local 

Food arrl Drug Administration office in same of their work. 

(tape 0115) 

Dr. Y.: 

so yourBut at the very beginning of your career, this law was passed arrl 


career arrl the history of the law are simultaneous, in that sense. 
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Dr. F.: 

Wiley was then the champion of better foods arrl drugs, arrlExactly. Dr. 


he had succeeded in convincin;J Congress, alo~ with others, of course, 


that such a law should be put on the statute books. 'This was talked 


about considerably at the ti1ne, arrl the very fact that this intensive 

course was inaugurated indicates how much it was in the public eye or at 

least in the eye of the people who were goin;J to train persons for 

regulatory work. 


Dr. Y.: 


Did you ever see Dr. wiley or hear hlln give an address? 


Dr. F.: 

Yes, I met Dr. wiley arrl was greatly ~ressed by hlln. I remember one 

story that he told to illustrate how much psychology is a part of curin;J 

various types of ailments or imaginary ailments. He was fram Irrliana, 


arxl he told 


(tape 0132) 


a
about the ygì> doctor in Irrliana who came to see patient arxl looked hlln 

. .. 

over arrl said, "Give me two glasses of water, half full of water 

two glasses each one half full of water." Ard he went down into his 

ablack bag arxl picked up a root, or some~ that looked like root, one 

aof his so-called yarbs, ani he scraped it with knife ani then dipped it 

into the first half-glass of water for about two or three minutes, then 

took it out ani then he scraped it again and put it in the secorrl glass 

ani held it there for few minutes, ani then he said, to the patient,a 

a 
III'lOYl you take a tablespoonful out of this glass on the even hour ani 

on the odd hour." "But, doctor," saidtablespoonful out of that glass 

the patient, "they are the same medicine, aren't they?" "Oh, no, they're 
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not the saJæ medicine," he said. "Did you watch me nake it?" ''1Vhy, yes, 

watched you." "If you watched ræ carefully, you noticed that when 

took the yarb the first time, I scraped down with the knife and then 
Idiwed it in the water, and then took it and again scraped it, rot I 

scraped it !m with the knife, Iand NOW' ,put it in the water. this is 
Ithe one that scraped down and that's I.J::M Calcalort.nn, and the one that I 

(Tape 0151) 

scraped up is High Calcalonnn." 


Dr. Y.: 


So it was two different medicines, 
 rot both potent. 


Dr. F.: 


Accorcli.rg to the Yarb Doctor. Well, Dr. Wiley was aquite man, and he 


Ï111pressed ræ as one who a
was crusader for something that needed 


attention. I follOW'ed his career even 
after he left the regulatory work 

of the Department of Agriculture; it was then not called the Food and 

Drug Administration. I think it was the Bureau of Foods am Drugs. 

Dr. Y.: 

Bureau of Chemistry. 

Dr. F.: 

Bureau of Chemistry. 'Ihat was it. '!hen he wrote for Good Housekeeping. 
Of course, Ihe did an annmt of good in many ways. also knew Mrs. 

Wiley. 

Dr. Y.: 

Wa.ùd you say that knowing the Wileys and what they stood for was an 

Ï111portant influence 

(tape 0164) 

in the way you arrived at your own posture toward what government should 
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far as drugs were concerned?do in the public interest as 

Dr. F.: 
ownI don't think I was far enough advanced at that time in my studies to 

know what I learned later of the importance of the regulatory processes. 

I aa matter of fact, although was law enforceIæI1t officer forAs 

I ahad never been in courtroan until I 
eighteen years in New Jersey, 

~ 
secretary of the Board of Ph.arnacy. Arrl so, the side of

started as 

th.in;Js had not bTpressed me nearly as much as the thought that people 

just did the right th~ regardless of law, that anyone who would 

adulterate or sell adulterated drugs was just so far out of the social 

area that it was a rare th~. I didn't realize, until Dr. wiley's 

how serious this was.exposures, 


Dr. Y.: 


In the {:harrnacies in which you worked before you went to school arrl while 


the general position very stron;rly againstyou were goirg to school was 

the idea of adulteration? Was there any sort of palpable ethical level 

that you ilnbibed, so to speak, as an enployee there? 

(tape 0184) 

Dr. F.: 

Well, there were two thirgs that I noticed--one, in the first {:harrnacy 

I '!his was time when same of the synthetic, organicwhere worked. a 

to the market, arrl they were all of German origin. A man
drugs first came 

a arrl he would sell packages ofwould cx:me aroorrl with little black bag, 


drugs which were supposed to be the equivalent of drugs that were then on 


the market, arrl urrler proprietary titles. Now, I had no idea as to the 


labeled, arrl the question
possibility of the drug not be~ what it was 


we

has often arisen in my mind whether in those days were puttirg up 
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prescriptions with same drugs that were sold as the equivalent of the 

Ibrarrled drugs or not. It didn't enter into my mirrl. felt that Mr. 

Houston was an honorable man, arx:l he wouldn't b.1y anything that wasn't 

absolutely okay. 


Dr. Y.: 


'!hese were supposed to be cheaper sutstitutes for the very high-priced 


German patent-protected drugs that were imported? 


(tape 0204) 


Dr. F.: 

'That's right. Very likely other GentIan concerns which were imitatin;J or 

perhaps just selling the sææ thin;J because their patent laws only cover 

.prcx::esses '!he GentIan patent law did not patent the prcxiuct. Arxl so, 

where the Bayer Company, for exanple, could sell aspirin as their brarñ 

of acetylsalicylic acid, another finn could very well make the aspirin by 

arx:lanother process perfectly, lawfully sell it, b.It they couldn't call 

it aspirin, of course. Now this antedated the American chemical 

irrlustry, which, of course, didn' t come into prc:minence until after World 

War I. 
Dr. Y.: 


IX1ring this period, do you remember readin;J the exposures of patent 


amedicines that Sanuel Hopkins h:lans made that preceded the law by year 


or so? Was this part of your backgrou.rrl? 


Dr. F.: 


I 
. . . .didn' t read those didn' t get into that until I alIrost had 

Ifinished my phannacy course. didn't recognize the brportance of it. 

'!he secorrl that I was going 


(tape 0221) 
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into the drug storeto refer to was that salesmen '",ould come am tell Mr. 

Houston al:xJut same new remedy that they were prcx:lucing, a new liniment, 

dema.rrl"When there's same for it, if I 

for example. His answer would be, 

aget call for it, I'll be glad to put it in. I'll get it from the 

a
He would never stock up a new prcx:luct just on salesman'swholesaler. .. 

a a result of advertising 
. "When we get denarrl for it." Arrl assay-so 

these dema.rrls would come am, of course, he would put it in. But the 

thing that I didn' t realize at the time, rot that I thought about later 

am quack remediesof the patent Iædicine i.rrlustrywhen all these exposes 


were made, was that, after all, if the prcx:luct was sold in the ~cy, 

the customer had right to believe that the pharmacist felt that it wasa 

a good prcx:luct. 'They had that much confidence in him. Arrl yet, the 

never paid any attention to the composition. He didn/t ask
pharmacist 

what the CCJlIp)Sition was. 'The composition didn't have to be revealed. 

All that the literature said was that it was better than any other remedy 

am praised it to the skies am talked about 

(tape 0241) 

its safety, am so forth, am all the different ail1nents it was good for, 

rot we never questioned anybody who came in for it. 'The one thing that 

was Brarro-Seltzer, because
Mr. Houston was careful about in those days 

come to the scda fountain am ask for dose
there were people who would 

a 


or three times
of Bt:atD-Seltzer practically every day am sometimes two a 

day. Well, at that time, Brarro-Seltzer was largely, as far as its 

therapeutic action was concerned, an acetanilide prcx:luct. Arrl same of 

these people who took Brom:>-Seltzer continuously would have blue lips, 

am Mr. Houston would remark: ''We oughtn't to sell this fellow anym::>re of 

a But don' t know whether he ever told theI
this unless he sees doctor." 
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to go a doctor or refused to sell him the Bromo-Seltzer. 'NaS man see 

Wilding up an experience in the retail drug tusiness, tut I did not 

reaJgJ1.Ìze, as an apprentice, the significance of some of the t.hin;}s that 

I I
I, of course, learned later when began to think about them am when 

went to college, am some of the professors in the school would talk 

about the harmfulness of certain remedies; that they covered up symptars 

aby allayin;J pain, or they would make person feel that just because 

(tape 0264) 

Ithey were ~ sornething that this was helpful. did, however, get 

ainto that little later. 

Now, the dean who urged me to take this course in ~ceutical 
chemistry which led to the Ph. G. degree, also told me that he thought 

that I had the making of a teacher arrl that he would like to see me 

become an instructor, tut that in order to do that, you would have to 

ahave Bachelor of Science degree, he said. Arxi, he said, "I don't know 

whether you could do it or not, blt Terrple University in PhiladelFhia has 

a night school, am sorne of their teachers in the night school are better 

than the professors who teach in the day school, because they are the 

University of Pennsylvania people am others who just want to earn sorne 

I
extra lOOney, arrl they give these night courses. think you'd f i.n:i it 

I 
very interestin;}." So went to see the Dean of the College of Liberal 

Arts at TeIt'ple University, am he said, ''Well, what would you like to 

Ido?" said, ''What do you have in the way of curriculum suwlements at 

Inight school that could supplement the credits that I would get for my 

intensive ~cy am biology am physiology am ~cology arrl the 

rest that that I was taking there?" Arxi he became 
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(tape 0283) 

a schedule which took me from 7 until 10, fiveinterested an:l worked out 

anights week an:l covered sociology, Ethics, History of Education an:l 

Method, Enqlish, Ger1nan, and Psychology, and if I were to survive those 

they would credit me I would have rrore than the requiredcourses, . . . 

acredits for Bachelor of science degree numerically, rot I would also 

meet their ærriculum requirerre.nts for Bachelor of SCience in Chemistry. 

I so I decided to try it, and did an:l caIre through and got the the Ph. D. 

an:l the B. SC. the same year from the two institutions. I was then ready 

to take the teachirg position. '!hey needed an instructor in Phannacy, 

. camethe dean's assistant, an:l I went into that for. . the suntner 

alorg am the deans of the Dentistry, Phannacy an:l Medicine usually went 

aon vacation, am in those days we didn' t have registrar. we had a 

J:ursar who did some work the registrar did, rot the colleges pretty mud1 

took care of their own student records, an:l so on. '!he deans needed to 

have aroun:i in the sununertime to take care of irquiries fransomeone 

prospective students an:l take students aroun:i the hlil<:lirq, an:l so forth, 


an:l they offered 


(tape 0309) 


summerme the position of registrar for the three schools durirg the 

whidl worked a.rt very nicely. '!hen I went right into the teachirg an:l I 

taught ~cy not only to phannacy students, rot also to medical 

.students '!his was quite an experience because the medical students, of 

course, had their courses in therapeutics an:l ~cology, 1:ut they had 

idea of an:l in those days, when the {i1ysicians were stillno ~cy, 
prescribirg a number of drugs in canbination, they needed to know what 

an:l a
i.ncx:IIrp:itibilities there might be, physical an:l chemical an:l so on, 
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abasic pharmacy course was very valuable, am this kind of school 'Nhich 

aa I taught lal:x:>ratory course forhad ~cy college could teach it. 

two hours am lectured one hour to rredical students, at the same tiIre 

when I taught pharmacy students. Arrl this also gave me an opportunity to 

ado some graduate work under Professor Wood, Horatio C Wood, was noted 

a member of the rredical faculty, am Dr. Meeker~cologist am was 

I awho was head of the Chemistry Department, am was able to get Doctor 


of Phannacy Degree in another two years. 


Dr. Y.: 


aDid you do dissertation? 

(tape 0331) 

aYes. '!he dissertation was on drug called Combretum surrlaicum which was 

aoffered as remedy for the opium habit. Wood got interested in it 

because it had been used, am he got stanislaus, the professor of 

on ~cy, interested in the conp:>sition. My thesis was the 

CCIlTpOSition, en::leavorinJ to firrl an alkaloid or glucoside or some 

æ aprinciple in the drug which might isolated am used as 

werecontra-narcotic agent to help those who a~in;J the opium or 


rnoqi1ine habit. 


Dr. Y.: 


I'd like to ask you two questions at this point: first of all, would yoo 

aadescribe Dr. Wood as a person, as teacher, just briefly; give little 


vignette of hiIn. 


Dr. F.: 


Yes. Horatio C. Wood, was very dynamic person. His father wasJr., a a 

am Horatio C Wood, Sr., was the professor at thenoted ~cologist, 
a

University of Pennsylvania am Junior was at Pennsylvania for while, 
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then carne over to the full professorship at Medico-QÜrurgical. He was 

a
noted for his very interesting lectures. He was gcx:xi lecturer, arrl he 

aalso was deeply 

(tape 0354) 

areligious person arrl frequently spoke in churches as lay preacher, not 

aa Heas minister. was man who had very strorq beliefs arrl expressed 

ahimself very forcibly on them, arrl sometimes became controversial 

person a1:xJut certain types of drugs. I recall that when he lectured in 

the PhiladelJ;hia COllege of Pharmacy, where he later lectured again, the 

students all flocked to his lecture on certain vegetable drugs, one of 

the principal ones of which was sarsaparilla, because he went on to 

e.xpJlU'rl the alleged virtues of sarsaparilla at considerable lerqth ani 

told all a1:xJut the folklore connected with its use ani hCM it had been 

An:iused in patent medicines of various kirrls ani teas, ani so forth. 

WOllI'rl up the lecture by saying, "But this drug is a1::solutelvthen, 

worthless. 
" 

Dr. Y.: 

So this was one of his very popular perfonnances. 

Dr. F.: 

Yes. 

Dr. Y.: 

NCM, the other question that I wanted to ask came out of your 

dissertation topic. 

(tape 0378) 

IAs urrlerstarrl it, this was the period-the period when you were first 

goirq into the drug store-that medicine was caning to realize what the 

true danger of narcotics was. Up to this point, there had been 
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rea11y
recognition of the ~er, tut the real overall perception of ho.v 

a . . .risky these were came about this period. maybe little earlier. 

. rot about this period. Can you set yourself in this story in the way 

you came to realize the <:lamer of narcotics? Did you realize this 

immediately or was this gradual? 

course, 

Dr. F.: 

Yes. I'll go back again to my first drug store. I was warned, of 

when I learnerl ho.v to fill prescriptions, that there were certain 

doctors who were writing prescriptions for addicts, arrl there were also 

certain doctors who were tuying same of the narcotics because they had 

became addicted. Arrl I was not to fill arrj of these prescriptions; they 

all to be referred to Mr. Houston. Arrl, of caJrSe, we had a.D:'were 


system there. We had two registered Fharmacists, in addition to myself, 


a a
arrl I was allo.ved to mix drugs after while in rrortar arrl to pack 

a very pq:lli.ar way of medication at that time.
.capsules Capsules were 

(tape 0405) 

came fran the day when'!he ext:eIrp>raneous prescriptions that were poINders 

they used to take poINders, headache poINders, for example, arrl they 

atransferred the poINder from paper. You had to learn how to fold 

so that the poINder would not came out. '!hen, when
pa..ders into papers 

people un::lid the paper, they put this poINder on their ton;JUe arrl 

a
swallowed with the aid of same water. Well, this was distasteful way 

of ~ medicine to a lot of people, even though the pa..ders usually 

contained considerable sugar so that there would be no obnoxious taste. 

into play, arrl the b.1siness of m:ixin; theBut capsules then came 

a
iß3reclients, four or five ingredients usually in pa..der, arrl then 

puttirq it out on paper arrl takirq capsules arrl le.arni.rg how to pack 
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so proficient at 	packirq the capsulesthose capsules, the phamacist got 

that he would 1:e able to pack them all pretty evenly, rot I otserved that 

a 	 by the tbne yousometimes if prescription called for twelve capsules, 


got the tenth capsule filled, there would 1:e no ~er left, arrl then 


he'd have to open them up 

(tape 0424) 


arrl put the ~er back so that he could take care of the other two, arrl 


I questioned this: "Shouldn't these 1:e weighed?" "Yes, they should 1:e 

weighed; an empty capsule on one side of the balance, arrl then when you 

Of course, 

when I got to college, that was the way they taught it. '!he professors 

In those 

get your capsule packed, put it on the scale to weigh it." 

warned against the possibility of not giving the correct dose. 

days, strydmine arrl arsenic were prescribed considerably, arrl it tNOlÙ.d 

a1:e 	pretty bad if you got little m:>re than the required æoount of 

a came alorg at thatstrydmine into dose. so, the filling of capsules 

time, arrl you got to 1:e pretty proficient at it; mayl:e toss every secord 

rot the only safe way to do it, of course, was to make sureor third one, 


that each one weighed properly. Arrl compressed tablets had ccme into 


aplay also, rot there were gcx:x:l many compressed tablets in those days 

that passes through the albnentary tract without l:eirq disintegrated, 

pourrled so hard, 	 arrl the mix wasn' t one thatbecause they were packed, 

Well, all of these things had learned aboutdisintegrated readily. 
I 

enpirically, am then 

(tape 0449) 

I got to college and got the background for all of this fran reallywhen 

trained people, I 1:egan to firrl out how dangerous it really was to give a 

prescription if 	you weren't sure that he was the kiIrl of~cist a 	
a 
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Now, onwho would take all the care that was really necessary.person 

The Harrison Narcotic...the narcotic side of it I started in 1908. 


Act wasn't passed until 1914, 
a 
am there used to be in the poison closet 

abottle with morphine cubes. Morphine is fluffy sul:stance, am it was 

a 

usually furnished in cubes, am it was nothing unusual to have person 

ain am want couple of cubes of morphine. Now, of course, there cane 

was no law to keep you from sellirq it, am there were urrloubtedly places 

athat sold it to addicts without prescription. Of course, men like Dr. 

Wood told you arout the dangers of narcotic addiction. Heroin, of 

a 
used in those days am could be purchased, am it waswascourse, 

peculiarly habit-forming alkaloid of morphine, more so than morpúne. As 

aI greater aI'[OID't ofI look back on it ncM, am surprised there wasn't 

addiction. What we are hearirq ncM about school children usirq drugs of 

(tape 0479) 

if what was goirq on ncM had been goin:J on with narcoticsvarious kirrls: 
a

it would have been a really serious thing. But neither as student in 

the high school nor as student at college nor in my experience in thea 

drug stores did I run across many incidents where anybody that you knew 

a
1:ecame addicted to drugs or was drug addict. 

Dr. Y.: 


of the patent medicines, too, were equally loaded. 
sane 

Dr. F.: 

. we did have paregoric fien:is, they called
.Exactly. Paregoric. well, 


a am it did have sane q>ium in it
them. '!hat was nice-tastirq product, 


It was like the anise flavor.
am it was nice tastirq to sane people. 


Dr. Y.: 


But you came to this gradually. '!here was no dramatic nanent in which 
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. .you suddenly realized that narcotics were. 

Dr. F.: 

No. Ani I never could urrlerstan::i the Hearst newspapers who took up this 

narcotic 

(tape 0498) 

crusade. 'Their statistics were so unbelievable to Ire tecause of my 

contacts, since they would publish statistics that irrlicate that every 

asixth or seventh person that you would meet would be drug addict. Well, 

I have known very, very few people who were addicted to drugs am 

encountered very few in the drug stores. 

Dr. Y.: 

Ha.v lorg was it that you taught at, what you call it, Medico-C1i? 

Dr. F.: 
I sMedico-C1i, we call it, for short. taught there in, let' see, began 

I hadteaching in 1913 am continued until about '16 full-time. Ani then 

been writing occasional letters to the DrugtJists' Circular in New York on 

me to New York to see him amsane topics, am the editor asked to cane 

offered me a position as assistant editor am I decided to take that. He 

had offered it to Ire one time am I decided I wouldn't go, because I 

awanted to continue with the teaching little while lorger, am then they 

repeated the offer in a year am then I went over am became assistant 

aeditor which was great experience. 


(tape 0530) 


Ani there, again, Dr. H. V. Amy, who was Professor of O1emistry in the 


COllege of Phannacy at COlumbia University, was the editor of the joornal 

aat that time. He succeeded man by the name of Hayes whose sight began 

Ito fail, am Hayes stayed on, am really learned the rudiments of 
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ajournalism from Hayes and from rran by the narre of Snively who had been 

a up to New York and joinedan editor of newspaper in Tennessee tut came 

the Allison organization which published oil, Paint and Q!:yg RepOrter, 

Druc~:Üsts' Circular, and Painter's Maqazine. He really was the preceptor 

Iof Mr. Hayes, and so got my editorial experience urrler Hayes and also 

urrler his preceptor which took us pretty far back in journalism, and 

that's where I learned to æ particular about proofreading and 

~ punctuation and all this sort of which m:xiern editors don't pay too 


much attention to. 


Dr. Y.: 


Do you attr.ib..1te this early experience in journalism with lift~ your 

sights fran practic~ pharnacy and pedagCXJical p,armacy to the broader, 


national ki.OOs of problems that pharnacy had? 


(tape 0557) 


Dr. F.: 

Yes, in:ieed. 


Dr. Y.: 


Including the regulatory aspects? 


Dr. F.: 


with the three-day-a-week course in pharnacy as it was at that time-it 


was a tYIo-year course and the junior year (they called it the junior and 


senior) the juniors went to college 'l\1esdays, 'Ihursdays am Saturdays, 


I am the seniors, Mon:1ay, Wednesday and Friday. So when went to the 

IDruQqists' Circular, still kept up my tea~ by go~ back to 

Philadelphia on Saturdays, and I taught a freshman course there am this 

kept me in the tea~ level while I was in New York on the DruQqists' 

Circular am also got me home every weekeni which wasn't too bad. Now, 
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about the influence of the editorial work, this, of course, put me in 

contact with all of the many organizations. 'Ihere were some1:hi.rxJ like 17 

pharmaceutical associations in greater New York. Brooklyn, Queens, they 

all had their separate organizations, their county organizations, am 
then there was the German Apothecary Society am the 


(tape 0580) 


Italian Apothecary Society, am then there was a branch of the American 

Pharmaceutical Association. aBy æirq reporter for the paper, it put me 

Iin touch with all of the leadirq people. had to interview them am, of 
acourse, when they gave paper or were elected to an office, they were 


glad to see a
their næres in the paper, am I learned then what reporter, 
a 

newspaperman, can do to help !lake or urnnake people which, of course, 


put me 
 in very close touch with the leaders of the American 


Pharmaceutical Association. I a
æcame member of the American 


Pharmaceutical Association in 1912 a
as result of havirq won the 

chemistry prize in the chemistry course, which was a year's membership in 
the American Pharmaceutical Association, five dollars. Arxi this, of 

acourse, nade me very early member, am it just happens that the year in 
which I joined, Dr. James H. Beal æcame Hethe editor of the Journal. 

was the first full-time secretary am editor of the American 

Pharmaceutical Association. My thesis for the Doctor of Pharmacy degree 

was 1912~lished in the issue which was the first issue of that Journal 

ani, of course, Dr. Beal knew me. As an in:lividual, he was, of course, 
a nan well aloß1 then. 

(tape 0614) 

He had graduated in law as well as pharmacy am had l:een Dean of the Scio 

College of Pharmacy which also had a law deparbnent, am they merged with 
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the University of pittsblrgh. Apparently with his legal knONledge ard 

a broad view of thehis pharmaceutical knONledge ard connections he had 

I he a very goc:d. writer ard clear thinkerwhole situation. mean was 
a 

doubt a result of his legal training as well as his
ani he could, no as 

am his CM1 keen intellect ani roirrl, ~ on
phannaceutical training, 

athirqs in very lucid ard logical way that took the issues of the day 

directly to the practicing pharm3.cist who maybe never went to 

conventions, who was stuck in his store, rot who could read Beall s 

He urrloubted1y also wasdissertations ani editorials ard articles. a 

very great help to the drug industry, particularly the patent medicine 

irrlustry for whom he wrote labels ard literature ani did it within the 

legal limits of what could be said. 

Dr. Y.: 


While he was editor, was he also a consultant on the side? Is that what 


you mean? 

(tape 0646) 

Dr. F.: 


'Ihis I don't kr10w from actual fact, rot I'm sure that because of 


the I'm quite sure frc:rn the relations between these people that he 
... 

a 
NON, he may not have been consulted privately as paid

was consulted. 


a as far as the Association ani its
consultant of particular firm, rot, 


attorneys were concerned, he, I'm sure, was able to transmit their views 


a way to make theto the rrore professional groups ani to do it in such as 

along ani close an eye to some thingsprofessional group very often came 

they might not have done without him. At the same tiIre, he gave verysome 

strong points of view to connnittees of congress which were not always in 

line with what I what learned to consider as the strictly ethical ani 
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we like to feel our professions representpublic health-mirrled views that 

ard YJOrk on. 

Dr. Y.: 

Beal At the time you wrote yourWhen did you first meet Mr. ? 

dissertation? 

Dr. F.: 

I met him at the first convention of the American PhannaceuticalNo. 

a
Association I atterrled. I had corresporrlence with him as result of 

I 
papers ard that sort of t.hi.D;J, ard admired his very logical 

presentations. 

(tape 0694) 

Dr. Y.: 

What did he look like? 


Dr. F.: 


I about five foot eight. Well, he looked sanewhat like
would say he was 

about that Wild ard also that general facial expression.Harry TrLmIan, 

a lot of wit ard he ccW.d be very sharp in his characterization ofHe had 

a 
things ard always clear in his enunciation. He was gcxxl speaker, ard 

he had been a member of the Ohio legislature. In fact, I think he had 

a 
. ..

sanething to do with the local option law that there was certain 

I never went into it enc:ugh to get the details, 1:ut there was 
. .bill. 

the Beal Bill that was spoken of, ard I'm quite sure that it had to do 

with local option. Now, whether it had anythirg to do with keepin:J 

liquor out of certain sales ernporia or not, I don't know. I don't go 

onback that far, rot I know that he was written up from time to time 


what he did in the Ohio legislature. 


Dr. Y.: 
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t:e closer to manufacturing thanYou irdicate that his position might 

would l::e 

(tape 0733) 

people who played an important role in administration arrltrue of sane 

What specif ic 1:.hi.nJseditin;J over on the professional side of pharmacy. 


do you think of when you think of that generalization with respect to 


him? 

Dr. F.: 


Well, Beal was really an unusual person in that I think he had the
Dr. 

respect of all branches of pharmacy. He had the respect of the medical 

I don' t ever was very close to anybody.profession. But think that he 

I 
He was not the kirrl of 1::xJsam frierrl that people talk aì:xJut. As saw his 

in conventions arrl so on-he was veryintercourse with other people, 

a man by the name of Welpley, or. Hemy M. Welpley, who wasfrien:lly with 

treasurer of the American Phannaceutical Association. Dr. Welpley, the 

arrl Dr. Beal , the general secretary arrl editor, they were the 
treasurer, 

leaders in the American Phannaceutical Association arrl everybody 

that the drug manufacturers arrl the pharmacists, the sorespected them, 

practicin;J pharmacists, the retailers arrl wholesalers, whenever they had 

a 

anythin;J that seemed controversial, or when there was session of the 

Association or aIrf of its sections 

(tape 0778) 

where controversial matters were discussed, Dr. Beal would sit there arrl 

at the right m:::aænt, he would came up with
listen to all of it and then, 

a 
a kirrl of Stm1I'IIarization of discussions and way of meetin;J the crisis 

aalways in the nature of c::arpranise typethat might have arisen. It was 


I becaIre active in the Association work arrl in
asof thin;J. later on, 
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I feel that theso orlaw-enforcement 'dork and forth, tegan to see 

Ileadership there was not always in the direction that thought it should 

be. NOYl, Dr. Beal when it caIre to the narcotic situation, for example, 

in 1914 or prior to 1914, when the law was passed, the Harrison Law was 

onpassed, there was great difference of opinion the part. of not only the 

people in the various phases of pharmacy bIt in medicine also as to hOYl 

they should be regulated. Obviously, the doctors didn't want to be 

regulated with regard to prescribirq narcotics, the manufacturers arrl the 

wholesalers didn't want to be regulated too much with respect to what 

they put into their proprietary over-the-counter preparations, nor did 

they want to be regulated too much with regard to record-keepirq arrl 

responsibility for custcrly of narcotics. But the t.hin3' that 

(tape 0823) 

had gotten so far in the public area was that all of them knew that they 

were goirq to be regulated, that they had to be regulated in sane way. 

When it was decided that in order to get Federal regulation of narcotic 

distril:ution that the only way to do it was to tie it up with Internal 

Revenue, which gave the Federal goverranent the right to go across state 

borders, then these different groups felt that they ought to get together 

'Ibis is where Dr. Bealinstead of hangirq separately, hang together. 

then p1:0p0e;ed the National Drug Trade Conference, am that's what brc:uj1t 


it into beirg. 


Dr. Y.: 


It caIre out of the narcotic situation. 

Dr. F.: 

out of the narcotic situation. 'Ibis was the first time that the 

wholesalers, manufacturers, retailers am the rest sat aroun:i the table 
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ata;ether to get up something which would put them in position where 

they were not opposing something which was certainly in the interest of 

the public health anj welfare, anj I think Beale 

(tape 0854) 

worked with whoever it was that developed what called the Harrisonwas 

. . . .Act. 'Ihis was scmeJ:ody else. anyway the Harrison. 

Dr. Y.: 

aBut this was major crisis in the drug irrlustry, anj that precipitated 

. . .this group, which still exists, as far as I know 


Dr. F.: 


Yes. 


Dr. Y.: 


To get what kin:l of meeting of 11lims there could be. What fights there'd 


be would be in private, anj, if possible then~ when the public face was 


given it would be as unified as could be. That was the point to it? 


Dr. F.: 

Yea. It was organized on the basis that no action can be taken by this 

conference that is not unaniIra.ts. Anyone organization would have veto 

.power '!his has been one of the criticisms. It was an early criticism 

that I made of it, that the Drug Trade COnference Iæt annually J:::ut never 

aa::atplished anything because they couldn' t get ta;ether well enough to 

be unaniIra.ts on any one t.hirg. 

(Side 2, tape 0000) 

Dr. Y.: 

Well, Dr. Fischelis, before we went out to dinner, you had been talkin;J 

about the National Drug Trade COnference which you said had been 

initiated mainly by Dr. Beale in connection with seeking an agreement of 
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the various elements of the drug trade anj professions at the time that 

national legislation was in prospect in connection with control of 
sane 

t 
. 

I back in 1914. Why don I 
you run throughnarcotics '!his began, think, 

your recollections that relate to this National Drug Trade Conference anj 

tell us what you recall about it. 

Dr. F.: 

in the drug irrlustry am the profession'!he fact that the various groups 

of were able to get together on worki.n;J out suitable type of 
~cy 

a 

legislation for the control of distriJ::ution of narcotic drugs led to the 

feeling on the 

(tape 0015) 

part of the conferees who were called together to form this National 

a medium at last for gettingTrade Conference that they might have 

together am ironing out differences on other matters. '!he fact that the 

a one of
by-laws called for unanimous action am gave veto power to each 

to be whatthe organizations represented was an irrlication that this was 

a a comm:m meeting grC>UIrl for theits l1élIOO irrlicated, conference or 

rather than an action body which, if it were to becane
exc.l1an;Je of views, 

would obviously replace the voice of the irrlividual organizationssuch, 

that made up the conference. So, annual meetings have been held ever 

initial meeting am nmnerous matters of interest havesince this 1914 

Each group has fram time to time introduced disaJSSion
been d i ~JSsed. 

a 

of subjects in which they were particularly interested. SUch matters as 

aprice maintenance on legal basis, fair trade, am matters of 


legislation which seemed to affect all of the groups-such as the 


anti-trust laws am legislation introduced fram time to time to restrict 

certain activities having to do 
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(tape 0039) 

with health matters-have all been suggested, rot perhaps the one 

out.st:arxl:in3 matter on which agreement was reached and which resulted in 

the formation of another permanent 1:xrly was the discussion of financing 

of pharmacy colleges. 'This eventually led to the formation of the 

American Foundation for Pharmaceutical Education in which the same groups 

that are represented in the National Drug Trade Conference are 

arepresented and which has Wilt up considerable sum of IrDney for 

scholarships, fellowships, prc::m:Jtion of graduate education, and award of 

fellowships for both those who are expected to go into irrlustry in 

research work and for teachers. Obviously, the supply of teachers has 

beccme very ilrportant, and the creation of fellowships to enable 

corrpatent persons to carry on graduate work in various phases of FbarmaCY 

has been helped considerably. 'This foundation, incidentally, makes an 

annual solicitation of drug manufacturers, wholesalers and others in the 

airxiustry, and collects in the neighborhood of $200,000 year which is 

awarded then to properly-selected fellows or students, urrlergraduate 

.students Now the Conference is made up of three delegates fram each of 

the 

(tape 0064) 

presently nine, tut formerly ten, organizations: the National Wholesale 

Druggists Association, the Federal Wholesale Druggist Association, the 

American Pharmaceutical Association, the National Association of Retail 

Druggists, the American Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association and the 

American Drug Manufacturers Association which have now been merged into 

one and which caused the reduction fram ten to nine, the American 

Association of Colleges of Pharmacy, the National Association of Boards 
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arrl the National Association of C11ain Drug Stores. 'This, asof PharIraCY, 

you will note, is representative of all phases of production arrl 

education arrl regulation as far as thedistri1:::ution of drugs, as well as 

boards of p,armacy are concerned. '!he annual meet~s have been 

productive in the sense that they have exposed the attitudes of the 

different groups one to another by expressions either in favor of or 

arrl actions which reflect the viewpoints of theagainst certain measures 

drug irrlustry arrl the pharnaceutical profession to the public. 


Dr. Y.: 


Are these secret meet~s? 


(tape 0084) 


Dr. F.: 


'!he meet~s have been opened to the pharmaceutical press, except at 


special times when executive sessions have been held, rot, generally 


speakin:J, there has been very little that has not been open to the 


p,armaceutical press. 


Dr. Y.: 


over.or reported in the annual reports after the meet~s have been 

Dr. F.: 

Yes. 

Dr. Y.: 

aNOW, were ycu representative fran the American Phannaceutical 

Association at this conference? 

Dr. F.: 
I president of the Association arrl also previously amYes. '!he year was 


delegate fran the American Phannaceutical
sutsequently I was a 

James H. Beale, was theAssociation, rot from the start, Dr. Beale, Dr. 
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leader of the delegation. In the year that I was president, the food am 

drug legislation had been a matter of considerable controversy startirq 

with the Tugwell Bill am sub5eqUent versions 

(tape 0099) 

am then the Copelam Bill. I fourrl myself in disagreement with some of 

Beale had said in hear1.rqs l:efore Co~essionalthe thin:Js that Dr. 

ccmnittees. 

Dr. Y.: 

a minute. '!he bill was intrcxluced in 1933. I don'tLet Ire just interrupt 

a delegate to the National Drug Trade Conference in thatknow if you were 

particular year. 

Dr. F.: 

I Il:elieve was. 

Dr. Y.: 

the Conferenæ did get unanimity. AsIAt any rate, in that year, 

legislation was necessary, rot itrecall, it favored the fact that new 

out very strongly against the features of the Tugwell Bill which 
came 


seemed to give, as the members saw it, urduly arbitrary power to the 


Was there any debate

Secretary of Agriculture. Do you remember this? 

about this particular point? 

Dr. F.: 
I recall it, the main features on 

'!here was considerable debate, rot as 


a first, the so-called
which there was difference of opinion were, 

a an officialvariation clause which gave manufacturer the right to use 

a 
name, that is, name that was used 


(tape 0117) 


a drug preparation in the United states Phannacopoeia or National 
on 
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Formulary without having the product meet the standards of the National 

Formulary am the United states PharmaCO{X)eia as long as the difference 

fram the official standard was mentioned on the label. 

Dr. Y.: 

Now, that had been the situation urrler the 1906 law. It had been a 

variation clause. It had been legal. In 1933, those who were proposirg 

the bill fram the gOVerrIl1)2J1t's side wanted to errl the variation clause, 

am you say that this issue came up for debate? 

Dr. F.: 

IYea am was in favor of abolishing the variation clause because drug 

manufacturers had been using the official titles in large print am then 

in very fine print stating the difference fram the official stan:1ard 

which, to the average phannacist, meant that the product, if it was 

labeled by an official name was the official product. Am, actually, it 
was not in some cases. Now, this was one place 

(tape 0131) 

where Dr. James H. Beale am I differed considerably. '!hen too, there 

was the matter of formula disclosure. I was in favor of CCIIIplete formula 

disclosure. '!he manufacturers wanted to limit it as it had been limited 

in the 1906 act when I think there were something like eight or ten drugs 

that had to be declared am the others need not be declared. '!hen there 

were some other things, such as advertising am the control of 

advertising by the Food am Drug Administration, what is ncM the Food am 

Drug Administration, am the idea of givirg it to the Federal Trade 

Commission urrler what later becaIre the Wheeler. . . 

Dr. Y.: 

Lea . 
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Dr. F.: 

time to app:>int the delegates to the
Wheeler-Lea Act. So, when it carne 

National Drug Trade Conference from the American pharmaceutical 

I Beale 	arrl said that I thought that he had not
Association, wrote to Dr. 


represented the Association's views food and drug legislation
on 

I 
correctly before the 	cormnittees of Congress, arrl said that I thought 

sent to the Drug Trade Conferencethat anybody who was 

(tape 0149) 

from the American Phannaceutical Association ought to speak for the 

I 	 a I
Arrl asked hiln, in 	 letter,American Pharmaceutical Association. 

a delegate to the Conference,said that I would like to reappoint him as 

I would like to know whether, in the capacity ofrot before doin;J so, 
a 

he would speak for the Association, based on the recordeddelegate, 


action by resolution at conventions of the Association or whether he was 


goin;J to express his own personal opinions. He replied that he would 

I rot l1I'rler 
express his personal 	opinions, arrl then said I was sorry, 

I 	 a 

those circumstances 	 could not reappoint him as delegate to the 

.Conference 

Dr. Y.: 


in the year of your presidency?
'!his was 

Dr. F.: 

'!hat's right. 


Dr. Y.: 


When you had the resp:>nsibility of appointin;J the three members. 


(tape 0160) 

Dr. F.: 


'!hat's right. 
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Dr. Y.: 


in 1934?
Am this would therefore J:;e 


Dr. F.: 


Yes. 


Y:Dr. 

. .Am you were. 


Dr. F.: 


I 
. .Yes. took office. Yes, that's right, it would be in December '34. 


Dr.Y.: 


You took office in December '34? 


Dr. F.: 

I took office in May of 1934 arrl the Drug Tradè Conference always met in 

.December 

Dr. Y.: 

Yes. Am so, it was your responsibility to make these ~intJnents, arrl 

athe evidence that you had that he was speaking in different voice fran 

that as represented by resolutions of the American Phannaceutical 

Association had come to you on the basis 

(tape 0168) 

of the testiroc>ny that he had given before the Senate a:mmri.ttee on the 

first version of the food arrl drug legislation. 

F:Dr. 


Right. 


Dr. Y.: 


How did he resporrl to this? 


Dr. F.: 


Well, he, of course, accepted the fact that I didn't reappoint him, 1:ut 
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I 
he attended the meeting of the conference tecause he was, believe, an 

..officer, arrl I then appointed. in addition, the secretary of the 

also previouslyAmerican Pharmaceutical Association, Dr. Kelly, was 
a 

'!he way the delegations were appointed was usually with thedelegate. 

the current president of the Association, arrl Dr. Beale arrlpresident, 

Dr. Kelly, Dr. Beale, of course, was no lOn;Jer secretary of the APhA, blt 

the outstanding figure in the Association, arrl Dr. Kelly, of course, was 

I appointed two other people.general secretary. 

Dr. Y.: 

Beale's point of view?Because Dr. Kelly shared Dr. 

(tape 0181) 

Dr. F.: 

Yes. Dr. Kelly would go alon;J with Dr. Beale on whatever he felt was the 

we got to the Drug Trade Conference meetirg arrl 
proper tl1in;J to say, arrl 

was called, the president of the Conference came to mebefore the meetirg 

arrl asked me to reconsider the appointment of my delegation, that Dr. 

Beale was such an important factor in the National Drug Trade 

Conference, he had started it arrl was, of course, considered one of the 

I had 
most outstanding, if not the most outstanding, persons in there. 

to say to the president that I was sorry blt Dr. Beale arrl I were in 

on how the American Phannaceutical Association was to be
disagreement 


didn't feel that it was the hlsiness of arr:l other
represented arrl I 


or any officers of the Conference to ask me to
It'eIIIber of the Conference 


I wouldn' t have made the cl1an:Je if I hadn't had gcx:xi

make any cl1an:Jes. 

'!hey delayed the oper1ÌD3' of the meetirg arrl had different reason for it. 

me aOOut what a terrible tl1in;J was doirg in not 
ones come to talk to I 

the Conference met finally, arrl thereappointirg Dr. Beale. At any rate, 
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ofat:roc>sphere was quite straine:l t.ecause 

(tape 0200) 

not spokesman for the American ph.arJt1aceutical
the fact that Dr. Beale was 

Association. No other organization appointed him and they all had their 

delegates appointe:l, of course. 

Y:Dr. 

the first time prestnnably that he wasn't spokesman since it'Ihis was 
a 

had been begun twenty years before. 

Dr. F.: 
I

'!bat's right. '!bat's right. But felt that the issue was of such great 

it meant that whoever was goin; to whatever
:i1rportance because 

. . . 

action the Drug Trade Conference was goin; to take wculd have to 1:e 

the American Pharmaceutical Association was concerned,guide:l, as far as 

by what we had felt was the way to strergthen this Food, Drug and 

Cosmetic Act. 

Dr. Y.: 


as you saw 

NCM, the issues that divide:l you and Dr. Beale and that, it, 

in the American Pharmaceuticaldivided him fran the prevailin; senti1nent 

Association were the ones you mentioned: the variation clause. Had there 

abeen resolution by the APhA to 

(tape 0214) 

to abolish it in the new law? 
q:p;se, 


Dr. F.: 


Yes. 


Dr. Y.: 

a

Right. Arrl the APhA also had made resolution in connection with open 

la1:elin;? 
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Dr. F.: 

Yes. 

Dr. Y.: 

.. .And with respect to 


Dr. F.: 


Complete formula disclosure. 


Dr. Y.: 


And with respect to advertising, too? 

Dr. F.: 

'That's right. 

Dr. Y.: 

And so that if you have this position arrl other groups in the Conference 

continued to hold the kiOO of position that Dr. Beale had held, what was 

the nature of the discussion after you finally got arourn to it in this 

1934 session? Was it tense? 

(tape 0223) 

How could you reach unanimity? 


Dr. F.: 


Yes. Well, we didn't. 


Dr. Y.: 


Yoo didn't. 


Dr. F.: 


So the Drug Trade Conference didn't take any action, am this is exactly 


Iwhat anticipated. 'Ihey would either have taken action errlorsÍD;J the 

variation clause arrl only partial formula disclosure am these other 

matters on which we differed, or they would have taken no action, arrl 

preferred no action to taking the previous action which, to my mirrl, 

I 
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contril::ute:i notl'linJ to strengthening the law. 

Dr. Y.: 

So that, as imividuals, if they wante:i to go before the committees arrl 

so.testify al:out the bill, they could do 

F:Dr. 

Oh, yes. 

Dr. Y.: 

''WeBut they couldn't say, when they went, speak for the National Drug 

Trade Conference." 

(tape 0232) 

Dr. F.: 

for all of its constituents incl\.1dÏn3' the'!hat's right. Ard, therefore, 

American Pharmaceutical Association. 

Dr. Y.: 

So that it was your deliberate intention to do this so that it didn't 

if the American Pharmaceutical Association was party to what 
appear as 

the other groups, presumably the rest of the groups, the groups that were 

terrled to favor the variation clausein rnanufacturinJ arrl distril:ution, 

ard to want only restricted disclosure of ingredients? 

Dr. F.: 


at that t:i1ne,

Perhaps 

I shcu1d say that I was, of course, secretary arrl 

Jersey state Board of Phannacy ard, in thatchief chemist of the new 

aI cooperatinJcapacity, was a, II'm tryin;J to think of the correct name, 

official of the Bureau of Chemistry or Fcx:xi arrl Drug Administration or 

called at the t:i1ne.whatever it was 

Dr. Y.: 

IIn 1927, think it c.harqed from the Bureau. 
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(tap: 0249) 

Dr. F.: 
IIYes. Arrl didn't feel that, arrl neither did the people that 

represented feel that, we should not support the Administration on this 

very important matter. 


Dr. Y.: 


Now, at the time that these events were ta.kin;J place, were you in any 


sort of close liaison with the leadership of the Food arrl Drug 


Administration? 

F:Dr. 


Yes. I was in rather close touch with Mr. Carrpbell, who was then the 


aarief of the Administration, arrl, of course, 
I knew quite number of his 

man who worked IOC>St closely with me an:! with otherassociates and the 

Board of Pharmacy officials was Walter Frisbie, who was the state 

relations director of the Bureau arrl, of course, he would make visits to 

athe various boards from time to time, arrl we had chance to discuss 

these different matters an:! the progress of the legislation an:! so an:ion 

I had irrlicated how we felt about it. 

Dr. Y.: 

aArrl he was vigorous spJkesman for the bill that the Food an:! Drug 

Administration had 

(tape 0269) 

~ forth, the Tugwell Bill. 

Dr. F.: 

Yes. Yes. Of course, I also later had same contact with Dr. Copelan:! 

the man who really worked on thean:! principally with Ole Sathe who was 

bill an:! also with Mr. crawford who later became canmissioner, b.1t who 
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.. .assistant commissioner of in fact, he was Mr. 
was, at that tiIæ, an 

Campbell's right harrlrran with regard to the details of the law, the 

A 
larguage of the law, am so on. very able person. 


Dr. Y.: 


When did you first l::egin to get a<X{L1ainted with Bureau of Chemistry arxi 


later Focx:l am Drug Administration people? Was this when you were in New 

York on the staff of the oruqqists' Circular? 

Dr. F.: 

'The acquaintance then was rather casual. It was more in the nature of 

W.bein3' a reporter, rot an interesting thing developed there. Dr. A. 

Puckner who was Secretary of the Council on Phannacy am Chemistry of the 

AIrerican Medical Association 

(tape 0284) 

had always had a gocx:l deal of respect for the DrugcÜsts' circular because 

of all the pbannaceutical publications, it championed the cause of better 

a number of patent medicineam stricter d1:ug regulations. 'There were 

companies in New York City, am in his work as secretary of the Council 

where they passed on prescription products am other d1:ugs that were 

offered to the medical profession, am also he had same connection with 

the agency of the AMA that harrlled proprietary medicines, Dr. Cramp, 

think was 

Y:Dr. 

Dr. Arthur Cramp. It's name varied from time to time. 

Dr. F.: 

Yes. Well, Puckner wrote to me about some of these concerns am had 

to see whether they wereasked me on one or two occasions to visit them, 

a just loft scmewhere or an office amareally rranufacturing outfit or 

I 
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that they had their prcducts made by other people. Very often, it was 

fourrl that they were just sales offices or l:t1siness offices am that the 

products were manufactured by some of the very reputable drug 

manufacturirg houses. 'There was no doubt the products were competently 

(tape 0305) 

prepared am up to stamard, rot the advertising am the literature am 
the label:irg, that was . the manufacturer assumed no 

. . 

responsibility. 
'!hat was the responsibility of the distrib.1tor. So I had ...Dr. Y.: 

You awere sort of private eye for him, in some cases. 


Dr. F.: 


Arx:lYes. Yes. this brought Ire in contact with the Food am Drug 


Administration to some I
extent also, because would explore with them 


what the situation was. But I really didn't get into a 
 strorg, 


cooperative position with the Food 
am Drug Administration until after 

1926 when I 
 became Secretary am Chief C1emist for the State Board of 


Pharmacy 
. 

Dr. Y.: 

In New Jersey. 

F:Dr. 

In New Jersey. 

Dr. Y.: 

Arx:i athen you were appointed as . .cooperating. 

Dr. F.: 

Cooperat:irg official. 

(tape 0317) 

Dr. Y.: 
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with the Fcxxl and Drug Administration. 

Dr. F.: 

Yes. 

Dr. Y.: 

So that that gave you kirx:1 of capacity. with whom did you worka 

initially? 


Dr. F.: 


Well, I worked with, of course, directly through Frisbie with the people 


Iin the Washin::Jton offiæ. Mr. Larrick was then, believe, chief 

inspector; he was on the polici.rg side of th:in:Js, am D.Jnbar was the 

ascientific man. He later became cormnissioner also, am Crawford was an 

aassistant to Campbell, b..1t Campbell kept pretty close connection with 

all of us am would address the annual meeti.rgs of the local am regional 

Food am Drug Officials to which we, of course, were invited, am of 

which we were actually members. Now, as an example of the kirx:1 of t.hin:1 

that would go on there, there were several cities like Newark am Jersey 

aCity which had their own health depart:rne.nt am food am drug division. 

aArrl- one day, fire occurred in one of the b..1ilc:iin:Js 

(tape 0337) 


of the S. B. Pennick cæpany. Pennick sold crude drugs, that is, 


vegetable drugs largely, which went into IOOSt of the patent medicine 

extracts, vegetable extracts, am so on. Arrl this fire occurred in their 

storage ha.1Se where they had all of these crude drugs. So, the Jersey 

City inspector called me to let me know about the fire because he 

urrlerstood that the insurance COITpa11y had been called in to evaluate the 

losses am to make restitution, of course, as much as the insurance 

carried, am he got wirx:1 of the fact that they were goin:J to reconstitute 
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these drugs as much as they could, to take the turned part away. Of 

there had been water daIPage and water daIPage to vegetable driedcourse, 


drugs would, of course, extract some of them and leave them Sl.lt'6tan::lard, 


even though they had once passed the import regulations and also the 


Ilocal regulations. So he advised me about this. went up to look the 

athin;J over and saw it was quite problem and inunediately got in touch 

with the Philadelphia branch of the Food and Drug Administration which 

had jurisdiction over that area, and they, in turn, got in touch with the 

wasl1irqton people, and they asked me to represent them in this whole 

thin;J and see that 

(tape 0358) 


none of this material got out into camrnerce. We then took over and 'tie 


negotiated with the manufacturer. First of all, we threatened to 

confiscate or destroy their entire lot of stuff, rot there were sane 

valuable drugs there, such as golden seal, which was a drug used in a 

agcxxi many patent medicines and rather expensive thin;J. We permitted 

them to, and got this on record, that they would not sell any of this 

material rot that they would be permitted to extract the vegetable drugs 

and get the active constituents which they could sell, if they were 

properly purified and passed the food and drug regulations and control 

and so forth. Well, this involved considerable sums of m::>ney,analysis, 

I andas recall it, sanet.hia;3' like $100,000 was involved in these stocks, 

not by aIrf prosecutin:3' procedure at all, rot just by working with the 

manufacturer and finally gettin:3' him to see that it was in the ~lic 
interest not to repackage any of this material. '!he insurance carpany, 

of course, was the one that was pushin:3' it, m::>stly because they wanted to 

have to pay as little as possible for the damaged material, l::ut this 
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thi.m all worked out. It involved considerable negotiation 

(tape 0382) 


am so on, rot this is an example of the kind of cooperative work that 


was done. 


Dr. Y.: 


Now, in this, you did have occasion to meet Mr. Can'pbell from time to 

time, am then when you were in wasl'lin;;ton where you were geograpù.cally 

a
closer, you probably met him on number of occasions. 

Dr. F.: 

I . . . 
.. .Well, Mr. Can'pbell. don' t know when his te.nn was up l:ut 

didn't rrove to Wasl'lin;;ton until 1945. 

Dr. Y.: 

.. .Well that was after 

Dr. F.: 

I in am out of washington, rot the Administrators had chan:;Jedwas 

because of his retirement. 

Dr. Y.: 

a .Do you retain quite vivid image of Mr. Can'pbell from the occasions. 

Dr. F.: 
aaYes, I do. I think he was very out.st:arrlin:J person. He was quiet ani 

deliberate 

(tape 0396) 

aworker. He was, of course, lawyer by profession. I've often worrlered 

a
whether the person in charge of food ani drug regulation should be 

physician or a lawyer. If the physician has the help am right-harrl 

a competent attorney who also urxierstarrls sametl'lin;SUI=POrt of good, 

I 
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about the drug b.1siness I I ,tiould favor the physician as the top I1'aI1 in 

I a 
the Food am Drug Administration. think Dr. wiley was good exanple 

a
of that Jdn:l of an administrator. Dr. Alsberg was ITQre of scientist I 

who could get headlines.not the campaigner am the I1'aI1 


Dr. Y.: 


Did you kr10w him? 


Dr. F.: 
.. .I knew him, tut not as well as I knew carnpæll. I never had Dr. 

He
Alsberg didn't encourage very much in the way of meeting with groups. 

didn't do much speaking such as wiley, of course, did, am such as 

. ..cærpbell also did not as much as Wiley in his case, tut he 

encouraged the idea of speakin:J before gatherings which were iIIp:>rt:ant in 

helping the Department. 

(tape 0421) 


Dr. Y.: 


What did he look like? 


Dr. F.: 

cærpbell? 

Dr. Y.: 

I We can go back to cærpbell in minute.Well, was thinking of Alsberg. 
a 

You mentioned Dr. Alsberg. 

Dr. F.: 

a I would say, medium stature, am he bnpressed youHe was man of, ch, 

very much as the scientist am physician, not so much as a general 

one who was ITQre active in the scientific area, am I
practitioner as 

a
think his caning in at the time he did was good IOOVe because all of aJr 

medicine was gradually getting ITQre scientific am the starrlardization of 
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drug products had t:ecorne more complete and involved other procedures than 

Ichemical analysis. never thought that he was the crusading type of 


administrator. 


Dr. Y.: 


aWhat about his temperament? Did you have chance to otserve him enough 

to 

(tape 0444) 

amake carnrnent about that? 

Dr. F.: 

aNot very great carnrnent except to say that he brpressed you as saæone 

who was very deliberate in his arrivin;J at conclusions, b.It very stro~ 

in supportin;J those conclusions after they had been arrived at, and he 

dernarrled first-class evidence. 


Dr. Y.: 


Now to go back to Mr. campbell. What about his personality and 


tenperament? 


Dr. F.: 


aI would say it was a judicial tenperament. He would have made good 

judge, and he was incisive in his characterizations of situations. He 

would do sane questiorù.Ig, very active and in depth questioni.n;J, and he 

would make up his mi.rrl, not at the spJr-of-the-nrment b.It upon 

fOl.1OOdeliberation. I that he was always IrQre than fair to the other 

aside of question. He wanted to get both sides, and then I think he 

aalso content:>lated the consequences, and if it was matter that might be 

I ~considered trivial, don't think he would it too strenuously, bIt 
aif it was matter that dealt with principles and policies, he was 

always, in my judgment, 
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(tape 0477) 

alooJd.n3' toward what effect certain set of cirCLJTI1Stances would have on 


the basic policy of the agency that he headed, arrl once that was decided, 


he would hew to the line. 


Dr.Y: 


Now, can you think of an episode in your association with him that helps 


apin hiln down as person in action in his role? 

F:Dr. 

Well, his appearance before some of the associations arrl particularly his 

appearance before the United States Pharmacopeoeial Convention, which is 

aheld every ten years for the selection of revision committee of the 

Phannacopoeia. Also, it lays down policies with regard to drug 

starrlardization arrl admission of drugs to the book, which gives the drugs 

the blessin:J of the combined medical arrl ~ceutical group that makes 

. .the Phannacopoeia. Now, appearin:J before that decennial convention. 


Dr. Y.: 


When would this be? 


Dr. F.: 


This would be on 1940, 1950, 1930. It's always on the decennial year. 

(tape 0503) 

Y:Dr. 

Right. But when Campbell would have appeared, it would have been 1940? 


Dr. F.: 


'40. I imagine also in ' 30. I'm not 
sure. 

Dr. Y.: 

'30. You observed both of them? 

Dr. F.: 
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Yes. He laid down the policy which the Food and Drug Administration felt 

was in line with the law as it was at the time that he spoke, and he, in 

no uncertain terms, suggested to the convention that, if it wanted the 

Pharmacopoeia to remain the book of official starrlards recognized urrler 

the Food arx:l Drug Act, it would be necessary to supply stan:1ards that 

were enforceable arx:l just. He probably--I don't recall the ~les that 

he would have given--tut this was the thim that starrls out in my mirrl as 

a place where he showed up as the tureaucrat, let's say. I don't use 

a athat in dercgatory sense, tut as person who was in charge of the 

enforcement of the Act. He didn't want his harrls tied, arx:l if there was 

any way 

(tape 0532) 

in which the Pharmacopoeia could help those who wanted to circLmtvent the 

law arx:l the starrlards arx:l the enforcement procedures, he didn't want the 

a . . .Phannacopoeia to be party to that. '!his was implied in his 

. . .othawise the Pharmacopoeia might firrl itself rem:wed as the 

Dr. Y.: 


'Ihe implication was very clear in what he said. 


Dr. F.: 


aWhether he said it in so nany words or not, tut this showed hi1n to be 

person with considerable courage, because even though the representatives 

to the convention were supposed to be representatives of medical 

societies arx:l p,armaceutical societies, medical colleges arx:l p,armacy 

colleges, there were always representatives of irrlustry who crept in as 

suJ::stitutes for some of the people who couldn't afford to go to the 

meetims or didn't have the expense paid or what not. Arxi always there 

were certain numbers of drug nanufacturers 
' representatives put on the 
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Revision Committee which, of course, had the . . . for instance, the 

chairman of the conunittee on organic chemicals or 

(tape 0555) 

the chairman of the conunittee on inorganic chemicals. He might be a 

scientist or control chemist in one of the irxiustries, am he could 

influence the rigidity of the staOOards that were laid down afor 

product . 

Dr.Y: 

Is there any evidence that this actually had happened fran tbne to tbne 

in the revisions of the U. S. P.? 

Dr. F.: 

Well, I had one thin:J that came to my personal notice. I was workin:J 
awith aprofessor of chemistry at Princeton University on product of 

. acreosote Now, creosote was drug in the PhannaCC>pJeia, am creosote 

consisted of guaiacol am creosol, the U.am. S. P. stardard didn't say 

that it was such am such a percentage of guaiacol am such am such a 

percentage of creosol, tut it silrply mentioned the two items as 

constituents Urrler that kirrl of. a definition, the guaiacol could be 

extracted fran the creosote am. the creosote could still meet the 

stardard of the PhannaCC>pJeia, because the prcxiuct was still chiefly 

guaiacol am creosol, tut it was predaninately creosol in that kin:i of 

situation. Am 

(tape 0586) 

it happened that the chainnan of the camnittee on organic chemicals urder 

which this carnes made that starrlard am his firm was chief prcxiucer of 

creosote. 

Dr. Y.: 
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a
So that they were able to get by-prcrluct out arrl sell it separately arrl 

still meet the starrlard. 

Dr. F.: 

carne to my personal attention, tecause we
'!his was the only thing that 

When we got the creosote meetin;J U. s. P.were working on that. 

very littlestarrlards arrl tried to get guaiacol out of it arrl there was 


in there. 


Dr. Y.: 


the date of this episode?Now, can you tell me 

Dr. F.: 
I

'!his must have been around 1926, think. 

Dr. Y.: 

on revision that was p,lblished.. .While you were working there was a 

that year, if I remember. 


Dr. F.: 


Yes. 


(tape 0603) 

-

Dr. Y.: 


An:ì it was for that revision. 


F:Dr. 


on
Well, I wasn't TNOrkir'g on the revision. I was TNOrking sanething else 

weam it came up incidentally, because had to do the testin;J. 

Dr. Y.: 
. .

An:ì this gave you insight into this particular. 

F:Dr. 


Now, I may be very unjust to this person by citin;J such an incident, rot 


ait is IX>SSible to juggle standards in such way that they still will do 

~ 
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ano harm to the individual who gets the drug, rut there's profit to te 

made by doi.nq sarething that doesn't quite meet the starrlard. 

Dr. Y.: 

An:l whether or not he had this particular exaITple in mirrl, you have the 

feeli.nq that it was sarething in this category that Mr. Caltpbell was 

speakiIq aJ:xJut when he gave his address to the revision canunittee. 

(tape 0622) 

Dr. F.: 

Well, that, in part, rot I don't think that Caltpbell was interested so 

much in the starrlards of an irrlividual product as he was in the starxiinq 

of the Pharmacopoeia as the official starrlard for drugs umer the Fcxxl 

arrl Drug Act, which is what he was enforci.nq. An:l he wanted that 

pharmacopoeia to be so completely above suspicion in every respect that 

he called attention to the possibility that if it did not meet the 

highest st.an:3ards that it was in c:larger of bei.nq withdrawn as the 

official standard. 

Dr. Y.: 

An:l also he wanted the tests in it to be such that they could be made am 

support the law so that they would be clear arrl full rather than fuzzy 

arrl therefore legally difficult to enforce. 

Dr. F.: 

An:l I think he acc::c::mt>lished that in the 1938 Act when it was provided in 

athe Act that if the U. s. P. arrl N. F. could not give standard that was 


satisfactory to the Fcxxl arrl Drug Administration, they could, in tmTI, 


make their own starrlard. 


(tape 0647) 


Dr. Y.: 
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Right. NCM, let me go back to the '2 Os again. One of the reasons that 

urrlerlay the effort of the Focxi and Drug Administration to get the new 

law was the feelirq that better protection was needed. One of the 

reasons that Senator Copelam was so willing to urrlertake the leadership 

in Corgress to get this law was that he had become persuaded that the 

a a aFood am Drug Administration was rep..ltable agency as result of 

ahearing that had been held in 1930 by Senate committee to investigate 

many phases of the Focxi and Drug Administration, tut particularly charges 

against it that its operation in the field of certain drugs, certain 

anesthetics, ether, am ergot particularly, had not been what it should 

have been. NCM, the charges with regard to ergot had been made against 

the Food am Drug Administration by a man named Ambruster who, two or 

three years before, seemingly, had sought to corner the market in ergot. 

aHe raised such hew and cry that much criticism was launched against the 

Food am Drug Administration, so much so, that finally this Senatorial 

hearing was held. NCM, I'd like to kr10w how close were you to this 

particular episode? 

(tape 0684) 

Dr. F.: 

Well, Ambruster was in New Jersey, of course, am Dr. Rusby who 

on his side, also lived in New Jersey l::ut he was Dean ofa~tly was 

I
the College of Pharmacy at Columbia University, am knew about the 

situation am at various times, I was urged to get into the thi..rYq, 

editorially or otherwise; I'm not certain that I ever did. I may have in 

I Ithe New Jersey Journal of Pharmacv. could look it up. But, never 

felt that there was much merit to Ambruster's case, am I don't think the 

Food am Drug Administration did. 
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Dr. Y.: 

aNo, ani I don't think that, as result of the hearing, senator Copelarrl 


thooght there was. Did you ever meet Arnbruster or see him? 


Dr. F.: 

p' 

. . .Yes. I believe he came to see me arrl 

Dr. Y.: 

aDo yoo remember him as person at all? 

Dr. F.: 

I a 	 aYes, rerrember 	him as person. He impressed me as rather of 

(tape 0712) 

nnmtebank type. 

Dr. Y.: 

Yoo on first blush fran one visit, you got that impression?mean 

Dr. F.: 

Well, ani fran previous reading, of course. 
I knew he came to get us 

involved in the situation. I'm not sure whether I was then a member of 

Ithis New Jersey 	state Board of Health or not. was there for eight 

18years during my years of service. I'm pretty sure he tried to get us 

involved in the thing in same way. But from all the tests an:l fran what 

I I a 
. .the Food an:l 	Drug Administration. think had discussion 

I
alx:AIt it with Mr. CalTpbell at one time. just felt that it wasn't 

involved in because the ergot that was onanyth.in;J that we wanted to be 

the market-the fluid extract which was the only thing that was used (the 

ergot itself was never used) arxi if there was any contamination the. .. 

crude drug could be cleaned up arxi the extraction of it was for the 

active principle that was in it, am this had to be subject to biological 

assay am it couldn't be marketed without meeting the biological assay 
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stan:3ard . I never thought that Rushy was much of a 

(tape 0745) 

pharmacologist. He was an M. D. who, I'm sure, did very little 
practicing of medicine. He got into pharmacy am then became 

administrator of that college of pharmacy. 

Dr. Y.: 


I've often wordered about his notivation in this episcde. He had been an 


employee of the Bureau of Olemistry who had examined crude drugs at the 


New York Port of Entry. 


Dr. F.: 


aHe was Ji1armacognosist really. 


Dr. Y.: 


For many years. Right. He had done this. Eventually, he had resigned 


in the late teens, wt then, several years later, after having been an 


aemployee, as it were, of the Bureau of Olemistry, he takes position 

athat is quite contrary to it am, as you suggest, is in position that 

aseems to be quite scientifically unsoun.1. What sort of man was he am 

why do you think that he would boost Ambruster so much through these 

a ayears, man who was dean of school of pharmacy? Do you have any 

(tape 0775) 

iIrpressions about this? 

Dr. F.: 

a aWell, Rusby was very opinionated person, and he iIrpressed you as very 

discriminating type of scientist who would go to no errls to establish 

Itruth, and think that probably in the examination of ergot, which he 

did physically and microscopically, if it was infested, he would athor 

that and urrloubtedly get the feeling that no decent product could be made 
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fran it. NOVl, whether the ergot that Arnbruster got was cartpletely free of 

this sort of thing or not, I wouldn't know, wt I'm sure that Rushy would 

not have taken up with Ambruster if he didn't sincerely believe that he 

was ri~t in his own findings about it. 
Dr. Y.: 

aSo you think he was sincere man. 

Dr. F.: 

Yes. 

Dr. Y.: 

You don't think there was any hanky-panky? 

Dr. F.: 

He had same very peculiar habits anj reactions to things. I had a 

difficulty with him because the New York schools of ~cy, about the 

tbne of the Prohibition era, they were running two shifts of courses so 

as to 

(tape 0819) 

ac:comrrOOate all the people that were getting into the retail drug 

a ablsiness by way of college of pharmacy. Arrl, in way, it amazed me, 

as far as Rusby was concerned. I thought that he would-if there were a 

thousand applicants anj you could only take three hurdred-take three 

hurdred anj not go ahead anj make professors lecture double tbne in order 

to take another three hundred, which is what the lecture room held, and 

work them in two shifts, adjusting hours and that sort of thing and even 

adding to the physical space in the wilding that they had so that they 

could do this. But he did, and it was just about at that time (this was 

in 1920) that the New Jersey legislature passed the law requiring college 

graduation for pharmacists who were to be licensed. Well, many of the 
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pharmacists licensed in New Jersey had been goÏn3' to the Philadelphia 

College of Phannacy if they lived in the south and to Columbia, Fordham 

arxl even b..1t aBrooklyn if they lived in the north, there was New Jersey 

aCollege of Phannacy which was run largely by wholesale drug company. 

Mr. Keebler who was president of Rober arxl Keebler Wholesale Drug Company 

was the president of the New Jersey College of 

(tape 0858) 

arxl they gave b..1taPhannacy, course, they had part-time teachers, no 

afull-time teachers at all, arxl they gave degree arxl it wasn't necessary 

a ato be college graduate to became registered, so lot of these people 

Itook the easy course. remernher-I was still with the Druc~:fist' 

Circular-arxl he asked me to cc::me over and give the canmencement address 

aarxl then spake to me about the p:>ssibility of taking d~p of the 

school because the prerequisite law was goÏn3' into effect in 1920, and 

they would then, of course, have to meet stan:::Iards of the New Jersey 

Board of Phannacy, arxl if their graduates would be recognized in New 

York, the school would have to be recognized there am also in 

IPennsylvania by the Pel1nsylvania Board. So, looked the situation over 

arxl I decided that I would take it, b..1t it was just a low salary. 

(Side 4, tape 0000; Side 3 silent)was 

Dr. F.: 

IWell, at that time was managÏn3' editor of the news edition of C1emical 

aand Enqineerinq News, chemical engineerÏn3' magazine which was published 

Iby the American Chemical SOCiety, and took this on along with keeping 

the editorship of this publication. 'This was the only way in which I 

could afford to take it, rot I thought of the possibility of making 

something out of the New Jersey College of Pharmacy in view of the 
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passage of the state act, am so I went in there in the fall of 1921, am 

we had an influx of students because of the same situation had brought 

them into New York, tut I discr:i1ninated considerably. We had the 

facilit~~ for about 100 students, am I had no trouble in fillin:J that 

number, am I then, of course, proceeded immediately to get some faculty. 

a'!hey had small Wildin:J, am we had to, of course, get some additional 

a 
.space We Wilt up, in the first year, quite group of first year 


we
students, and in the second year, had both classes right to the top, 


am some New York students began to come in and some Pennsylvania 


students '!hey didn't like that
. 

(tape 0021) 

in New York, so I have good reason to knovl that Rushy am Dr. Diner who 

was dean of the Fordham University School of Phannacy got to the 

Etlucation Department in New York am warned them against this upstart 

school here in New Jersey, and the Camnissioner of Etlucation, the 

Associate Commissioner of Education there for professional education, was 

a Dr. Downing, am when I was there the second year, there were some 

people who asked whether when they graduated they would be allowed to 

Itake the New York Board of Phannacy examination. So wrote to Dr. 


Downing am told hi1n what our situation was, am he said, "Well, I 


aun:ierstand you are standard school, and we would have to investigate 


you." I said "Send down an investigator any time." ''Well,'' he said, 


. ."this will take some time. We are very l::usy and it will be some time 

" I I''Well,'' said, "Can corne up to see you?" Well, that was all 
I I 

. right. could corne up to see him, and so took the entrance 

qualifications files of all of my students to Albany with me, am I said, 

"Now, Dr. ~in:J, what is the reason you suspect our not bein:J able to 
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agive course?" ''Well, he said, "in the 

(tape 0038) 

Ifirst place, you admit anybody." ''Well, II said, "I thought you might say 

that so I brought the credentials of all of my people up." It happened 

athat the first name on the list was Baker. Baker was Yale graduate who 

awas in manufacturing b..1siness in New Jersey an:l registered for the 

course in phannacy so that he would kn<:M more about drugs an:l so on. Of 

course, this opened Downing's eye. 'Ihen he went on through the rest. 

. . mostSome of them were. all of them were high school graduates, an:l 

a 
. some of them had one or two years in college, an:l another one was 

Harvard graduate who was with the same ccrnpany. ''Well,'' he said, "this 

I I Iisn't what heard about your school." said, ''Well, think that maybe 

the things you're hearing are corning fran biased sources, an:i I really 

would like you to serrl davn your inspector." Well," he said, "I will." 

Am shortly after that, one morning I was just going in to give my 

lecture in phannacy, when this fellow carnes in an:i sits down in the back, 

I Ian:i recognized him as one of the New York inspectors. just went 

right on with my lecture, am after I got through, I spoke to him, of 

course He introduced hirnself--I had met him before. 'Ihen I showed him. 

over the place an:i 

(tape 0055) 

a ashowed him all our records am, to make long story short, after month 

aor so, we got letter from the New York Department of Education that the 

graduates of the school would be permitted to take the Board of Pharmacy 

aexamination. Well, Dr. Rushy raised big fuss about that. 


Dr. Y.: 


Openly ncM? 
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Dr. F.: 

Yes. He didn't see how the New York Deparbrent of Education could 

recognize an institution that had the reputation that we had. Well, on 

Itop of ~t, tried to get one of his phannacognosy teacher's 

assistance, and he came over to see me and he decided finally not to corne 

because he knew that Rusby was very nnlch incensed about it. '!hen they 

contacted the officers of the American, it was then called the American 

Conference of Pharmaceutical Faculties, which was the Association of 

Colleges of Pharmacy, about our institution and tried to keep us from 

Ibe<:xIni.n3 meIt1bers. applied for membership and just about that 

(tape 0070) 

a atime, there was great agitation for three-year course, and the New 

York schools were against it. '!bey couldn't see this 600 new students 

every year, you know, in two shifts, stopping their source of incame 

Ithere, you know. But came out for the three-year course and very 

strongly, wrote about it, went to the county phannaceutical associations 

aand sold the idea of three-year course to the practicing pharnacists so 

that the New Jersey Pharmaceutical Association was with me on it, 
although the secretary of the Association was on the faculty of Columbia 

University College of Pharmacy. Arrl we made our application, and they 

sent inspectors, the Dean of North Carolina, the Dean of the Medical 

College of Virginia, and the Dean of the University of West Virginia 

School of Pharmacy. '!hey came up and visited us, looked us over. '!hey 

came in unannounced also, just about the time that I was lecturing, and 

we passed muster there. 'Then came the meetings of the conference, the 

first meeting, and the New York schools refused at this meeting to go 

on aalong with the conference three-year program. 
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(tape 0088) 

So the conference said, ''Well, if you don't like it, you'll have to 

awithdraw as member." And they did withdraw thinking that this would be 

Iof ten"ific damage to the conference, and was sittin:1 in the rear at 

Ithis rneetin3', and the nominating committee made its report and alInost 

fell over. '!hey nominated me for vice-president. So, of course this was 

a I a Ilittle bit of Association politics. wasn't party to it. knew 

nothin:1 about it, rot they figured it that the New York schools were 

. . .goin:1, rot here's the New Jersey College of Pharmacy we'll make 

I s Ithis boy vice-president. was, let' see, twenty-six. No, was about 

thirty, I guess, a little over thirty. And, so this made Rusby still 
.. .madder. Columbia University College of Pharmacy never was very 

close to Columbia-even isn't tcx:iay, as far as the {X1arrnacy school is 

concerned ; Columbia contri1:utes nothing except the diplana. It doesn't 

contri1:ute any finances to the College of Pharmacy at all.) And they 

then found themselves out in the cold. Everybody else was goin:1 to the 

Ithree-year course. think they stood it for about two years, then they 


came 


(tape 0105) 


back in. 


Dr. Y.: 


a sWell, now, tell me what kind of person Rusby is. It' easy to see some 

of his characteristics from these episodes. What did he look like? 

Dr. F.: 

aHe was very near-sighted; always had watchmaker's glass when he was 

reading, in his eye; he didn't wear glasses, rot he was very 

He anear-sighted. was delightful person to be with as far as 
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conversation was concerned, am he would make an excellent talk, am I 

aguess he was good pharmacognosist, although as an M. D. '!hat was his 

.training I guess he got an M. D. in the days when that wasn't a very 

adifficult thing to do, if you were person that was of college caliber. 

I would say that, in general, he was quite frierrlly, rut he hated 

Remington, Joseph P. Remington, who was dean of the Philadelphia College 

of Pharmacy, am Remincrton' s Practice of Pharmacv, of ex>u.rse, was the 

apublication, am they had Dispensatory which was gotten out by Wood, 

Remington arrl Sadtler: Wood, the 

(tape 0123) 

phannacologist, Remington, the pharmacist am Sadtler, the chemist. 'Ihen 

they had a Dispensatory gotten out by Rusby am Caspari. I think it was 

called the National Standard Dispensatory, am they were 
. 

rival 

publications, of course, am Rusby always was very snide in his remarks 

aabout Remington. Remington was much mJre polished person am not the 


kirrl that hated as I think, Rushy did, when he did hate. 


Dr. Y.: 


You mean to say that Rushy was unpolished? Or you just mean to say that 


a . . .he bore 

Dr. F.: 


Not very suave, let's say. Remington was very suave. Rushy didn't care 


whom he offerrled. Remington, on the other harrl, would get his ideas 


across without offense. 


Dr. Y.: 


aWas Rushy big man? 

Dr. F.: 

IHe was stout arrl would say about five ten. 
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(tape 0137) 

Dr. Y.: 

It helps to try to get these people vivid as persons from those of you 

awho otserved them in action; so that he seems to have had life that was 

amarked DY good deal of controversy. 


Dr. F.: 


Yes. Well, a couple of days ago I was lookinq through sane things, an::i 


asaw place in one of the drug journals of the time that said that Dr. 

IRusby was arrested, believe, for shooting an::i wourrling a boy with a 

shotgun who was stealing sane of his peaches at his home there just 

aoutside of Newark. So, you see, he was sort of person who flared up 

Iquickly an::i wanted to punish people for things. Arx:i yet, as say, he 

a acould make talk, am he could be in group am fascinate the group 

with sane of his conversations. He made these trips to South America, 

you know, for Parke, Davis an::i Company an::i for the purpose of discovering 

new drugs, am there was one of the people who went with him on the 

Ilatest expedition. '!here were, think, at least two am the last one he 

a a 
. . .went to, fellow wrote book. If I could think of the name 

(tape 0157) 

ait tells about the director. Here they were in forest in the Amazon 

region with nobcxiy rot the natives arourrl, an::i there were three people in 

the party, and they had had their dinner, the director was h.1sy withan::i 

his mimeograph machine grinding out the mimeograph notice to the staff 

afor the next day's activities. He couldn't get them into conference 

and talk to them alx>ut He ..-lad . . .it. to 

Dr. Y.: 

aHe had to have mimeograph machine put out in the jungle1 

I 
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Dr. F.: 

I'!his is one t.hing remembered. 

Dr. Y.: 


He would make an interesting biographical study. 


Dr. F.: 


IYes, he would. guess he was meticulous about a lot of things, and I 


don't know how he behaved with the natives, tut I imagine the word that 


would characterize him at ti1nes was irrascible. 


Dr. Y.: 


You didn't cross swords with him about the Arnbruster affair as such? 


(tape 0171) 

Dr. F.: 

No no, I kept out of that. 

Dr. Y.: 

a . . .Right. Arrl so you were kin:i of an oberver tut not 

Dr. F.: 

a'Ihey, I'm sure that Arnbruster and Rusby would have characterized me as 

supporter of the Fcxxl and Drug Administration in this thing. 

I I 
. . .Ambruster wish could fin:i the corresporxience, if it's still 

arourrl he wrote me mnnbers of letters and always' they were cx>uched. . . 

in moderate lan;JUage for him, arxi he did try to get us to do something 


about the quality of ergot. 


Dr. Y.: 


Didn't he get the New Jersey Phannaceutical Association to support him? 


Dr. F.: 


I don't think so. 


Dr. Y.: 
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'!here was a doctor whose surname was Ill, I-L-L, who was, I think, an 

ol:stetrician arrl gvnecologist, who was made the chairman of a camtlÌttee 

of the national body of ol:stetricians to look into this matter. Of 

course, ergot being extremely 

(tape OI88) 

aimportant to speciality group of this kirrl, arrl the III camtlÌttee came 

I aout in behalf of the Arnbruster side. As recall, Dr. III was New 


Jersey physician. Did you know hi1n? 


Dr. F.: 


. 

I knew hlln, not in any personal way. I met hlln arrl knew hlln as an active 

person in the medical society. '!here was a son also. I think Edward 

IIll, Sr., was the one that was connected with this, arrl believe, now 

athat I think of it, that they manufactured Fluid Extract of 

I 
. .Ergot-Rusby. think finally Arnbruster got to the point where. 


Dr. Y.: 


Yes, they did. 


Dr. F.: 


Arrl then they put Rusby's name on it so as weight with. . .to carry 

Dr. Y.: 

He tried to break the market with the ergot he had. But then, ergot was 

brought in fran another country, arrl so he couldn't break the market. 

His own, of course, was deteriorating, arrl so he did make fluid extract, 

arrl Rusby' s name was put on it as 

(tape 0203) 

a skind of advertising slogan. Now Ill' committee supp:>rted the 

Arnbruster-Rusby side as against Campbell arrl his Food arrl Drug 

Administration. 
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Dr. F.: 


I think where III came into the picture was that he was using Rushy's 


I. . .fluid extract of the Ambruster arrl this is as recall it. 
Y:Dr. 

aIt seemed peculiar arrl somewhat irrational thing, just looking at it as 

I have slightly, for the III ccmnittee to have reached this particular 

Iposition, arrl just worx:lered, if having been in New Jersey at that time, 

. .you had any explanation. 


Dr. F.: 


I don't have very much recollection of that, except that it didn't really 


annmt to much in medical arrl pharmaceutical circles in New Jersey at the 


. atime 'Ihey knew it was going on arrl there was some kin:l of 

controversy, rot they were getting their ergot arrl they were using other 

. . .drugs anyway for the same purpose arrl 

Dr. Y.: 

aWell, there was enough of stonn kicked up about it that it put the Food 

arrl Drug Administration urx:ler great pressure, especially after Senator 

Wheeler published an 

(tape 0219) 

article which bought the Ambruster case wholeheartedly arrl C01t'pletely, 

arrl so then the 1930 hearing occurred in which Copelarrl sat in arrl gained 

admiration for the Food arrl Drug Administration. Had you knc:Mn Copelarrl 

when he was in New York before he went to the Senate? 


Dr. F.: 


As Commissioner of Health? 


Dr. Y.: 

Yes. 
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Dr. F.: 


I have met him. 


Dr. Y.: Have you met Ole Salthe? 

Dr. F.:,. 

Yes, I met him, too. 

Dr. Y.: 

So that, during the thirties, while the law was under consideration, you 

had some association with Salthe? 

Dr. F.: 

Yes. 

(tape 0229) 

What was the nature of this association? 

Dr. F.: 

Well, Salthe was an expert in foods rather than in drugs, am he would 

consult me from time to time about some of the drug Ifuises of the bill, 

am he am Crawford worked rather closely together. 'Ihey were at 

Copelam's beck am call all of the time on re.visions, am so forth. 

athink Copelam was never person to concern hilnself much with detail. 

He saw the big issue am, if that was something that he wante::i to 


support, he did, am then got others to do the actual work, which was the 


case here. 


Dr. Y.: 


INC1w', we might, think, end our evening's conversation. If you would do 

for the three men that you've just mentioned what I've asked you to do 

for some other persons who have come into the story, that is, try to make 

them vivid for me as people: Senator Copelam, his aide, Ole Salthe, am 

Mr. Crawford of the Focx:i and Drug Administration. 

I 
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Dr. F.: 


We'll start with Mr. Crawford. His backgrourrl waE chemistry, analytical 


chemistry , 

(tape 0247) 

I believe, rot he had an uncanny way of phrasing l~ge to cover 

loopholes in any statement that would require livÍ.n9 up to by those who 

were regulated. I think that his great service to Mr. Qmpbell am to 

the whole food am drug movement was getting statements into language 

which could not be distorted or circumvented by lawyers with whom he, of 

acourse, had plenty of contact in his work as food am drug law 

aadministrator or prosecutor of violations. Now, he wasn't prosecutor 

hllnself rot I'm sure that he was the one in the administration who did 

the hard work of deterIninin;J what the violation actually consisted of am 

IbrÍ.n9Í.n9 the essential evidence to prove the case. consider him one of 

the best wordsmiths as far as the preparation of legislation am 

~regulatory of enforcement is concerned, am he, of course, 


atterrled all the sessions of Congress where this discussion took place 


am was able, I think, to provide Copelam with the necessary answers to 


questions that had been raised or arguments that had been prepared. 


Dr. Y.: 


How would you c::orrpare him with Campbell as a person? 


(tape 0280) 

Dr. F.: 

Well, I think they made an excellent team. I think campbell, in addition 

to beÍ.n9 very astute about legal language, interpretation, am regulatory 

phraseology, was a better conummicator to the public am to the publics 

that came in contact with the Food am Drug Administration. Crawford 
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would be the right-harrl man who would sit arrl say very little, rot take 

in all of the, not only language rot the atmosphere arrl the innuerrlo arrl 

conclusions that could be drawn from certain words Now, Iam phrases. 

found. him later when he became Assistant Commissioner am then 

Commissioner rather hard on the drug Wustry. I wasn' t concerned so 

Imuch about the drug irrlustry, as was for the retail druggists, in that 

he would not distin;Juish between those who were violators am didn' t care 

whether they violated or not am those who were conscientious am perhaps 

Ierred because of incompetence at tirnes. found this particularly in 

connection with barbiturates, am I had mnnbers of discussions with him, 

some of them sanewhat heated about writing up the annual report of the 

aFood arrl Dn1g Administration in which few violations of the barbiturate 

~ of the law, for 

(tape 0311) 

exanple, would cause him to tell about the broken homes am the 

harmfulness and the heartbreaks that had been caused by people taking 

abarbiturates when, as matter of fact, the use under medical supervision 

aof barbiturates is very helpful thing. Arrl these tremerx:ious 

aberrations that occur in so-called addicts have been the results of ten 

am twenty arrl thirty times the average maximum dose of the barbiturates. 

Arrl we tried to bring that out in some of our conferences with them, rot 

a ajust because fellow renewed prescription for barbiturates without 

a ahaving gotten physician's order, or new prescription for it, this, in 

aCrawford's language made the pharmacist criminal who broke homes and 

caused mental anguish and all of this sort of thing, when that sort of 

thing is really very rare in connection with the common use of 

.barbiturates 
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Dr. Y.: 


So that you thought the way he was reportin;} it was false arrl misleading. 


(tape 0332) 


Dr. F.:.. 

a IIt was exaggerated, greatly exaggerated, in order to get law. Now, 


wanted the law as badly as he did, rot I wouldn't give those reasons for 


it. He became melodramatic about the thin;J. 


Dr. Y.: 


I asee. When you got into heated argument, as you call it, with him, 

awhat do you mean by that? Did he have temper? 


Dr. F.: 


Well, our past relations in connection with getting the legislation were 


so frien:lly that it bothered me to have him characterize the people that 


I arepresented as the type that would for mess of pottage go arrl break 

homes arrl cause people the Iroral am mental an:JUish that he said they 

.caused 


Dr. Y.: 


When you made these representations to him, did you get anywhere? 


Dr. F.: 


Just a kirxi of a disdain in looks am so forth. We didn't came to blows 


or anything like that. 


(tape 0350) 

Dr. Y.: 

But you really make your point. You didn't think you persuaded him? 

Dr. F.: 

He INo. was doin;} it, I'm sure, to get headlines am objected to usin;} 

our group to make headlines because it reflected on the 100,000 
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pharmacists when there were about 100 culprits, let's say, at the most. 

IArrl felt that that should have been taken into consideration, arx:1 we 

. .went so far as one time to get it before. I wanted to get it before 

the Commissioner, arx:1 he delegated somebody to hear us out arrl when we 

got thråUgh, the Commissioner's deputy took my part am . . . 

Dr. Y.: 

Who was that? Do you remember? 


Dr. F.: 


I've forgotten his name, rut I think it was Ewing's deputy. Arrl the 


- Ireports IOOderated fran that time on, because still say that it's not 

afair to stigmatize an entire profession for the acts of few whan you 

wouldn' t deferrl urrler any circumstances. 

(tape 0367) 

Dr. Y.: 

SUre. NeM, heM do you compare CaIrpbell arx:1 Crawford fran the point of 

view of appearance anj demeanor anj character? 

Dr. F.: 

I think Canpbell would be zrore :iJrpressive than Crawford. Crawford was 

zrore retiring. Fran approach anj appearance, he acted zrore like a deputy 

athan the main operator. It's little bit like the Johnson arx:1 HurTphrey 

situation. Not that I'm comparing the methods anj the attitudes, b..1t he 

awas second man in the administration arx:1 he became the first man, rut I 

adon't think he was as :iJrpressive first man by any matter of means that 


Canpbell was. 


Dr. Y.: 


Can you think of any other episode in connection with Crawford that makes 


ahim vivid as person? 
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Dr. F.: 

Well, my recollection is of his great ability along the lines I've 

mentioned, his faithfulness to the cause am to his chief am his 

commitment to high starxiards for foods and drugs am for an earnestness 


of enforcement of those starxiards. 


(tape 0394) 


Dr. Y.: 


Do you want to go on? it's 9:30 now. Or shall leave Ole Salthe am
we 

Dr. campbell until toroc>rraw? 


Dr. F.: 


~ 
 we leave them. 

Dr. Y.: 

All right. Fine. So then we'll restnne in the ItDrnin;J. 

Dr. Y.: 

aNow it's the ItDrnin;J of September 18, Dr. Fischelis, and after night's 


sleep, we're gathered again to continue taJ..kiIg about your experiences. 


First of all this ItDrning, Dick Hopkins is going to ask you questions 


about the backgroun:1 of the Dlrham-HuIrphrey Law of 1951. Dick. 


Mr. H.: 


.'!bank you, Dr. Young One of the first things I wanted to ask you about 

were some reports in the business press in the 19405, the late 19405, 

about what appeared to be some concern, or considerable concern in some 

quarters, on the parts of pharmacy associations about the supposed 

decline in the 

(tape 0411) 

professional status of pharmacists. Was this, in fact, something that 

was of real concern? 
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Dr. F.: 

I a I athink to give you picture of that as saw it, I'd have to give you 

little bit of the philosophy of the people who are in the practice of 

aphanna~. or who were in the practice of phannacy at that time arrl 

little bit of the tradition that has been handed down by those who were 

the leading practitioners in the profession arrl who, IIDre or less, 

through the state arrl national phannaceutical organizations, laid out the 

programs of the profession. I'11 start by saying that as one gets into 

athe practice of phannacy as y~ person who has had no previous 

familiarity with the drug b.1siness or the profession of phannacy or the 

-profession of medicine, for that rratter, you, of course, think of the 

dnIg store, referred to earlier as the apothecary shop arrl also the 

phannacy, arrl the developnent of the drug store in the United States 

particularly. '!he profession in America was started by phannacists who 

came here fram various sources. '!he German apothecaries had one type of 

(tape 0447) 

establishment in ItÚIrl when they began to set themselves up as 

prescription catp:>llI'rlers arrl dealers in drugs arrl medicines. '!he Eß;Jlish 

phannacists had another type of backgroun:l, the French arrl Scarrli.navians, 

still another, arrl they settled in different parts of the country, of 

.course Arrl there were no laws on the statute books prior to the civil 

War, let's say, which rrade it necessary for anyone who wanted to set 

himself up in the drug b..1siness to meet any requirements. All that he 

a ahad to do was to open shop and put sign on the door that he was an 

a aapothecary or pharIPacist or druggist and go ahead and accept 

physicians' prescriptions for c:orrpounding or selling dnIgs, medicines, 

and poisons, as the phannacy laws refer to these items. '!he public 
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simply accepted them, because they took the qualifications that the man 

or men who opened these ernporia gave out as possess.in3'. so even the idea 

a aof hav.in3' physician write prescription , give it to the patient, am 

ahave the patient seek out pharmacy in which to have the prescription 

a afilled, was matter of custom. It was not matter of regulation nor 

law of any kind. It just was the way in which th.in3's were done am in 

ofmany cases, 

(tape 0484) 

course, the physician carried the drugs am gave the patient drugs 

A good manyhimself. of the earlier physicians started as pharmacists, 

am it was not unusual in the city of Philadelphia, for example, to have 

physicians have their office over the drug store or even in the drug 

store, am they would diagnose am prescribe am then fill their own 

prescriptions. so that one has to un::ierstarrl that everything deal.in3' 

with the manufacture am distr:ib.rt:ion of drugs grew up on the basis of 

custom am not on the basis of law. '!hen we began to have laws because 

of the gross adulteration of drugs, some of which were imported am some 

irxligenous to the United States. Corrplaints came from physicians am 

from others who used these drugs am chemicals am poisons for various 

purposes, that they weren' t gett.in3' the expected therapeutic action, then 

there began to be some investigation. '!his resulted, of course, in the 

development of laws. 'This is how the patent medicine industry got its 

start really. In the first case in the Minnesota courts, the so-called 

Donaldson Case, the judge said that there was no purpose in restricting 

the sale of drugs to pharmacists because the pharmacists 

(tape 0516) 

didn't know anymore a1:x>ut the composition of these patent or proprietary 
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medicines than the laymen, since their contents were not revealed on the 

label. '!he only person who was COITpetent to talk about the product and 

to recommend it for whatever purpose it was prepared for was the 

.manufacturer '!herefore, the judge saw no reason why the sale of 

packaged remedies should J:e restricted to pharmacies, J:ecause as far as 

the public was concerned, it wasn't gettirY;J any m:)re protection when it 
a abought them from pharmacist than if bought from general storekeeper. 

aNow, this is furx:1amental to and Iwhole idea about drugs, happened to 

grow up in an a1::Jrosphere in pharmacy, and it was confi..rræd later in my 

experiences in drug manufacturirY;J houses and in preparation of literature 

for P1ysicians and advertisements for prepared remedies, that actually in 

order to J:e fair to the public, the people who produced and distrih.1ted 

the drugs should J:e properly trained. When you say "properly trained," 

and follow that to its logical conclusion, it goes directly to the 

medical profession. So the ideal situation with respect to the use of 

drugs, whether they J:e prescribed or p.IrChased for self-

(tape 0548) 

medication, is that they should J:e distrih.1ted urder the supervision of a 

aP1ysician, prepared urrler the supervision of physician, and used by the 

apublic only after physician had diagnosed the disease or ailment and 

decided that this or that drug was the proper remedy. Now, if you use as 

the basis of the logical methcrl of usirY;J any therapeutic agent, that is, 
aon the advice of physician, then you have to look upon the aIX>thecary 

aor the phàrrnacist or the pharmaceutical manufacturer as practicirY;J 

aspeciality of medicine as whole. Na.v, those of us who looked upon the 

apractice of pharmacy as specialty of medicine wanted the people who 

were going into pharmacy to J:e properly educated. '!he ideal thing would 
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abe for certain people who took course in medicine to specialize in 

~cy just as they would in orthopedics or pediatrics or some other 

branch of the medical art. And when you begin to unclerstarrl that you can 

unclerstarrl why those who were brought up with that idea in mirrl, and who 

felt that that was the best thing for the public welfare and public 

health, why they wanted to restrict the production, sale, and 

distril:ution of drugs to persons who were qualified in the specialty 

(tape 0585) 

of phanracy which, in turn, required some knowledge of medicine. So the 

course in phannacy developed and had three major areas. We hadwe 

materia medica which covered the great area of all Jdrxjg of drugs, 

whether fran vegetable, animal or mineral sources or synthetically 

prepared, and kn<:Mledge of the constituents of the drugs, their action, 

their counter-effect, and some knowledge of the idiosyncrasy of patients 

towards the drugs that were being used. And, of course, this, in turn, 

led to great effort to caution against the misuse of drugs as much as to 

teach the use of the drugs. 'Ihen there was the department of chemistry 

and the deparbnent of Now, materia medica was made to include~cy. 
testing of the drug as to action on animals which, of course, brought 

them into phannacology, and also whatever reaction there was on the part 

of patients to drugs, and this certainly oordered on the practice of 

. a amedicine If customer came into drug store and said "I want some 

Doan's pills"--in those days, they were called Dean's Kidney pills--and 

the phannacist wanted to be of the type that we thought he should be 

(namely, one who knew all about the possible 

(tape 0620) 


side effects and unfavorable effects of drugs), he would say, ''Well, 'OCM, 
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of course, Dean's Kidney pills don't tell you what's in them, rot I 

abelieve it cont?J.ins such arrl such drug. Have you been tak.in;J anything 

alike this? If you have, then, by 1:.akin;J this remedy, you'll get double 

dose of the same drug arrl you might fW that that's goin;} to hurt you 

rather than help you." Well, you would fW very few ~cists who 

would go to that length to protect their patient. But to us who viewed 

a athe pharmacist as truly professional person arrl member of the medical 

aprofession in the sense that he practiced phase of medicine, we wanted 

athese people to be, not only highly trained, blt to have social 
. conscience arrl not to put the dollar as the goal, blt rather the welfare 

aof the Wividual. And here you have cleavage, because there 

urxloubtedly are people who have done this very conscientiously, rot they 

ahaven't been able to make livirg to the extent that same others have. 

'!he latter were IOOre interested in just siIrply passin;} out what the 

custcmer asked for, arrl 1:.akin;J the IOOney arrl, of course, profitin;} from 

the sale. '!hey had no hesitancy 

(tape 0656) 

onabout tak.in;J any proprietary product. Of course, the manufacturers 

seized upon that arrl would say in their advertisin;}, "Obtainable at 

so-and-so's drug store," and they would mention one or IOOre places where 

they could be obtained and then go to the druggist and say, "See, we are 

brin;}ing this tusiness into your store. So stock up and be ready for 

it... In this way, they helped their promotion. Well, now, this 

commercial attitude toward the distri.b..1tion of drugs and the professional 

aattitude becomes part of the function and makeup of the individual who 

Wegoes into the drug h.1siness. had in the earlier days, we may have 

even ncM, teachers in schools of pharmacy who go over the unfavorable 
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effects of drugs very lightly, as far as iIcpressÌßJ the student is 

concerned, ani urge the l::.\.1siness side. An:l in the forties that you speak 

of, this ki.rrl of thinJ carne to the fore. In fact, it did before that, 

because.I remember an editor of one of the drug journals that was 

published in Detroit under the auspices of Parke, Davis am Company, 

Harry B. Mason was his name. In the days when I first began in the 

retail ~cy,
(tape 0695) 

he was urgÌßJ the pharmacist, the drug store owner, to take these shelf 

bottles-fancy bottles-off the shelf: "'!hey clutter up i they make sane 

ki.rrl of an iIcpression as far as the professional is concerned, J:::ut look 

at the valuable space you're wastÌßJ when you could be displaYÌßJ things 

there that sell ani that the custcmer would b.Iy am therefore, increase 

Iyour l::.\.1siness." recall this kiIrl of literature very early in my 

.career It began to be prc:m:>ted, especially when people who got into the 

drug l::.\.1siness through the C'bain store operations am through the 

manufacturÌßJ organizations gave way to ordinary l::.\.1siness management 

people, bankers ani others who put their money into thÌßJs ani who looked 

upon drugs as merchandise I rather than somethinJ that was used in the 

treatIænt of di ~a5E'. So we had these attitudes am desires on the part 

of people who went into pharmacy and who had to playa dual role, because 

a athey had to make livÌßJ and they also had to give professional 

aNow Iservice. some of them found way out of this dilemma by filling 

prescriptions 

(tape 0746) 

ani beÌßJ very exacting and ethical in carrying out that function, rot 

ausing the store in which they were practicÌßJ their profession as place 
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where many other things could be sold. Now, I could never quarrel very 

amuch with the idea of drug store, since it was in a locationcorner 

very often, harrlling related am even unrelated products, as long as the 

prescription department am the drug phase of the l:usiness was kept on a 

professiònal level. And I don't think that today there is any, great 

objection to the American drug store. In fact, the public has gr~ up 

with it. The present generation doesn't know anything about an 

apothecary shop. They admire it when they see it; they may take their 

prescriptions there to be filled; l:ut it doesn't bother them to have 

tl1irqs sold in the place, am it does bother the people who feel that, as 

a profession, ~cy should not be practiced in a store. Well, I made 

a survey in New Jersey to determine how many prescriptions were filled by 

the Ii1armacists there when I became secretary of the State Board of 

Phannacy, arrl I fourrl that less than 100 out of 

(tape 0792) 

a1800 Ii1armacies were filling 100 prescriptions or nDre day. The 

average was aroum thirty prescriptions a day. Well, now thirty 
aprescriptions day would keep one pharmacist fairly 1::usy. In the days 

a awhen there was gcxxi deal of compounding, it was full day's work, l:ut 

when ready-made products came am the phamacist didn't have to packon 

capsules anynr>re, or mix liquids to any great extent, he could fill these 

prescriptions in a very short, relatively short, time. Now, I was 

aconfronted, as law enforcement offiCE- I with the difficulty of 

demanding high standards of perfonrance, the allotment of space, and the 

presence of equipment in places where maybe five or six prescriptions 

a I awere filled day, some country places. And had hard time convincing 

the pharmacists of the state that, regardless of how few or how many 
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aprescriptions were filled in Ii1arrnaCY, it needed to be prepared for any 

Jd.nj of prescription service. It needed to have a clean and sanitary 


prescription deparbnent. You couldn't use the prescription counter for 


the r~iving of mercharrlise and checking and pushing it out of the way 


awhen prescription caIre in so as to have room 

(tape 0842) 

a aenough to fill it, or, if they had soda fountain and focxi deparbnent, 

of bringing the focxi dishes back to the prescription laboratory sink to 

.wash So, we just framed some regulations alonJ that line, and I went 

arourrl the state to the county pharmaceutical societies and others and 

said, "Now you people, if you want to keep up the image of this 

profession before the p..1blic, your professional service has to be of the 

highest stan:3ard so that we can say to the p..1blic, 'Yes, these 

establishments are meeting the requirements of the state Pharmacy Act, 
, 

aand so that you see registered pharmacist certificate (we began to 

onrequire his picture it so that those who displayed the certificates of 

registration of deceased pharmacists, and who were using l1fXIllalified 

people to do the Ii1arrnaceutical work, wouldn't have the same advantage 

a athat the fellow had who was legitimate pharmacist and registered 

phannacist)." 

(Side 5, tape 0000) 

Dr. F.: 

a aNow this idea of permitting professional function to be carried on in 

b..1siness establishment, provided the professional work is properly done 

and properly supervised and is of the highest quality, is something that 

has to be kept in rnirrl whenever think about the developnent of thewe 

practice of pharmacy. So that when the chain store efficiency experts 

I 
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begin to talk about the proper use of space because the prescription work 

might only bring in ten percent of the revenue, arrl, therefore, should 

occupy only ten percent of the space-this kirxi of thing just has to be 

worked out with the people who go ainto the drug blsiness arrl who hire 

apharmacist because they need to have certificate of registration in 

view. '!hey do not care about prescription work, that is, the 

. a acarq:x:>urrlirx If a person comes into pharmacy with batch of 

suppositories to nake up, for exanple, they just say, ''We're sorry we are 

out of this one ingredient. Why don't you take this to same other place, 

webecause just don't have it." '!hey' 11 take all of the quick-filling 

type of prescription arrl 

(tape 0020) 

a 100%the things that IOOVe fast, blt they just won' t give service. 

aWell, this isn't the idea. When you license pharmacy, you license it 
to give full-service. '!hen, of course, came the open-view xærchan:lising 

idea which the supermarkets arrl others provide, arrl here you run into the 

c:1an:;Jer of the intividual picking his own packages arrl not reading labels 

arrl not being familiar with different types of prcx:iucts arrl their 

contents, arrl never even bothering to check what the prcx:iuct contains 

because that doesn't mean anything to them. I had a judge condemn a 

pharmacist one time because he hadn't told the judge, who was a customer 

of the drug store arrl was blying Alka-Seltzer arrl giving it to his 

youngsters for indigestion or pain or something, what Alka-Seltzer was. 

When the phannacist one day mentioned, "Do you know that Alka-Seltzer is 

Ichiefly aspirin?" ''Why no. Why didn' t you tell me that. didn't want 

my kids to become addicted to aspirin." Well, he didn't read the label. 

aOf course, the label doesn't exactly say that Alka-Seltzer turns into 
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c:x::qx>urxi of aspirin, b.rt: that's what happens. So, this guidance just 

isn' t there when the in:lividual starts to resporrl to advertising am to 

braIDs of prcx:lucts which might contain drugs 

(tape 0040) 

that he or she oughtn' t to be taking. Well, if we start with the idea 

that I had as an enforcement officer-that it is not in the public 

interest for non-pharmacists to be dealing in drugs am medicine am that 
ait is the function of pharmacist to protect the people who b.1y drugs 

fram him, whether they be prescriptions or ready-made prcx:lucts, to do 

enough questioning to be able to give guidance-then you're talking about 

a type of phannacy practice which is really professional am which is in 

athe public interest, am you're not talking about hlsiness. What else 

goes on in the establishment, as far as the sale of mercharrlise is 

concerned, doesn' t bother you as long as you can guarantee to the public 

as an enforcement officer that the professional function of the 

phannacist is being available. Now, will you repeat your question so 

. . .that I can 

Mr. H.: 

One thing you have touched on I'd like you to talk about a little 
.further In what the periodical literature in the late forties called 

the decline in the professional status of pharmacy there was involved the 

so-called therapeutic 

(tape 0060) 

revolution am the growth of the ethical drug houses am their practice 

of manufacturing drugs so that all the pharmacist had to do was to put up 

a aprescription by taking pills out of bottle. In effect, he became 

asomething of "pill roller." What sort of effect did this have on the 
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phannacist's professional self-image, for exarrple? 


Dr. F.: 


aWell, there was seeming paradox. As the education of the ~cist 
was enlarged arx:l inproved so that he would urrlerstarx:l the chemical arx:l 

pharmacological background of the drugs which were being used, his use of 

the education apparently diminished because he was no longer either 

making or compourrling the drugs about which he was being taught. Some 

people thought that this was reducing the pharmacist's professional 


function arx:l, therefore, his professional image, I
art: doubt whether the 

apublic generally lost any of its respect for the pharrnacist as 


professional person if he accepted arx:l 
 then delivered the prescription in 
aperson or had registered pharrnacist to do that. '!he people who talked 

about pharmacy losing its professional 

(tape 0082) 

image were those who looked only on the developnent of the m::xiern drug 


store as a rnercharrlising errporimn, arx:l they would talk about the 


sarrlwiches that they sold at the soda fountain, a
or garden hose was 


corranon 
thing that was talked about, arx:l magazines arx:l newspapers. Well , 

actually, the pharrnacy was so arranged that in most cases, the 

professional area was still pretty generally not only visible art: 

impressive. Now, there were of course, chain organizations \vho, because 

they minimized their interest in prescription work, set off just a very 

asmall section in the drug store as prescription and drug area, and 


moved more and more of the packaged remedies into a merchandising area. 


. '!his, of course, called for questions on the part of people who were in 


the practice of pharrnacy, and they ridiculed the idea of mercharrlising
a 

organization trading on the term "drug store" or "pharmacy" when the drug 
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aam pharmacy service was kept at minimum. I'm not sure that anybcxìy 

who gave real thought to the situation, especially in the practice of 

pharmacy and in the irrlustry, could really firrl too much fault with the 

Iprofes:,.ional image of the pharmacist. have personally checked that 

(tape 0107) 

Iwith people in various areas, professional and otherwise, and never got 

the reaction that pharmacy was losing its professional image. They might 

have cammented am even jokErl about the unrelated side-lines that were 

Ibeing sold, b.1t when it came to the professional area, could discern 

very little in the way of loss of respect. In fact, I thought that with 

the educational program being enlarged and especially since the Iredical 

care program was being advocated (which began about the sam: time-in 

fact, it was already urrlerway), am as the national health programs were 

being discussed, nobcxìy in any prominent place felt that phannacy wasn't 

a part of the general medical care program. 

Mr. H.: 

So, what you're saying then is that the great increase in the number of 

prepared Iredicines for prescription use did not affect the public image 

aof pharmacy as profession. 

Dr. F.: 

I couldn' t firrl any evidence. 

(tape 0127) 

Mr. H.: 

aAnd neither did it affect the phannacist's own self-image of himself as 


professional? 


Dr. F.: 


IWell, think that the phannacists who were forced to compete with 
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chain-store organizations saw these organizations and especially the 

supennarket type of establishment taking over the sale of packaged 

remedies. 'Ihey were unable to meet the competition effectively, and they 

began to lament the fact that the profession was, well, in their extreme 

terms, "on the way out." Actually, what this demonstrated was merely 

athat they were not in position to compete with this new type of drug 

distrib.rtion, and they had the choice of either closing up and moving 

into an area where their Jdnj of service and their Jdnj of shop could 

amake out, or becoming part of the system, such as t.akin;J on sales jors 

with drug manufacturers and detail jors where they expoun:led the virtues 

Iof these brand preparations to physicians. Now, think that's the 

asource of that Jdnj of feeling and, on the other harrl, there were scme 


Ii'1armacists who took full advantage of the situation. 


(tape 0151) 


'Ihey got rid of their soda fountains and lunch counters and just 

concentrated on the prescription and other drug b..1siness, doing it with 

the help of the medical profession, in many cases, by locating where 

there was that type of 

Mr. H.: 

In doctors' wildings. It seems to me that what you've been describing 

ahere is sort of Wilt-in Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde character which the 

phannacist had to cope with. 'Ihat is, on the one hand, he was a 

professional. On the other hand, he was also in rosiness, or at least, 

many of them were in rosiness, those who were indeperx:lent drug store 

owners. It also appears that it was this Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde 

character which the two national phannacy or druggists trade 

associations, professional associations, appealed to, that is, the 
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American Phannaceutical Association, of which you were Executive 

Secretary, was concerned primarily with the professional aspects of the 

nation's phannacies or pharmacists. The National 

(tape .~167) 

Association of Retail Druggists was concerned to a fairly large extent 

with the 1::usiness aspects of the irrleperrlent drug store owners. IX>es 

this account for some of the strained relations between the two 

organizations over the years? 

Dr. F.: 

Well, it's difficult to kr1cM just what the "strained relations," if any, 

are, or just hOW" much the associations were able to do for their members 

in solving the in:tividual member's problems. NOW", the American 

Phannaceutical Association was organized in 1852 a result of theas 

c::arrplaint of P1ysicians about the quality of drugs that were available, 

am I believe the American Medical Association was organized in 1847. 

There had, of course, been local arrl state organizations, rot the 

national associations organized really to get rid of those who were 

ai.ncaIrpetent or, put in another way, to put badge of distinction on 

those who were actually trained to do the medical or phannaceutical work. 

NOW", when the American Pharmaceutical Association was organized, one of 

the first things it 
(tape 0192) 

adid was to develop ccx:le of ethics-- I think they adopted a ccx:le of 

ethics at their first rneeting--which was for the purpose of shOW"ing the 

apublic that there was group of people who were qualified in this field 

am there were others who were ilTpostors. HOW" much attention the public 

paid to membership in the American Phannaceutical Association or in the 
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American Me:lical Association at that time, I don' t knc:M. But, at least, 

that was the basis of organization, arrl then, of course, they began to 

develop an educational program arrl they asked for legislation to overcx:me 

these difficulties that were encountered because of unprofessional 

conduct and so on. Farly in the American phannaceutical Association's 

history, there was attention paid to the b.1siness side of the drug 

aservice am phannaceutical service, arrl number of attempts were made to 

organize so-called ccmnercial sections. I myself was secretary arrl later 

chainnan of the ccmnercial section am wrote same ccmnercial-interest 

articles for the Journal of the American Pharmaceutical Association, 

always ~ to show that in the ccmnercial aspects of the call:in;J, one 

had to be just as ethical arrl 

(tape 0216) 

professional, if you will, as in the discharge of the so-called 

professional duties. But there were price-cutt:in;J evils, am there were 

efforts on the part of some to lTOnopolize b.1siness by the usual 

mercharrlis:in;J methods of br:in;J:in;J people in on a basis of low-cost of one 

or two items am then making it up on higher charges for other items. 

'Ihese so-called unfair practices were what led some of the members who 

were in areas, usually in areas where there was keen competition on the 

merchandis:in;J level, to ask for action by the association, legislative 

action, to correct this or to protect the srrall operator. It was this 

type of activity that led to the fornation of the National Association of 

Retail Druggists. They were all members of the American phannaceutical 

Association who really fonned it, and they started one organization and 

ait disbarrled after number of years, and then they started off again arrl 

people said, "Well, roil, if you're in the retail drug b.1siness, you have 
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certain problems; if you're in the wholesale drug blsiness, you have 

certain problems; and if you're in the manufacturing blsiness, you have 

certain problems that deal with your own peculiar interests and are 

(tape 0~40) 

a anot of interest to the Association as whole. So we've got to have 

awholesalers association, we've got to have manufacturers association." 

Even the colleges felt that the education section in the American 

Pharmaceutical Association wasn't sufficient for concentration on their 

interest, so you had to have an association of colleges of '!he~cy. 
same was true in medicine, the Association of American Medical COlleges, 

and then you had the enforcement agencies, the boards of 'Ihey~cy.
felt that they had certain problems they wanted to discuss and work on 

for themselves, and so you have the National Association of Boards of 

a 
.Pharmacy Well, this was rather logical developITeI1t, and the National 

Association of Retail Druggists limited its membership to owners of 

'Ihere was no reason why they shouldn't belong to the~cies. 
American Pharmaceutical Association. In fact, every professional in 

pharmacy ought to belon;} to the American Pharmaceutical Association 

according to the feeling of those who are association-minded, and then 

belon;} to their special trade association to 

(tape 0256) 

protect their trade interests. So, I got into the American 

Pharmaceutical Association in 1912, and these different ideas were 

expressed at their convention, they were expressed in the journals, b.1t 

there was never any feeling generated alx>ut this sort of thing. You 

belonged to the American phannaceutical Association, and you also 

belonged to the trade association which was particularly helpful. If you 
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weren't in trade or in the retail field, or if you didn't have any retail 

problems that you felt could be solved better by association effort than 

by your own personal efforts, you just didn't join the National 

Association of Retail Druggists. But, obviously the people who get into 

the trade interests are trade and b.1siness-minded and then they begin to 

Wild up membership, and you get executive secretaries or people who run 

the associations who put on membership canpaigns. In those days 

membership dues in the American Phannaceutical Association were five 

dollars, and the dues were the same in the National Association of Retail 
. 

Druggists. You wouldn't 

(tape 0276) 

think that five dollars would keep anybody out of the National 

Association of Retail Druggists if he felt that they could be of help to 

him, or that by joining for five dollars that they would give up the five 

dollar membership in the American Phannaceutical Association. But, 

actually, that's how same of this worked out, and the prom:::>ters of the 

National Association of Retail Druggists were m:>re active in the 

prom:::>tion field than the American Phannaceutical Association. 'Ihe APhA 

ahad the feelin;J that ''Well, if you're professional pharmacist, you will 

want to belong to your professional society, and so we invite you to 

membership, rot we are not goin;J out and try to solicit you for 

membership." Actually, of course, membership canpaigns went on in both 

organizations. My own attitude was, "Fine. Let the retail drug store 

owner and the American Phannaceutical Association support the NARD." 

adon't think I ever made speech before any local group of pharmacists 

I awhere didn't say, "If you're the owner of retail pharmacy, you ought 

to belong to the National Association of Retail Druggists. 

I 
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(tape 0293) 

Arrl we're glad to work for your professional welfare arrl to expound the 

quality of your services to the public, wt, by all means, when it canes 

to mat~s such as legislation that affects price-cutting or price-f~ 
or fair trade, we'd rather not be the advocates of that because it's 

. a a1:usiness We have national association with lobby in Washington that 

will help you on that. Go ahead arrl join it." Arrl, of course, the t:.hirq 

that appealed to the retail druggists was the fact that NARD was an 

aassociation with full-time secretary, which the American Phannaceutical 

Association didn' t have at the time; it was in Oúcago, which was 

a acentral; arrl it had Washington representative, lawyer in Washington, 

who would do the usual lobby work that associations do. It wasn't that 

the American Phannaceutical Association didn' t appeal, b.1t the average 

retailer didn't attern national meetings, arrl here was an association 

that was going to help his 1:usiness. Arrl so he joined. Now, the best 

illustration I have of the pharmacist's attitude was when the American 

aPhannaceutical Association decided to put up Wilding in Washington, 

there were 14, 000 people in pharmacy who contrituted to the Wilding 

(tape 0319) 

afund. '!he idea of pharmacy being represented with wilding in 

aWashington arrl, eventually, with full-time secretary, appealed to these 

people. Less than 3, 000 of those 14, 000 belonged to the American 

Pharmaceutical Association arrl yet they were contrituting to this 

awilding, so the ÌIDage of pharmacy as professional group had its 

appeal. But when it carne to getting things done, as far as national 

le:Jislation was concerned arrl as far as trade matters were concerned, 

fighting the manufacturers for better discounts arrl the wholesalers for 
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IlDre services, appealed to their blsiness instinct and they, of course, 

paid their dues there. Now, I fOl.1Jrl that situation when I became 

secretary, and it's a natter of record now that in the tÌ1re I was there, 

the membership increased fran less than 5,000 to 32,000, siIrply because 

we were hitting constantly on the idea that well, professional 

representation is one thing blt blsiness representation is another, and 

you ought to belong to both. Of course, then when it came to natters of 

legislation, like food and drug and the naintenance of the 

(tape 0344) 

professional activities, naturally, in the American Pharmaceuticalwe 

aAssociation, presented somewhat different point of view than the 

National Association of Retail Druggists, not that we didn't go along 

with the general idea. But we felt that, as is exezrplified in the 

D..1rham-H\.IrrP1rey legislation, drugs shouldn't be divided into prescription 

drugs and non-prescription drugs; that drugs were drugs, and the 

protection that people need in the use and the purchase of drugs should 

be the same whether it's sarething bought for self-medication or whether 

ait's something supplied on prescription. Arrl this is, of course, where 

differences developed, and we got into the natter of refills and the 

natter of protection. IItplicit in all this was, of course, the fact that 

if you established the idea that drugs were IlDre than merchan:lise and 

that they should be supplied only by pharmacists, there was an economic 

area there, too, and you were accused of wanting to prevent the sale of 

proprietary products, or med.icines, or simple remedies. 

(tape 0370) 

You wanted to have them sold only in pharmacies and by pharmacists, and 

you didn't want them sold just anywhere. Well, the National Association 
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of Retail Druggists would go alorq with the idea that they ought to be 

rot they wouldn' t go along with the idea of 
sold just in one place, 

for proprietary
such as questioning the customer 

a 

supplying services, 

going to do with it, whether they kneW what 
to what they weremedicine as 

In other words, the professional service 
and so forth.the contents were, 


and product which is 

to them to be of much significance, a 

didn't seem 

the label to them becameon 
already packaged and directions for use given 


'!hey wouldn' t go to the lerqths that the 

article of merchandise.just an 

American Pharmaceutical Association would go to exterrl the protection. 

and were 
they follCMed the Proprietary AsSOCiation's program 


In this way, 


allied with the Proprietary AsSOCiation much nore than the American 


'!he Anerican Pharmaceutical AsSOCiation 


PharIl'aceutical AsSOCiation was. 


recognized the Proprietary AsSOCiation by giving ita delegate in the 


House of Delegates, rot it 

(tape 0392) 
We had the 

did not go alon;J with the idea of general sale by anybody. 

itself all drugs should be sold urrler the 
idea that in the Ji1arrnaCY 


NARD's idea was a 


a registered Ji1arrnacist. 
:iJ'nIÆrliate supervision of 

lax in that respect. Anytody in the store should be able to 
little nore 

it was an over-thEHX>Ul1ter product labeled with the 
10n;J assell it as 

I had a little difficulty with the Food 
'Ibis is where

food and drug law. 
I felt that they should, in view of the 

and Drug Administration, beCause 

support that the American Phar'1'naceutical Association and the professional 

pharmacists were giving the Food and Drug Administration in its 

that they should go to the extent of advocating the 
enforcement program, 

But they shied away from 

sale of drugs under professional supervision. 

'!hey would not get into the area 
. of.of the sale. 


that completely. 
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where the drug was sold or by whcm it was sold, as long as it was 

properly labeled with regard to regulations arrl the Food arrl Drug Act. 

And my quarrel with the Food and Drug Administration, at that tiIDe, and 

a1.m:Jst continuously, was that they would not exterrl themselves into 

(tape 041.5) 

the area of the consumer's interest sufficiently to feel that it required 

a aphannacist to dispense ~ceutical, and they were very frank about 

that arrl said, ''We have no concern about who sells it or where it's sold, 

as long as it Iæets the Food and Drug law requireænts, as to labeling 

arrl quality of content. 

Mr. H.: 

Dr. Dunbar, Paul B. D.1nbar, who was the Cam'nissioner of Food and Drugs in 

I in 1951 . ..the late forties arrl retired, think, 


Dr. F.: 


He died recently. 


Mr. H.: 


achose NARD convention for making the announcement about the Food 

a onarrl Drug Administration's opinion, which was new opinion apparently, 

refilling of prescriptions. '!his was in October 1948. 'Ihe Food arrl Drug 

Administration, due to what it considered to be some aWses in refilling 
aof prescriptions for dan:Jerous drugs, had come to the conclusion that 


prescription, 


(tape 0436) 


aas Dr. Dunbar later said, was check, and once it had been canceled, 

a athen it no longer was valid. Therefore, refill for prescription 

would have again to be another check from the prescribing physician. The 

American Phannaceutical Association and the National Association of 
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Retail Druggists appeared after the convention to be unitirg in much the 

same way that you described last night in the National Drug Trade 

aConference for united front in opposition to the Food am Drug 

Administration. '!here was a joint meeting of the executive conunittees, I 

think, in December 1948, where it was agreed by the officers of both 

aassociations that bill should be drawn up am introduced into Con:Jress 

to prohibit such an interpretation of the Food am Drug Act by the Food 

am Drug Administration. In other words, that refills should be exenpted 

from the provisions of the Food and Drug Act, in effect. 

Dr. Y.: 


All prescriptions by physicians should be exenpted. 


(tape 0455) 

Mr. H.: 

Yes. All prescriptions by physicians should be exenpted. 

Dr. F.: 

Exempted fram what? 

Dr. Y.: 

Control by the Food an:i Drug Law. 

Mr. H.: 

'!his united front didn't seem to last too long. In 1949, the NARD was 

t:aki.rg credit for the first Durham Bill which was announced in March, I 

think, which would have exenpted all prescriptions from the provisions of 

the Food am Dnlg Act. And then the American Phannaceutical Association 

aannounced the fOrIl'ation of joint conference committee on Food, Drug and 

Cosmetic Law problems and you wrote in editorials in the Journal of the 

APhA to the effect of this multi-representational bcxly. You invited the 

NARD am various of the professional organizations which were affiliated 
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with the APhA as well as yourself, arx:l other officers of the APhA. 'Ihis 

group would meet with Food arx:l Drug officials in an effort to try to 

anegotiate same sort of what you said was satisfactory conclusion, 

without .' 

(tape 0474) 

going through the need of passing the first Durham Bill which seemed 

ato arouse quite good deal of opposition in the first place. 


Dr. F.: 


Let me get the t~ correctly. Was the exemption of prescriptions from 


.. .the 


Mr. H.: 


In other words, what had happened in the first six Ironths after Dr. 


a[)mbar's speech was that the NARD had introduced bill to exenpt 

prescription practice from the Food arx:l Drug Law. '!he APhA, on the other 

a
harrl, was trying to negotiate, or it seemed it was trying to lead to 

anegotiation of settlement with the FDA, over how prescriptions should 

be harrlled, through this joint conference committee. By early 1950, late 

1949 and early 1950, it was quite apparent that the two associations were 

heading toward conflicting opinions of the problelt\. What I'm driving at 

here is, why was there this divergence in the policies of the two 

associations when they had begun by completely opposing FDA authority? 

(tape 0502) 

Dr. F.: 

IWell, think it can be attributed to the fact that the National 

Association of Retail Druggists is an organization to protect the 

commercial interests of the pharmacists, anI the American Pharmaceutical 

Association has erxieavored to put the professional service arx:l the 
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professional activity first am the blsiness interest secooo. '!he 

American Phannaceutical Association is not urmUrrlful of the importance of 

the blsiness interest or the economic aspects of the distri.b.rtion of 

drugs.. It is interested in that, blt, its prinary function, it has felt, 

to uphóld high starrlards of practice for pharmacists am to keep the was 

professional role of the pharmacist foreIroSt in the mirrls of those who 

have anything to do with drug production am distrib..1tion am regulation. 

Now, as I have irrlicated, the Food am Drug Administration felt that the 

interests of those en;aged in the production am distrib..1tioncommercial 

of drugs was none of their concern. '!hey were interested in the 

protection of the public far enough to believe am advocate the harrlliD;J 

(tape 0537) 

of all drugs by registered pharmacists. '!hey felt am still do feel, 

believe, that the state pharmacy laws have been passed to protect the 

public, am if it were not necessæ:y to restrict the sale of drugs am 

a
medicines to registered pharmacists, the state would not have such law 

on its statute books. One can argue that same so-called hannless drugs 

should be made available anywhere am the public wouldn't be hurt by it, 

tut we have felt that in the law am regulations, either one thiD;J or the 

other, that is, full protection or partial protection which very 

frequently becomes no protection at all. Now, based on that premise, the 

a directed by the physician placedidea of labeliD;J product to be used as 

that product in a prescription category. If another manufacturer wanted 

to put adequate direction for use on the label of the same product, 

according to the Food am Drug Administration, this product was no longer 

their concern as far as its distritution was concerned. It was of great 

a 

co~ to the profession of pharmacy, because if manufacturer chose 

I 
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(tape 0575) 

ato label his product as prescription product ard wanted his product to 

aabe sold only on the prescription of physician, we felt that he had 

Weright to that option. felt that the Food ard Drug Law was not passed 

to compel manufacturers of prescription products, some of which products 

might be labeled with adequate directions for use, to become commercial 

products in that way, to be available in any place without the 

supervision of a pharmacist. I think the distinction is clear that the 

American Phannaceutical Association was interested not only in correct 

labelin;J of products, l::ut in the restriction of as many products to 

prescription status as possible, because only in that status would the 

full protection against misuse ard unfavorable reactions become the 

responsibility of the IDysician. 
. 

Now the Food ard Drug. Administration 

felt that this was perhaps an economic question as far as the pharmacist 

was concerned, that it was to his advantage to have as many products put 

on a prescription basis as possible so as to keep them out of general 

stores for sale ard thus make the product competitive, not between 

phannacies, rot between pharmacies ard general stores. 

(tape 0613) 

Dr. Y.: 

Also it seems to me that the Food ard Drug Administration had to read the 

law, whatever the people may have felt was ideal, they had to operate 

their policy under the tenns of the law as they thought it was written. 

And it seems to me that this shows the difference between you ard the 

Food ard Drug Administration in this issue. Don't you think it would be 

a good idea, Dick, if Dr. Fischelis mentioned the precise occasions that 

ahe remembers when this debate occurred between him as representative of 
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APhA arrl people at the Food arrl Drug Administration? Did you face thern 

arrl have conversations over this particular issue you've just been 

outlin:in3"? 

Dr. F.: 

Yes, I had conversations even with Mr. Carrpbell al:x::>ut this situation. 

Mr. campbell was very synpathetic with the idea, rot felt that if the 

Food arrl Drug Administration got into the commercial aspects, as the Food 

and Drug Administration interprets it, that they would weaken their 

position with regard to protection of 

(tape 0638) 


the public. Mr. Murray who is one of the active people in the Food arrl 


Drug Administration \.In:ier Mr. Carrpbell, said to me on one occasion, 

"Well, look, if I want to get sane antiseptic or even tincture of iodine, 

arrl I'm out in the CXJUJ1try somewhere, I don' t see why I can' t rot it fran 

the local merchant if there's no drug store arourrl." Well, of course, 

this is ~ extrerre cases arrl, as in all legislation, you just can't 

provide for every intividual case. We had that in our state ~cy 
where the law provided that drugs, medicines andAct, for exarrple, 

apoisons shall be sold only \.In:ier the suprevision of registered 

pharmacist '!he law didn't define the term "drug," it didn't define the. 

term "medicine," it didn't define the term "poison," and I welcomed this 

aalack of definition as an enforcement agent because of pharmacy or by 

I
non-pharmacist, and it got to the point of prosecution, had to prove, 

i tern sold was a drug, or a medicine or a poison. I
in each case, that the 

could do that, whereas, 

(tape 0671) 

aaif an item was defined, there was always some kind of loophole where 
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certain type of labelirq or sanet.hin:J would take it out of the æt.egory 

of a drug, or medicine, or poison. NON, of course, the Food arrl Drug 

aAdministration did have definition for drugs, medicines arrl pasion, rot 

it did exeIl1pt prescriptions, arrl it was felt by us that exeIl1ption of 

prescriptions placed the responsibility for prescriptions on the 

physician an:i the pharmacist, an:i this is where the professional function 

in, as far as ~ arrl deliverJ.n;J wasof the ~cist ærne 

.concerned '!he Food an:i Drug Administration did have authority over the 

acontent of prescription, if it could be proven by analysis that the 

prescription was incorrectly filled, or the State Board of Pharmacy, or 

the State Department of Health, an:i eventually the Food an:i Drug 

Administration, if interstate caranerce could be shONn in sane way, were 

able to control adulteration an:i misbran:iirq. Arrl I believe they did 

have authority for adulteration nationwide urrler the act. 

(tape 0700) 


Dr. Y.: 


If it rroved in interstate commerce. 


F:Dr. 


If it rroved in interstate caranerce. NON, this was, of course, also the 


reason then for havirq state laws in conformity with the federal act. 


'!hat's another question which I we'll come to again. But this
suppose 

difference between the American phanMceutical Association an:i the 

professional phannacists an:i the Food and Drug Administration was what 

judgment to go to the National Association of Retailled Dunbar, in my 

Druggists convention and talk ab:>ut the prescription. 'Ihe National 

onAssociation of Retail Druggists had been confronted with violations 

the part of their members, store ONners who had been sellirq 
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of the prcxiucts which which wereover-the-counter sane restrictyed to 

prescription because adequate directions for use could not be written on 

the label. Arrl we had cases where drugs, such as the sulfa drugs, were 

asold ov~-the- counter with nothing more than label giving the name of 

the prcxiuct and the 

(tape 0730) 

strength 	of the tablet. '!his led to the SUllivan case, and werewe 

perfectly content to have the Food and Drug Administration supervise 

anything that went over-the-counter, 1:ut the more things that were 

restricted to prescriptions were, of caJrse, to the advantage of the 

aphannacist as professional and as one who earned his living by doing 

that kirrl of work. 

H:Mr. 


So the issue then of protection of the p..tblic becanes tied up with the 


issue of protection of professionalism. 


F:Dr. 

'!hat's right. 

H:Mr. 

IArrl there could be cases, as the NARD, think, was trying to point out, 

where protection of the public, urrler existing food and drug legislation, 

a 
was not 	an issue 1:ut what was an issue, in the labeling, that is, 

like Eli Lilly which used this phrase "to be used as directed bycorrpany 

a a physician," which legally was not the prescription legend. It was 

"half-way house," so to speak, between the prescription legem and 


(tape 0755) 


adequate directions for use. 


F:Dr. 
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Well, the prescription legerrl wasn't effective then, was it? 

Mr. H. 


Yes. I think, to some extent that it was, by regulation. 


Dr. Y;. 


By regulation. Not by the terns of the law. Right. '!he Food and Drug 

Administration was tryin;J to separate sheep and goats and clear out the 

fuzzy zone in between by regulation. 

F:Dr. 

Well, I started to say that the NARD was confronted with this 

of its members and then had to providseover-the-counter sale by sane 

legal service for them to get them out of their difficulty with the Food 

and Drug Administration. We didn't approve of this over-the-counter sale 

of these drugs at all, and neither did the NARD, as far as that's 

concerned. But when their mambers callerl for protection and enough of 

them were violatin;J the law, sane of them gave as an excuse that one 

labelerl "to be used only urrler the directionmanufacturer's product was 

aof 

(tape 0784) 

physician." In the case of other products with adequate directions for 

they said, ''Well, one time, we get one manufacturer's product from use, 

get another one, and we're accust:cm:rlthe wholesaler, and another time we 

to sellin;J it over-the-counter, and .:M wer're bein;J stopped from sellin;J 

so where do we stand?" '!hat's when the NARD tookit over-the-counter, 


the position that, ''Well, we're going to compel the Food and Drug 


aAdministration to say what can and what cannot be sold without 

of course, lerl to the Durham-HuIrphreyprescription." And this, 


legislation. But we felt that pharmacy would lose some of its 
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professional status if we got to the point where the drugs were 

classified just into two classifications, which would confine 

prescription compounding and selling to pharmacists wt lay the other 

area of.. drugs open to sale anywhere. 

Dr. Y.: 

'!hat makes it, it seens to me, very clear as to what the basic p:>sition 

was. Let me, if I may, Dick, just insert another question. '!his point 

you just made does differentiate your policy from that of NARD and does 

ashow that there was 

(tape 0824) 

asort of schism here. I'd just like to ask kin:ì of provocative question 

on this point. Do you have any feeling that the deviation of policy on 

the part of NARD could in any way have had membership-J::uil~ potential 

ain kin:ì of a CCITIpetitive way as against you, so to speak? You painted 

a pretty rosy picture about your relationship and the proper role, 

adequate role, of both of these organizations, and this is certainly 

atrue, rot there was certain CCITIpetition for membership. Do you think 

that their effort to take a sort of leadership in this case, as they saw 

ait, and to try to get resolution with the Food and Drug Administration, 

aeven one that would differ from your p:>sition, was in any way sort of 

public relations gesture from the point of view of pharmacy owners to try 

to wild membership and kW of up-stage vou, to some extent? Was there 

any of that kin:i of rivalry, organizational, and maybe even between the 

executive director 

(tape 0870) 

aof their organization and you, as person, that might, as you see it, 

thinking back honestly, be an element in this kin:i of divergence of 
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to exist at this point?p:>licy that came 

(Side 6, tape 0000) 

Dr. F.: 

I migt:l:t point out that, having given you the American Phannaceutical 

Association's point of view and the basis for its action and effort and 

interpretation of the Food and Drug Law, it seemed to me, an1 I'm sure to 

(certainly to the governing board of the American Phanraceuticalothers 

Association) that the Food and Drug Administration took advantage of this 

difference in viewpoint and their disinterest in the place or by whom 

'They worked with the National Association ofdrugs were distril:uted. 

rather than with the American PhanraceuticalRetail Druggists, 

Association in getting across le:Jislation that would just give us the two 

classes of drugs, an1 selecting the NARD as the medium 

(tape 0020) 

Now, whenfor maki.n;J policy announcements in this particular area. it 

comes to the other matters, will you just mention the first of those? 

Dr. Y.: 

Well, one of them was the possibility that part of the rivalry between 

athe two organizations related to conflict in personalities between you 

an1 Mr. Dargavel. Arrl another, and allied to that, was that the 

difference in views that NARD took was deliberately exploited by them in 

effort to tuild up their status with pharmacists, especially ownersan 

athroughout the country, at your expense in competitive drive to tuild 

their membership and alle:Jiance to them for fighting their battles, 

supposedly, for fighti.rg battles of pharmacists on the national level. 

Now, how true is this? 

Dr. F.: 
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Well, let's consider this: there are roughly 100, 000 registered 

~cists in the United States, am there are roughly 50,000 

irrleperrlent retail drug stores, so the possibility of membership in the 

American Pharmaceutical Association which accepted for membership anyone 

. . .who is engaged in any phase of phannacy This has later been 

(tape 0042) 

restricted to graduates of colleges of phannacy, b..rt at that time, I was 

for those who were interested in the advancement arrl developnent of 

I'!he potential then was 100, 000. At the time took over, the~cy. 
mernbership was less than 5, 000. '!he potential membership of the National 

Association of Retail Druggists was the 50, 000 retail drug store owners. 

ato do the kin:i of work it did, maintain Washi.n:JtonAn:i, of course, 

lobby arrl also its Oricago office, it necessarily had to have Ire111bers am 

obviously, to get members, it had to show that it was doing something for 

We had nothe camnercial interest of the retail drug store owner. 

quarrel with that, arrl we felt that the two organizations should go alorg 

separately as far as membership solicitation was concerned; the only 

aoverlap was in the drug store owner being mernber of both. We welcaned 

the drug store owner, of course, am we urged the drug store owner to 

join the National Association of Retail Druggists. We Wanted him also as 

aa mernber, as professional, am appealed to his professional pride 

wettical Association. Now, as far as we were concerned, were tryirg to 

(tape 0063) 

get more members, because one of the thirgs that you are up against when 

ayou appear before conunittee of Congress is to indicate whom you 

represent. And obviously, if you go to a committee of Congress, I never 

had to do it just this way, rot Dr. Kelly, my predecessor, had to go 
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before committees arrl say that he was Secretary of the American 

Pharmaceutical Association, representing the professional pharmacists of 

"HCM manyWell, the question would be asked:the united states. 

are there in the united states?" And he would say,pharmacists 

to "HCM many members of your association?," arrl he 
"100,000," arrl then as 

would have to say, "Less than 5, 000. " ''Well, then, you really don't 

I 	 a 

represent the 100,000 pharmacists?" overcære that difficulty in 	 way 

rot 
by, of course, errleavoring to increase the membership to start with, 

I "HCM many registered pharmacists are there in the
when was asked: 

I would say, "100,000." "HCM many active members areunited states," 
I would 

there in your association?" Well, it was grCMing arrl, of course, 

I 

say 10, 15, 20,000, whatever the number was at the time. But, would 

irrlividual membership was lCM, we an
irrlicate then that while our 

had 

affiliation with every state pharmaceutical 

(tape 0084) 


had house of Delegates in which every state
association, arrl we a 


arrl the

pharmaceutical association was represented by two delegates, 


50,000
in canbination, had overstate pharmaceutical associations, 


that we were representative of the opinion arrl feelings of 

members, so 

because the House of
the professional pharmacists of the united states, 


where our rosiness was transacted. 'lhis was where our
Delegates was 

arrl they were formulated by representatives of
policies were formulated, 


arrl also all of the national
the state pharmaceutical associations, 


'!hey all had

pharmaceutical associations who had delegates there. a 

I speaking for the phannacists of the unitedvoice in it. so when was 


I NCM, Mr.
states, was speaking through our House of Delegates. 

''We have
when he appeared before the committees, he would say,Dargavel, 
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welet's say, 30,000 members, and there are 50,000 pharmacies, so 

represent the najority of the retail drug stores of the United States." 

a 
Now, I felt that I was in just as strong, if not stronger, position in 

in themy representation of the profession of pharmacy than he was 

representation of the retail 

(tape 0101) 

Dargavel wanted to iIrpress the cammittees of 
.druggists Of course, Mr. 

Co~ess with the fact that the voice of pharmacy was the voice of the 

National Association of Retail Druggists, and he would say that he had 

30,000 members and they were all retail drug store owners, so he spake 

Ifor the retail drug store owners. never disputed that, because 

wasn't ask.in:J for legislation in behalf of the retail drug stores of the 

United States. I was asking for legislation in the interest of the 

public who were being served by this profession and, in order to enable 

the profession to serve as we felt it should, professionally, werewe 

speaking for the House of Delegates of our association which, in turn, 


spake for the profession. 


Mr. H.: 


Do you feel then that the professional interests of pharmacy and the 


public interests were identical? 


Dr. F.: 


We felt so. 

(tape 0118) 

Mr. H.: 

Which obviously was contrary to the point of view' of the Fcxxl and Drug 

Administration on same matters. 

Dr. F.: 

I 
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Yes. '!hey didn't feel that the protection of the public exterrled, had to 


be exterrled, to having all drugs supplied by or under the supervision of 


registered pharmacists. 


Dr. Y.: 


You said that you argued this point with Mr. campbell am Mr. Murray in 

Did you argue this point during the IOOre heatedthe earlier period. 

period when these things were up for perhaps legislative resolution, with 

representatives of the Food am Drug Administration? 

Dr. F.: 

I don't know that we had any necessity to argue it, because we understood 

each other's viewpoint so well that I ceased to ask the Food am Drug 

Administration for anything which had to do with the confinirg of the 

sale of drugs to pharmacists 

(tape 0131) 

or phannacies. 


Dr. Y.: 


You didn't talk to [)mbar or Crawford about this issue? 


Dr. F.: 


Well, I probably alluded to it, J:ut I knew in advance what their position 


am that they wouldn't or perhaps even couldn't, adopt any other 

position. I think they could have if they had wanted to, rot I don't 

was 

.. mean, they could have in limited way irrlicatedthink they were. I a 

a 
. ..that am they have since, in quite number of instances, spoken of 

the distriJ::ution of drugs through pharmacists, rot it has always been in 

connection with dangerous drugs. It doesn't help the professional 

prestige of pharmacy to have the Food am Drug Administration prefer to 

have the barbiturates supplied on prescription only through registered 
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rather than 	have them sold at filling stationspharmacists in pharrnacies, 

I felt that 	the Food
by people who get the stuff in underharrled ways. 

a
and Drug Administration could go little farther than they did in 

letting the public feel that the proper 

(tape 0148) 

place to 1:uy drugs and be assured of proper warning, even though the 

warning was on the label, was through people who were trained to give 

that kind 	of infonnation and professional service. 

Mr. H.: 

Well, if this is so-this desire for restricting more and more drugs, 

fram the professional viewp:>int of the American Phannaceutical 

why did you and why did Dr. Schaefer, Dr.Association-why did the APhA, 

then Dean of the Brooklyn College of Phannacy,Hugo Schaefer, who was 

oppose the administrative listing provision in the Durham-H\.IIrii1rey Bill? 

'!his would have empowered the administrator of the Food and Drug Act to 

a

list those 	drugs which could only be sold on the direction of 

and all of the rest would then obviously becomeIDysician, 

'!he question is becoming involved, ):ut, in theover-the-counter drugs. 

hearings, oscar Ewing (the administrator of the act as the head of 

Federal Security Agency) replied to a question fram one of the 

a 
Congressmen about whether aspirin could ever be listed as 

(tape 0165) 

thenprescription drug under the provisions of the bill as it was 

waswritten, that it was quite possible, because it would deperrl upon who 

. ..the administrator. NCM, wouldn't it seem 

Dr. F.: 


Would you rernirrl repeating?
I'm not sure that I get that. 
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Mr. H.: 
had itWell, the administrative listing provision would have provided, 

been enacted, the pcMer for the administrator of the Food am Drug Act to 

am to say, after appropriate administrative procedures,survey all drugs 

awhich drugs could only be sold on prescription basis. 

Dr. F.: 

You say that we opposed that? 


Mr. H.: 


You opposed that very stro~ly. '!hat was one of the main points in your 


opposition to the entire bill. 'lhis pcMer of listing drugs for 


effectively turned arourxi to yourprescription could have been much IOOre 

benefit under the argument that you're using here, you see. 

(tape 0177) 

Dr. F.: 

I don't think so, because if it was up to the administrator, the 

pressures fran the proprietary medicine am over-the-counter medicine 

so great that they would have the names of theirpeople would have been 

am the list of those which could be supplied onlyproducts off the list, 

small that it wouldn't reallyunder professional supervision would be so 


help the situation as far as the ~cist is concerned. 


Dr. Y.: 


Did you have the feeling that these professional manufacturing trade 


associations had that much pcMer with the Food and Drug Administration? 


Dr. F.: 


Ch, yes. '!hey were very much iInpressed with their arguments and here 


again, their desire to stay out of the c:::onunercial phase of any of this 


stro~ that they would lean over backwards not to be accused by
was so 
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the manufacturers of in any way restricting the sale of their products. 

(tape 0194) 

Dr. Y.: 

So I take it that your major fear was not that the Ewing point of view 

which scared the manufacturers would prevail, that is, that aspirin and 

a 
IOC>St everything would carne un:ler prescription so that there'd only be 

small area of self-dosage drugs, rot it was rather your fear that the 

influence of the manufacturers would be so strong with the Food and Drug 

Administration that IOC>St everything would came off of prescription and be 

afor sale anywhere, and there'd only be small zone of prescription 


Iædications left that the {X1anracists would be in control of. 


Dr. F.: 


..'!hat's the general. 

Mr. H.: 

Taking this against the background of increasing FDA regulation of 

prescription practice and drug labeling, that is, in the forties after 

World War II, there were several squabbles between the drug trade and the 

aFood and Drug Administration over what proper labeling on drug should 


be. '!he FDA said, 


(tape 0205) 


that is, on prescriptions for certain drugs, there should be warning 


labeling to protect the user fram himself really, in the use of dangerous 

whatdrugs, and yet the drug trade even opposed this sort of thing. So, 

aI'In saying is, was yours realistic fear taken against the context of 

ever-increasing FDA control over drug labeling and the dispensing of 


drugs? 


Dr. F.: 
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we we offered no objection to strong,Well, as far as were concerned, 

a
protfrlive labeling, warning "may be habit-forming," for example, even 

We an:i we providedlaxative warning. encouraged that sort of thing, 


pharmacists with cards to put up in their phannacies warning against the 


indiscriminate use of laxatives because of possible apperrlicitis 

always for strongcomplications, an:i that sort of thing. We were 

labeling, rot we had the feeling that if strong warnings are needed with 

the public should be protected to theregard to the use of any drug, 


ultimate, namely, to have the drug supplied first of all-prescribed and 


supplied-only through 

(tape 0225) 

an:i don'tprofessional channels. Now this is the basic difference, I 

call it a difference of interest in the public welfare. It's just in the 

difference of degree of protection that the Food am Drug Administration 

felt was necessary. '!hey felt they discllarged their duty when they 

a on the label. Now, knc:Ming thecompelled manufacturer to put a warning 

a drug an:i medicine, werelations between the public and the verrlor of 

athat the mere placing of were convinced, an:i still are convinced, 

warning on the label, especially with the wording of some of the 

does not afford the public protection that is essential.warnings, An:i 

you come down to the warning now against possible misuse by children. As 

a child is concerned, warning on an aspirin label doesn't meanfar as a 

a
anything because he can concerned, warning on an aspirin label doesn't 

mean anything because he can't read. 

Dr. Y.: 
a

So, your argument was with, in certain sense, the basic theory of the 

1938 law, which, think it is probably fair to say, the ProprietaryI 
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Association had a lot to do with getting in there. T.llne after t.llne, 

Co~essIt\E41 would say on the floor, 

(tape 0246) 

of the bill is not to end self-medication, blt to make"'!he purpose 

defined purely and solely from theself-medication safe," and safety was 

(and the way the Food and Drug Administrationpoint of view of the law 

had to read the law in enforcing it) as what was said on the label. '!be 

about where the medicine shouldlaw diOO' t say a thing, as you suggest, 

be sold, as far as the FDA was concerned. So, it's easy to see how you 

could make your arguments very persuasively and with genuine belief in 

blt the Food and Drug Administration, even if they agreed with yourthem, 

would have to say, ''Well, the law doesn't let us work in that 
arguments, 

way." 

Mr. H.: 


'!bere also was the irony in the Durham-H\IIrP1rey Amen:lment, taking the 


arguments of the American Phannaceutical Association, or the fears, that 

would have the effect ofthe law, especially the listing provision, 

'!be way it worked out was that the Americanexempting trore drugs. 

in effect, allied with the ProprietaryPhannaceutical Association becaræ, 

Association which had exactly the opposite fear, that the listing 

provision would drive 

(tape 0263) 


And so I in effect, the
proprietary businesses right out of business. 


American pharmaceutical Association joined forces with the Proprietary 


Association on Capitol Hill in working to defeat the bill altogether, 


along with the American Medical Association. 

Dr. Y.: 
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In effect, joined forces. 

Mr. H.: 

Right. 

Dr. Y.: 

I take it you didn't have any agreaænts about that? 

Dr. F.: 

the lawyer for the ProprietaryBut after the law was passed, Mr. Hogue, 

a ''Well,
Association, ani I had conversation about it, ani he said to me, 

a nr::M there are only two classeswe got lot more than we expected because 

beof drugs: a) prescriptions, ani b) non-prescriptions. '!he first can 

or urrler the supervision of phannacists; thesold only by phannacists 


the American Pharmaceutical

secorrl can be sold anywhere." SO, as far as 

of protecting the FAJblic byAssociation's point of view was concerned, 

having the 

(tape 0277) 

drugs sold through professional channels ani urrler professional 

lost.supervision, that protective measure was 

Dr. Y.: 

rather than this earlier version we've been
And the manufacturer decided, 


the listing provision, that when he p.1t his drug on the

talking about, 

market, he decided which category it was going to be in. If Mr. Hogue 

considered this a victory, did you ani your associates at APhA consider 

a defeat?the passage of the measure 

Dr. F.: 


defeat for the point of view, the philosophy,
Well, we considered it a 


that drugs of any ki.rrl should be sold ani supplied only through 


a
professional sources, that is, urrler the supervision of phannacist, ani 
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in a pharnacy. 'Ihe pharmacy beÔng registered by the state, and the 

pharnacist being registered by the state, you could always trace whatever 

amight happen after the drug was purchased to source which could be held 

Weresponsible. accept that responsibility. No.v, if the product is sold 

aain filling station or in general store or any other place, there's 

(tape 0297) 


no registration, nobody knCMS who the o.vner is, where he got his supply, 


aand so on, and this becomes matter then of the prosecutor's job, 


detective work. 


Mr. H.: 


'Ihere also was provision in the first Dùrham-H1..mphrey Bill which wasa 

introduced in 1950 by Carl 1)Jrharn, the Representative, which stated that 

all prescriptions had to be cleared with the prescribing physician before 

athey could be refilled, even if the prescription called for drug which 

could legally be sold over-the counter. Anj the APhA worked to defeat 

Ithis provision, to get it taken out of the bill, largely, think, 

because the APhA felt that the pharmacist, the person who had put up the 

prescription, was canpetent to judge whether or not any prescription 

could be refilled. You talked in this period, you wrote in your pieces, 

a Iall the time of pharmacy and medicine being joint profession really, 

think as you were describing before. 'Ibis brings to mind questions, 

first of all about the public interest, and second of all, about the 

extent to which you 

(tape 0316) 

think the professionalism of the pharmacist can carry him in prescribing 

drugs or refilling prescriptions for drugs, vis-1-vis the physician. 

Dr. F.: 
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were not urg~ that the pharmacist was competent in allWell, we 

instances to determine whether or not a prescrlption should be renewed, 

rot our was that, "Yes, he had that competency up to a certain
argument 

and he had the professionalism and ethics to irquire of thepoint, 

or not it should be filledphysician who wrote the prescription whether 

a 

without be:in;J compelled to do so by law." In other words, here's 

professional who has the education, he's licensed by the state and the 

patient.arefill:in;J of prescription oould or oould not be harmful to a 

'!he phanTIacist could be trusted because of his professional status to 

determine whether the prescription should be refilled without call:in;J the 

or whether the doctor would have to be called. Ani, of course,doctor, 


the patient would be questioned. Now, of course, as far as narcotics are 


concerned, he couldn't refill them anyway unless they were exenpt 

.narcotics But as 

(tape 0338) 

a 

far as the rest of it was concerned, it was felt that if we were 

weprofession, certainly needed to be trusted to that extent. 

Mr. H.: 
a 

Which to ne, in my own mirrl, raises the question, was this viable sort 

of a situation? '!hat is, were the pharmacists in the country really that 

professional if the Food and Drug Administration could come up with 

that it did of the aJ:::use ofprovocatively, the number of cases 


as well as the aJ:::use of sell:in;J drugs
prescription-refills, 


over-the-counter in violation of the prescription legen:i? 


Dr. F.: 


pharmacists refilled prescriptionsWell, there's no question that some 

indiscriminately, and this is someth:in;J that the profession feels very 
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say al:out it is that in every profession youbadly about, am all it can 

have malpractitioners, 

(tape 0355) 

Weand you have some in phannacy. did not concur with the Food am Drug 

of refilling thatAdministration's lamentation about the terrific amount 

going on, because of the very fact that the cases that they brought
was 

and cited were relatively few considering the number of drug stores am 

I don' t think their prosecution ever ærountedthe number of phannacists. 

a dozen or a dozen a year, am as far as the pleadingto more than half 

of guilty was concerned, I don't think there were, as nearly as I can 

a Now,recollect, a hurrlred or so year, am this in 50, 000 drug stores. 

this is the objection that I voiced before, that sare of the 

a few were doing,cxmnissioners corrlemned the whole profession for what 

had they been members of the American Phannaceuticaland they would have, 

Association, been called to account urrler the Code of Ethics. 

Mr. H.: 


Had they been discovered. 


Dr. F.: 


Had they been discovered. 


(tape 0381) 

Mr. H.: 


'!hat brings up another question, too. Was there any sort of machinery in 


the pharmacy profession for regulating its members as to professional 

on theirethics without sare goverrnnental agency first turning up abJses 

aI council on quackery, orpart? In other words, think the AMA has 


is that correct?
sarething which has to do with medical ethics, 


Dr. Y.: 
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they have machinery to oust from Iærnbership people who oppose theYes, 

rot they do have s'Uchstandards that they set, not used too often, 

.machinery 

Dr. F.: 

it's the judicial council that determinesWell, they have machinery, 


whether or not evidence that's presented to them of malpractice warrants 


action. Arrl if it warrants action, then the county Medical Society, of 


which the physician must be a Iærnber before he can join the A1ærican 


Medical Association, is asked to act. 


Dr. Y.: 

aRight. Arrl if it's malpractice that's of sufficient degree, they can 

call it to the attention of the state authorities arrl get the license 


taken 


(tape 0399) 


away. Is there Jdrxh-ed machinery in phannacy? 


Dr. F.: 


Yes. '!he difficulty, of course, is that the machinery only works with 


nenbers of the association, arrl Iærnbers of the association very rarely 


have been the people who were culprits in these instances. Of course, 


don't kr1cM whether the NARD has arrj machinery for the drug store owner to 


expel the drug store owner. I've never heard of arrjone being expelled. 


Dr. Y.: 

'!he state boards have machinery. 


Dr. F.: 


'!he state boards have machinery for taking away the license, and, of 


the A1ærican Pharmaceutical course, if the license were taken away, 


Association would undoubtedly also cite the member, at least, for 


I 
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cause why he should not appearance before the House of Delegates to show 


be expelled from membership. 


Mr. H.: 


But far as machinery for professional re;JUlation of its own body
as 

without goverrnnent. state 

(tape 0415) 

aboards are goverrnnental agency. Is that correct? 

Dr. F.: 
aWell, the state boards are goverrnoental agency, blt the American 

a member forPharmaceutical Association does have machinery for expelliD;J 

cause It doesn' t serrl out detectives or inspectors or anything of that. 

.sort 

Mr. H.: 

be consistent with professionalism.'!hat wouldn't, after all, 


Dr. F.: 


No. 


Dr. Y.: 
Iif I might.'Ibere's one loose errl that I'd like to go back to, 	 When 

aasked double question, 	you answered one part of it, and I'd like to go 

'Ihere still is this human situation thatback to the other part. 

of your relationships withcertainly was referred to in the trade papers 

Dargavel and his ambitions and goals. I realize that this is a 
Mr. 

so mentioned in the trade press that I thinkpersonal thiD;J, blt it was 


it's very useful to have for the record your reflective judgment upon it. 


(tape 0432) 

Dr. F.: 


Why, I think what was mentioned in such publications as the Pink Sheet 
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and the Green Sheet with regard to relations between John Dargavel and 

often just practically false and certainly exaggerated, and
myself was 

John Dargavel and I frequently smiled about it. We net and talked about 

things. John Dargavel was the secretary of the Minnesota state Board of 

I and we 
Pharmacy when was secretary of the New Jersey Board of Pharmacy, 

both had ideas about law enforæment that we discussed at various tÍIæS. 

We net at the annual neetings of the National Association of Boards of 

and then when he became secretary of the National Association
Pharmacy, 

I worked with hiln on number of matters. In fact,of Retail Druggists, 
a 

he asked ne one tÍIæ to be chairman of the Resolutions Camnittee at one 

Iof their conventions, even though was only an associate n-ernber of the 

a 
.NARD I joined the NARD, although I wasn't store CMt1E!r. '!hey have an 

associate membership, arrl he always awreciated that, and when I became 

secretary of the New Jersey Pharmaceutical Association, we, of course, 

had delegates in the 

(tape 0456) 

sane kim of affiliation between the state APhA, tut there also was 

I went to the NARD
associations arrl the NARD which was the reason why 

I I 
.conventions Now, when he became secretary of the NARD, as say, 

I 
worked with hlln tuilding up his membership just as much as worked with 

Kelly in tuilding up the American Pharmaceutical Association n-ernbership. 

I aI wasn't active in his association because wasn't drug store CM1er. 

myI active in the American Pharmaceutical Association because it was 
was 

I he and Dr. Kellywhen became secretary,professional society. '!hen, 

Kelly was man who neverhad had various differences of opinion, tut Dr. a 

became controversial about anything. Ani this is one of the things that 

the American Pharmaceutical Association felt was lacking in its activity. 
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and they
Cases weren't presented as forcefully as they could have been, 

always presented with trembling and a fear of treading on other were 
a 

people's toes. But Dr. Kelly was just naturally that kind of person. 

I don't tread on people's toes unnecessarily, tut when you're the 

an association and the association has policy orexecutive head of a a 

viewpoint or 

(tape 0481) 

a you act onresolution which it has passed requiring ærtain action, 

You don't just forget about it, and I took action on the variousthat. 

Some of those overlapped functions of theresolutions which were passed. 

a joint meetin3' of the two
NARD. So I asked Dargavel if we couldn't have 

our council and their executive ccmnittee, once a 

executive ccmnittees, 


year to go over the resolutions that had been passed at both associations 


and, where they overlapped, have an urrlerstanding about who was going to 

ain the proroc>tion of ærtain thin3' and then have the
take the initiative 

We got alo~ on that basis for number of
other association cooperate. 

a 


when it came to some of these situations, like the Food 

years and then, 


and Drug law, I didn't feel that we could reconcile the different 


I saw reason why the different viewpoints shouldn't be 
.viewpoints no 

and that they should then make
presented to the ccmnittees of Co~ess, 

a 

decision with regard to what was in the best public interest. NOW, Jalm 

I recollect before ccmnittees ofcanDargavel never appeared as far as 

He always had some one else, his attorney or somebody, appear.Co~ess. 
aHe might appear for 


(tape 0507) 


as 
I I don't know whether you ranstatement, tut he never, recall it, 
...across any 
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Mr. H.: 


I think he did appear at hearings. 


Dr. F.: 


Was he questioned? 


Mr. H.: 


I really don't remember hCM extensively. 


Dr. Y.: 


I'd like to have your personal appraisal of him as an intividual the way 


Is this not appearing for questioning related you have done with others. 

just his choice?to his personality or 

Dr. 	F.: 

I think he always felt that he ought to be the final authority on
No, 

a the Jd.nj
own organization. He was very strOn;J character,things in his 

the order of Mayor Daley of Chicago. He was the one whoof leader on 

made the decisions. Well, I was brought up differently. I really 

association should express themselves, ambelieved that members of an 

athe 	viewpoint that canes out of meeting ought to 

(tape 0529) 

I 
be the basis for actions of the administrator. '!his is why took the 

I 
stan:i that I did with Dr. Beale, am when becaIre secretary of the 

Iassociation, recognized that my point of view might not always be that 

I
of the association members. I gave every opportunity; never tried to 

I
be a dictator in any sense of the word. gave my views, am if I 

couldn't be persuasive enough am bring them arOllJrl to give good enough 

Ifor this way of doing it, was content to carry out the reasons 


instructions as they were given me, am I think this is where the 


I appeared before Congressional meetings, am
difference came in. 
I 
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I 
appeared before other groups arrl expressed the viewpoint as closely as 

representing what the American phannaceutical Association had
could, 

decision amdecided in its House of 	Delegates. Where there had been no 

am I had to act, acted on my own, always, ofwhere emergencies arose 
I 

contacting the president arrl some Iæmbers of the council, the 
course, 

to be sure that I wasn't goingexecutive committee of the council, 

I 
. had no difficulty in adjusting to that sort of situation.overboard 

John, on 

(tape 0559) 

a he had made up his min::i to do
the other barri, was person who, once 

he would feel that it had to be that or nothing else.things, 


Dr. Y.: 


Did that contain any sense of frustration or peevishness when samebody 


sometimesdisagreed with him arrl was prosecuting an alternate course, as 


you felt you had to do? 


Dr. F.: 


Yes, he became pretty a1:usive sometimes in his writings about people, am 

I don't think he wrote it always, b.1t he directed his editor to say the 

I could have gotten very emotional aboutthings that he wanted to say. 

wrote in his journal about ne, arrl some things that he said about ne, 

some things he wrote in letters about nee But I felt that you just 

couldn't win with that Jdnj of an attitude against you, so you'd better 

just go ahead arrl do the things as you saw they ought to be done arrl take 

the consequences. 


Dr. Y.: 


It didn't bring coldness in your personal relationships, or did it?
a 

(tape 0583) 
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a 
No. People used to be surprised to see us off in corner talking about 

not necessarily the controversial issues that we were engaged in,thin:Js, 

werot meetin:J at conventions or other places where were speakers. I'll 
liked John Dargavel as person. '!here were 

save this for later, rot I a 

wany thin:Js about hiln that were very attractive. 

Dr. Y.: 
demeanor?What sort of a person was he as far as his appearance, manner, 

Dr. F.: 


a ani he, well, people cxxnmented 

. Well, he was very stout, short person, 

on his big belly, rot I knew that he was deeply interested in the welfare 

ani if his way of fightin:J for him was, in hisof the drug store owner, 

I 
judgment, the most successful way of doing it, couldn't quarrel with 

I of the things, ani I didn't hesitate to say so.didn't like sanethat. 
a 

But I had my own way of presenting things. If there was difference 

I
with a goverrnne.nt official, state or federal, preferred to talk with 

the iIrlividual ani see just hCM far we were apart, rather 

(tape 0619) 

than attack him publicly am dernarrl his resignation or sanethin:J of that 

Isort. just don't think that sort of thing gets you very far. 

Dr. Y.: 


Irore in that somewhat Irore tempestuous
Mr. Dargavel' s approach was 

fashion? 

F:Dr. 

a
Yes. He was somewhat of rolly. 

Mr. H.: 


Was he very quick ani hot-tempered? 


Dr. F.: 
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Arrl yet he could be just as considerate as possible of other
Yes. 

people, if he liked them. 

Mr. H.: 

I going to ask how he and HeI1l'1a11 Waller, who was the general counsel,
was 

Wallergot along. From the printed record, it doesn't appear that Mr. 

was that sort of a personality at all; it that he was quitea~ 
level and even. 

Dr. F.: 
aWell, Hernan had certain influence over John Dargavel; being an 

"Now, look, this is what we want.attorney, Dargavel would say to him, 


Now you write the bill 


(tape 0642) 


Well,the way we want it and give me all the arguments in favor of it." 

Waller would carry out his orders, rot he and John were very close 

I and I often discussed it with Waller, and Waller
personally, think, 

said, "Well, you have to urrlerstand John." Of course, you had to 

I could see, that you just let
unierstand him, and that meant, as far as 

him get it off his chest and then do the best you could with what he 

and write the speech for him that he needed to support the
wanted done, 

I can recall only one time when John and I appearedparticular argument. 


convention and he attacked me personally.
at the same 

Dr. Y.: 

Which one was that? 

Dr. F.: 

I but when I


It was in South Carolina. can't remember the exact date, 

got there and saw the program, they had John Dargavel on at 10:30 and 

they had me on at 11:30, I think. That was in connection with discussion 
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I I '!heof the Durham Bill, believe. Yes. think that was it. 

,secretary 

(tape 0675) 

a got me off to one side arrl said, "Now,
who was friend of both of us, 

you know we'd like to hear both sides of this situation, rot we'd 
doctor, 

a "Don't you worry aboutlike to have it done in friendly way." I said, 

I'm going to tell my story just as straightforward as I can, arrl 
me. 

"Well," he said, "I appreciate thatthere'll be no personalities in it." 


very much." Now, I don' t know whether he said the same thing to 


at any rate, the convention was then about well,
Dargavel, rot, 

. . . 

arrl it got to be eleven o'clock before they
..they started late. 

a
introduced Dargavel. Somebody had written speech for him that went 

into the Russian situation, the Kremlin, arrl all this sort of thing, 

which had nothing whatever to do with our program, b.It he was expourrling 

on the national situation since he caræ fran the NARD, arrl, of course, 

all of the national affairs were beiD;J considered in their legislative 

He had been goiD;J on about that forsoapproach to things arrl forth. 
a

about a half an hour, arrl it got to be aroun:l quarter until twelve arrl 

I was looking at my watch. '!he secretary was sittiD;J 

(tape 0712) 

I said, "What time are you adjourning for lunch? "Oh," he 
next to me. 

"I don't know. But don't get worried about this time here, becausesaid, 
I

you'll be on before lunch." Well, John kept on goiD;J arrl got the 

i:ITpression that he purposely was doiD;J this so as to kill off any 

arrlpossibility of my talking after he did arrl have the interval between, 


that he had invited the both of us to lunch

then the secretary told me 


he finally got arourn to the Durham-Humphrey
after the meetiD;J. Well, 
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and then he mentioned me by name, that I was not. that whatBill, 

the American Pharmaceutical Association and I particularly in my 

before the cx:mnittee was telling the canmittee was not in the 
appearance 

Finally, about quarterbest interest of the retail drug store c:Mner. 

aI beelineafter twelve, he sat down, and as expected, everybody made 

for the eoca-COla fountain which was set up, and I said to the secretary, 

a
"Well, I guess I'm on for this afternoon." "No," he said, "just wait 

a fellow announced "Everybody back to theirminute." Arrl with that 

(tape 0747) 

In five minutes we will have the prize drawings." '!heymeeting room. 

had some merchandising prizes that wholesalers always give to these 

conventions, and, of course, everybody flocked back and when they finally 

got arourrl to it, the room was filled to capacity which hadn't been the 

case when John spake. So, then I was introduced, and I told my story. 

a matter for the profession to be definitelyirrlicated that this was 

recognition of theinterested in and to want to work toward a 

professional prerogatives of the p,armacist regardless of whether he was 

I 
a drug store owner or not. In addition, said that I had always felt 

ought to be a member of the National Association every drug store owner 

I aof Retail Druggists and felt that, as pharmacist, they ought to be 

rnernbers of the American Pharmaceutical Association, rot I wasn't here to 

here to tell them what this legislation meantsolicit membership. I was 

I 
to them and what the outcome would finally be, and stressed, of course, 

the bJsiness of the competition that they would have in the future in the 

now that all restrictions wouldsale of these over-the-counter products 

I a gcxxlbe rem:wed, except where they were prescription items. Arrl, got 


hand, and then we the secretary rushed up to me afterwards and he 

.. . 

I 
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aI 	 arrlsaid, "Dcx::tor, may say to you that you gave us very fine talk, 
I 

you carried yourself as a gentleman all the 11laY through, arrl may say as 

a Southern gentleman." That was the greatest cornpli.Jænt you could have 

given me. But John didn't appear for lunch. 

Dr. Y.: 

..'!his time he just wouldn't face. 

Dr. F.: 

Because he didn't have that crOöYd sold. At least, that's the way I felt. 

to the same effect.the comment that I got afterwards wasOf course, 

I was with theBut, say again, that I think that his heart arrl soul 

drug store hi1t1self, arrl think hispracticing phan'nacist, having CMJ1ed a 	 I 

secretarybrother was running this store that he gave up when he became 

very close to the problems of theof the NARD. Arrl, of course, he was 

retail operator arrl I respected that. 

(tape 0816) 

Dr. Y.: 

a 	 Are there other questions about thisDick, we've got little tape here. 

general area arrl time arrl theme that you have? 

Mr. H.: 

I did want to ask briefly about the attempt by the APhA leadershipWell, 

to force the Food arrl Drug Administration, to force, Oscar Ewing who was 

to issue regulation which wouldadministrator of the Food arrl Drug Act, a 

have embodied what the FDA officials had announced at the NARD convention 

regarding prescription refills. You, in particular, had strongly 

a
criticized the FDA officialdom because there never had been regulation 

stating exactly what the refill situation was. Arrl you were pressing for 

time that the D.Jrham-HtmIphrey Bill an administrative ruling at the same 
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headed for committee hearings; there was a good deal of conflict. 
was 

'Ibis is where Dargavel started name-calling, and it seems to me, from 

a 

reading the printed record, that you replied, not in kiIrl, rot in sense 

I sincere attempt,wonder 	
a 

in your o,.m editorials. if this really was 

a
the 	part of the APhA to find solution, or whether this was, in fact, 

on 

(tape 0854) 


Young has asked before, some sort of carrq:>etition between 

as Dr. 

between associations, between philosophies.personalities, 

Dr. 	 F.: 

I think, if any carrq:>etitive factor entered into it, it was
Ch, 

we didn't feel that
... certainly on our part,philosophies rather than 

weren't motivated by any personal aggrarrlisenent or 
... wethis was 


AssoCiation victory over the National Association of Retail Druggists. 


this,

We just were sorry that we weren't united in the point of view on 

could understand that the National Association of Retail Druggistsrot we 


trying to wake it easy for its members, rot in doing so we felt it 

was 

felt 	belorçedof the professional prestige which we 
was sacrificing some 

seeing the retail drug store operator
to {X1arrnacy. We disliked very I1U1ch 


. . . of a lower professional status.

lCMered in being represented as 

(Side 7, tape 0000) 

Dr. 	Y.: 
bound volume which 

you 	and I have just been looking overDr. 	Fischelis, 
a 


given to you when you ended your secretaryship of the American 

was 

Phannaceutical Association which brought together your editorial coltm1I1 

that you had published in the Journal, the practical {X1arrnacy edition, 

under the heading, "Straight from Headquarters." In connection with what 

I 
you have been saying about the Durham-HLn'rphrey Bill period, think it 
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might be well to point out that your columns for December 1949, August 

and March 1951, are very pertinent material for
1950, February 1951, 

interested in studying the relationship of APhA to the backgrC>Ul'rl 
anyone 

We also went ahead and fC>Ul'rl column of July
of this particular law. 

a 

a when a bill was up before Congress that
1953, couple of years later, 

had passed the House tut not yet passed the Senate, seeking to restore 

a Supreme Court decision had 
certain factory inspection authority which 

you
eliminated from the Food and Drug Administration. At this tiIre, 

evidenced the same kirrl of criticism of the Food and Drug 

(tape 0017) 


its publicity policies that you evidenced in the

Administration and 


When

editorials that you were writing at the Durham-H\.IIrP1rey pericxl. a 

couple of years later, 
ain July 1955, you wrote column assessing the 

again there are elements of
citizens Advisory eammittee report, once 

criticism of the position that the Food and Drug Administration takes in 

Iits press relationships. take it, throughout the years that you were 

you had
especially from the Durham-H\.IIrP1rey years on, a 

director of APhA, 

feeling that whatever good the Food and Drug Administration might be 

over and over again that it was
doing, and you were certainly saying 

you had certain caveats about its publicityadoing vast annmt of good, 


legislative

policies, its use of publicity in order to try to get new 

authority, and things of that sort, which you were quite frank in 


in connection with this episcxle--this

expressing at the tiIre. Now, 


series of episcxles, this general view that you continued to hold-is 


d like to say in retrospect?
there anything that you 
I 


(tape 0034) 


F:Dr. 
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Well, having been in law enforcement work myself, I can appreciate the 

necessity for publicizing some of the work that goes on in an agency, and 

a straight report of the activities is not asit's unfortunate that 

acceptable to publishers as something that is dramatized or contains the 

element that goes into headline-making. So, the administrator of an 

into dramatics to some extent in order to 
agency firrls it necessary to go 

since it's ingain recognition for the ordinary activities of his agency, 

~tition with many other agencies that do produce information that 

lems itself to dramatization perhaps better than the routine of watching 

the supply am quality and effectiveness of drugs or the quality am 

I
freedom from adulteration of foods. have no quarrel with trying to 

firrl headline material, rot I like to feel that the material that makes 

irxiustry or professionheadlines does not necessarily reflect on an a 

which is trying to do the right thing am, of course, 

(tape 0062) 

which has, like every other walk of life, elements in it that deviate 

Now, it's quite obvious that thesefrom the straight am narrow path. 


deviations are considered news--and livelier news, let us say, than the 


amJl.1Jlts 
proper discharge of routine duties. My quarrel about this silrplY 


a sometimes cannot firrl
to disaJ:PQintment that the heads of the J:::ureaus 


ways of making headlines or issuing effective press releases without 


resorting to the tactics of journalists who don't seem to care very much 

a long as what they have to reportwhat they do to respectable group as 

gets into print. 

Dr. Y.: 


Now from reading with you these columns, "straight fran Headquarters," 


one gets the ilrpression that you had the feeling that the Food am Drug 
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its leadership was then structured, had difficultyAdministration, as 

understanding the kind of perspective that represented the best thought 

couldn't lookweren't phan'nacists),in pharmacy (partly because the men 

at it from within phan'naCY, 

(tape 0086) 

a 
a am had one of high administrative level who was phan'nacist who 

no 

you kept reiterating that
could give them this perspective. Irrleed, 


there should be in the Fcxrl am Drug Administration, which had so much to 


I 
a so take it that because ofhigh-level phan'nacist.do with drugs, 


these episodes in which you had had disagreement am because there wasn' t 


a 
a Ji1.armacist there, you had feeling that you had to watch each new 

suggested legislation, with 
step, each new proposed policy, each new 

a 


to be sure that it wasn't something that

certain amount of suspicion, 


might injure what you thought to be the best interests of Ji1.armacy am 


Is that right?

the general public served by phan'naCY. 

Dr. F.: 


I had the feeling from private conversations with some of the

Well, 

a 

people in the administration that they did not have very high respect 


due, to some extent,
for the average phannacist. I think this was to 

their knc:Mledge of the 

(tape 0101) 

drug products am the cost of the ingredients that
composition of some 


by the time it
went into these products am the cost to the consumer 

a finished product on a drug counter. Arrl, repeatedly, they
emerged as 


so much for

would cite examples of their own experience in paying a 


in it am how little that
finished product am they knew what was 

active really cost. SO, there was personal feeling
ingredient that was 

a 
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in the fonn of proprietaries or
that drug prcxìucts dressed up 

irrlividuals too much, am, therefore,prescriptions were costing them as 

on 
a not exactly fraud, tut over-errphasisthere was certain degree of, 

NCM, I think they carriedthe money-making phase of dispensing drugs. 

...that into their thinking 

Dr. Y.: 


Who gave you this impression? Do you remember particularly? 


Dr. F.: 

I except for such people as Mr. Campbell, it was
Why, think it was, 

pretty general. 

Dr. Y.: 
? 

.. 

You don't believe he held it, tut you believe his successors. 

(tape 0122) 

Dr. F.: 
a 

I Campbell had a very broad view of tusiness. He wasNo, think Mr. 


am he had an appreciation of the skills am the

lawyer, to start with, 

a 

necessity for paying for the interIædiate steps in the prcxìuction of 


drug or the distritution of a drug from a source to the 1:uyer. Some of 


these other people had no such appreciation probably because of lack of 


also, of the quackery that they were 

experience am probably because, 


engaged in discovering am correcting. 


Dr. Y.: 


You mentioned getting this impression from conversations, am, if not 


with Dr. D.mbar, Mr. Crawford, Mr. Larrick, 
orwith Campbell, do you mean 


others around the Food am Drug Administration?
do you mean 


Dr. F.: 


I think others that I had occasion to talk to. I think Mr. Murray was 
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one who felt that drugs were too high-priced arrl gave very little 

consideration to the training arrl the blsiness arrl economic factors 

involved . 

(tape 0146) 

Dr. Y.: 

You allnost give the iIrpression in one of these colmnns that dealt with 

the factory inspection law that the Fcxxi arrl Drug Administration, in 

wanting to have authority to see all prescription files in the harrls of 

resentful of 
pharmacists, didn't trust the ~cists arrl that you were 

an urrlue prestnrtption on their part against the
this fact, as if this was 

as you've already suggested,profession which you held to be largely, 

You felt miffed about this, that they wouldn't have takenhonorable. 
a 

such a position presumably if there had been pharmacist in the higher 

echelon of the Fcxxi an:l Drug Administration. Is this correct? 

Dr. F.: 
a 

Well, my constant reiteration of the iIrportance of havin:J 

pharmaceutically trained person in the policy-mak.in;J echelon of the Fcxxi 

arrl Drug Administration was based on the fact that they were quite 

theoretical in their awroach to many problems of the pharmacist. It 

wasn't so much the distrust of the 

(tape 0165) 

not an honorable person as it was
pharmacist or the feelin:J that he was 

the failure to rely on state agencies, particularly the state boards of 

aNCM, as cooperatin:J official in 
pharmacy, to be of service. of course, 

giving the Fcxxi arrl Drug Administration asNew Jersey, I knew that I was 

gcxxi service as they could get from their CMn inspectors if they brought 

I
them into the state. And could see no reason why the Food arrl Drug 
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if they had a problem involving a 

Administration should not, 

prescription, sirrply get in touch with the state Board of Pharmacy arrl 

'!he state Board of 
the cooperating official arrl ask for what they want. 

authorized by the state to inspect pharTnacies arrl could 
PharmaCY was 

inspect prescription files. '!he pharTnacist would neither resent nor 

a 

the inspection of his prescription files by representative of 
oppose 

a 

the Board of Pharmacy, whereas the inspection by federal agent was 

not as sympathetic as the 
considered unnecessary arrl certainly it was 

a Board of Phanracy representative would be. In the latter 
inspection of 


irrlividual who urrlerstaOOs my

the pharTnacist felt that here's an 

case, 

blsiness arrl knows, if I 

(tape 0191) 


on 
a if I put certain markingsafile prescription in certain way or 


I he wouldn't be questioning Iæ about it as if I 


there, why do that; 

much less report 


were a criminal or had done saæthing that was wron:J, 

that. Arrl the state inspector would protect Iæ with regard to the 


ever raised as to where

physician and the patient if any question was 


saæone using certain drug urrler the

information was obtained about a 

I don't think the physicians like to have federal
physician's direction. 


on their prescription-writing. In the first

inspectors checking up 


these inspectors are not pharmacists. '!hey are policemen, arrl 

place, 


why a certain type of confidence needs to be 

there are many reasons 

maintained with regard to prescription files, both from the standpoint of 

This is not understood by the federal 
the physician arrl the patient. 

a copy of prescription
inspector who is sirrply ordered to go in arrl get a 

it was dispensed arrl 
or to question the pharmacist about how many ti1nes 

to wham, and so forth. 
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Dr. Y.: 

at this tÍ1T\e however, didn't want to rely on the state
'!he 	commissioners, 

bJard 

(tape 0212) 

people, b.rt: evidently did want the federal right to examine 

prescriptions? 

Dr. F.: 

if there is an inspectingAnd we considered that unnecessary because, 


authority that has supervision over this, the p,armacist ought not to be 


. 

subjected to ltDre than one authority with regard to that. 

Dr. Y.: 

And the reason that the commissioners wanted the authority must have been 

inplied irrlication that the job wasn't being done satisfactorily by 
an 


perhaps, disagreed?
the 	state people arrl you, 

Dr. 	F.: 

I they couldn't get that Jd.Irl of 
No, didn't disagree that in some cases, 

did feel that in places where they could get it, they
cxx:>peration, 	 wt I 


that avenue, arrl where they couldn't get it they ought to

ought to use 

'!hey would always
establish the liaison that was necessary to obtain it. 


''Well, if they were all like New Jersey, we wouldn't have any
tell me, 

question about this, wt here's the Montana state Board of Phannacy-it 

doesn't even 	have an inspector or has a part-time 

(tape 0229) 

aWe write to them for information about certain p,armacyinspector. 

arrl, well, the fact that they are a~inted with them would terrl to make 

excusethem be soft in their inspection procedure arrl they'd firrl some 


for not giving the information that we wanted. So we can do it a lot 
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that here is profession, am the
better ourselves." Well, my point was 

a 

a board made up of members of 
state has recognized that there should be 

the profession to supervise it, am they are sworn to do their duty 

am if they do carry out their duties as they should,
acx::ording to law, 


they could get all the information that the Food am Drug Administration 


aI bad actor sanewl1ere who
would want. can urrlerstarrl if there were 

covered up his actions in some way, that they would prefer to use police 

But here again it's the individual case which doesn' t c:x:x:;ur 
.methods 

a 
very often am, in such case, they had sutpoena power am could use 

real violator who continuously violates the law,Where there'sthat. a 

they have enough power by way of sutpoena to get the information 

at that, they should CX:>Operate with the localdirectly, am, even 

enforcement agency, whether 

(tape 0255) 


the state Depart:ment of Health or the state Department of Agriculture has 


state health matters, such as the Food am Drugsupervision over 


It seems that they ought to
Administration has in interstate commerce. 


use them, unless there was a very good reason to mistrust the agency, am 


then, as I say, they have the sutpoena power anyway. 

Dr. Y.: 

crawford, Mr. Larrick wereWell, ncM, during these years, Dr. Dùnbar, Mr. 

the cx::amnissioners. Yesterday we talked about your inpressions of Mr. 


crawford as individuals, with whom you had

CaIrpbell am Mr. as people, 

I at this point, it might be a good idea for me to askdealings. think, 

you about your inpressions of Dr. Dunbar am then of Mr. Larrick as 

what they looked like, how they behaved, what Jdnj of rnan-to-rnanpeople: 

am sorelationships there were when you had official dealings with them, 
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on. 

Dr. F.: 

Dùnbar were usually in connection with
Well, my meetings with Dr. 

meetings with 

(tape 0273) 
a

the assistant commissioner. If there was 
Mr. campbell when Dùnbar was 

question that involved the scientific arrl professional areas of 

he would callrather than just the legal arrl regulatory,administration, 

'Ibis didn' t happen veryin Dunbar arrl we would talk alx>ut those. 

he took such cold
But when Dùnbar becaræ the commissioner, 

a 

frequently. 

attitude toward the problems of the pumnacist that I never felt that he 

were tryirg to get across,urxierstood too well the point of view that we 

arrl I krlcM he was carpletely unsympathetic with the idea of charmelirg 

He 
the drugs from their source to the consumer through the phannacy. 

felt that they could be supplied anywhere, if they were properly labeled, 

think probably of all the commissioners he was less inclined to
arrl I 

any betteroutside of prescription service, the phannacist wasfeel that, 
I'm talkirg about aas dispenser of drugs than any merchant would be. 

packaged drugs rKM. 

Dr. Y.: 

Did he tell you this face-to-face in conversation? 

(tape 0299) 

Dr. F.: 
I have stated it, rot certainly the :i.IrpressionI don't think as baldly as 

a case that involved restriction 
was to that effect, arrl when it came to 


of any particular product to dispensing by pharmacists or urrler the 


he didn' t He might have agreed
...

supervision of pharmacists, open 
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that the knc:Mledge of the products arrl that sort of thing was iIrportant, 

a 
rot he didn't feel that phë.Lmacists, as general class, were giving that 

much attention to sales of drugs--packaged drugs-arrl that it was largely 

cornmercial transaction with them just as a 
a it would be with general 

At least that's the :inpression that I got.merchant. 

Dr. Y.: 

aWhat kind of person was he when you sat across the table from hi1n arrl 

aen;Jaged in conversation? 

Dr. F.: 


He was very affable arrl, I think, k:r1owledgeable, rot I always felt that 


amore of food man than drug man, arrl, of course, their foodhe was 
a 

I a little annoyed with minorproblems were plenty. think that he was 


drug problems, especially when 


(tape 0324) 


they involved canmercial transactions. 


Dr. Y.: 


HCM do you think Mr. Larrick fit into this sequence of commissioners who 


grew up within the agency arrl became heirs to the commissionership? 


Dr. F.: 
I a He

Well, Mr. Larrick, as far as know, was not college graduate. 

II'm not sure whether it was wittenberg.atterrled some college. 
I

believe it was, in Ohio, rot he never graduated as far as knc:M, arrl he 

a
into the Food arrl Drug Administration neither as scientist nor as 

came 

a 
a lawyer, rot strictly as an inspector, arrl he was good policeman. 


I had already e>q)ressed myself on the qualifications for
NCM, 

a 
commissioner to the effect that I thought it ought to be either 

physician who would get the legal arrl other support through subordinates, 
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a lawyer who would get the support through medical and other or 

13TI"içk, he was pretty much of 
.associates Now, in the case of Mr. 

a 

layman to this whole field, although he acquired an imrrense kncMledge of 

ait and was very able inspector. 

(tape 0350) 


I don't think Campbell ever would 

Campbell thought very highly of him. 

a 

feel that he ought to be a commissioner. I think this was matter of 

and there was a great deal of question at the ti1æ
length-of-service, 

to whether the assistant commissioner who
crawford went outthat Mr. as 

into that place or whether it should be somebody 
was Larrick should nove 

outstanding in the professional or legal field or administrative field. 

So Larrick went into the position pretty much with the backgrO\.1l'rl of 

onhe had to begin to make judgmentspolicing. Arrl then, of course, 

medical questions and chemical questions, and he urrloubtedly had to rely 

'!bey became nore and nore medical and 
on others for those judgments. 


legal as the drug field changed and the 

nore scientific and nore 

Iof medicines changed. havesourcesadministration of medicines and the 

no particular kncMledge about his c::orrpetence in the food field. I don't 

any nore of a food chemist or food man than he was drug
think he was 

a 


man, except that he was a very keen student, of course, of his law, of 


I think he would be subject
his regulations. 


(tape 0377) 


to influences from industry and from the professions nore than an 


knc:Mledge and his ownownindividual who could make up his mind from his 

judgment of the ilTIportance of details that developed in these various 

Now, I had a high regard for Mr. Larrick's integrity, rot, again, 
.areas 


interest in the economic problems of the distril:utors. I 

he showed no 
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athink he was subject to great deal of pressure from numerous sources, 

I think that he usually sought the easiest and softest and best wayand 

out of a situation with as little friction from anybody as possible. 

this might be a very good trait in some administrative areas, rot, I 
Now, 

a
think you have to be pretty positive in health area about all kirns of 

such as variety of reactions, idiosyncracies ofpossibilities arisiß3', 

the possibilities of deterioration umer certain typespatients to drugs, 

onof conditions, the necessity for causiß3' extra expense the part of 

producers in order to maintain certain high starrlards of preservation of 

I 
and thirY3's that might happen in their transmission. thinkdrugs, 

(tape 0410) 


that Larrick could be relied upon to do the very best for the public, hIt 


I don't think his capacity for making the best jucigmants was as good as, 


Carcpbell' s or Crawford's.well, as 

Dr. Y.: 

What particular personal relationships did you have with him? 

or occasions brought you into l::usinessWhat kirns of issues 

conversations, and so on? 

Dr. F.: 

I didn' t have to
Well, legislative matters, of course, principally. 


plead a for any violators. I didn't have to ask for any favors of 

case 

I did stress the brportance of the phannacist.any kirrl. 


Dr. Y.: 


You did go to see hlin and talk with him about this as you had with his 


predecessors? 

Dr. F.: 


Oh, yes, from time to time. He was always receptive to any suggestions 
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and was willing to give information up to a certain point, blt I noticed 

I a
that when was writing these editorials about having person with 

phannaceutical background 

(tape 0437) 

in the higher echelons, he didn't accept that too well, although they had 

a a whom
Mr. Rankin, pharmacist by profession and very able person, too, 

As time went on, they could then point to Rankin asthey brought along. 

saæone who was pharmaceutically trained. And we got some pretty gocd 

.results because of Rankin's position there eventually. He recognized the 

phannacist/s peculiar position in this whole situation and, I think, 

while all of us recognized the fact that there is the opportunity for 

ccmnercial gain by pushing certain types of remedies-and sane of us are 

not every much inpressed with that-we don't think that drugs ought to be 

advertised like merchandise. I once made an investigation to deteDnine 

to what extent the ratio of illness in the population of the United 

astates had bearing on the drug rosiness and found to my surprise that 

the ups and davns of the econanic scale, the financial scale, depressions 

or gocd tlines, had IOC>re of an effect on the sales volume of drugs than 

did the epidemics and extent of illness. 

(tape 0477) 

IWhen I found that out, stopped trying to figure the amount of rosiness 

in drugs on the basis of the reports of reportable diseases, and others 

if people spend IOC>re IOC>ney forhave borne that out, of course. And so, 


medicines when they have more money, and less when they don't have it, 

aSthat I 

an indication that there's basis for trying to get their free 

dollars to be spent for, what might be termed "luxuries" in hard times, 

in the fOI11l of drugs. 
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Dr. Y.: 

with respect to the cast of characters of'!hat's certainly true. Again, 

athis vast, complicated story, let's go back little in time arrl get to 

the two important individuals on Capitol Hill during the thirties, 

Senator Royal Copelarrl arrl his executive assistant, Ole Salthe. Last 

night we stopped just before you talked a1:x>ut them as people arrl about 

your iIrpressions of them arrl your contacts with them as the effort was 

being made to secure what becaIæ the 1938 law. Would you return to them 

arrl talk about them a little while, please? 

(tape 0505) 


Dr. F.: 


I didn't know Dr. Copelarrl personally very much. I met him arrl, of 


on occasions, discussed the legislation, tut I never really got
course, 

close enough to him to know very much a1:x>ut him as an in:lividual. He 

had, of course, been health caranissioner in the city of New York, arrl it 

his prominence in that position that urrloubtedly helped him to beca'Ie was 

a senator. '!hen when he got into the Senate, arrl this Food arrl Drug 

regulation issue carne up, it just naturally drifted his way. I got the 

of the Senate deferred to him in hisiIrpression that the other members 

acapacity as physician on matters of this kirrl rather than on his 

a '!he medical profession, on the othercapacity of senator from New York. 

hand, as I got the iIrpression from the things that were dropped by 

different people in the American Medical Association, weren't so deeply 

a
iIrpressed with Dr. Copelarrl because he was homeopath, arrl they just 

atook good deal of his interest in 

(tape 0542) 

the drug legislation as part of his publicity effort. Now, I don't want 
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I 
to be unjust, rot the Focxi am Drug Administration, guess, felt it was 

a in the senate with his backgroun:l an:l an M.manfortunate in finding 

(I guess he was an M. D. all right), to feed this information to;
D., 

a mutual helpfulness there. '!he senator had something thatthere was 

am the Focxi an:l Drug Administration hadkept him in the public eye, 

I
who could really sponsor this legislation. Now, never felt 

someone 

a rot he was Iædimn.that Copelam was real crusader 	in this effort, a I 

got the impression, I have thedon't recall this too well, wt I 

others could have done better in han::iling thisimpression, that some 

NOW, he did have with him Ole Salthe who was notlegislation than he did. 

a drug man, he was a focxi man primarily, l:ut he was interested in this 

whole regulatory problem, am this resulted in contact with him through 

because he seeIÆ!d to feel thatcorrespordence am cx:casional neetin;Js, 


(tape 0578) 


I a ~ of the legislation that was valuable
had viewpoint on the drug 

an:l could bring to it some information through my contacts in pharmacy 

interest in the public welfare am not beinJ in the drug l:usiness,am my 

that gave them a basis for negotiation with irrlustry am otherwise. 

Dr. Y.: 

So he would take certain propositions that were in the law am alternate 

incl1.1dÎnJpropositions that were in bills that industry may have written, 

am brinJ this kind of thing tothe bill that Dr. Beale supposedly wrote, 

you am say, "What do you think about it?" 

Dr. F.: 

Yes. He would contact me about that. 

Dr. Y.: 


kind of the spokesman for the reaction of pharmacists?
usinJ you as 
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Dr. F.: 

aNo, not so much as spokesman, rot as someone that perhaps could be 

atrusted to give point of view that wasn't biased alonJ irxiustry lines. 

(tape 0602) 

Dr. Y.: 

Arrl you had the chance then to have your personal say about the variation 


clause? 


Dr. F.: 


'Ihat's right. 


Dr. Y.: 


One that you didn' t happen to win. Arrl other elements of the bill as it 


underwent all of those many chan;Jes arxi nmred ta.vard passage? In fact, 


it seems to me he was more i1Tp:>rtant in the final stages than he was in 


the early stages of this. 


Dr. F.: 


Yes. 


Dr. Y.: 


Copelarxi was very much criticized by Conswners Research people arxi others 


of that persuasion because he was givin:3' radio broadcasts that were 


sponsored by patent medicines or at least products that were sold with 


Iwhat were considered to be exaggerated health claims. take it that 

products of this sort dispensed in this particular way were somethin:3' 

athat you, too, opposed. You've talked 


(tape 0622) 


good deal about that. Did you see Copelarxi through this particular 


filter? Do you remember that? 


Dr. F.: 
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I rot I did have somehow, in the development of thedon't recall that, 
a

legislative procedures, the :i1npression that, while Copelarrl got great 

deal of credit for the legislation, he actually was ready to compromise 

a true crusader in the field wouldn't have.on many things that 

Dr. Y.: 
a 

Now, in a sense, the whole effort started in 1933 with person who had 

I think, arrl that was some elements of the true crusader about hlln, 

'!he first reaction of the National Drug TradeRexford 'I\1gWell. 

Conference, arrl, indeed, the first reaction of the AIrerican 

criticism of this bill on the basis of
Phannaceutical Association, was a 

the ærount of authority, which they considered to be arbitrary, which was 

Now,placed by the bill into the harrls of the Secretary of Agriculture. 

I recall, the AIrerican Pharmaceutical Association resolution didn't 
as 

lay 

(tape 0652) 

this blame at any given place. It just criticized this concept in the 

bill. But JOOSt everybody else criticized Tugwell, arrl certainly he took 

a "dictator" out of the Secretary ofthe rap for trying to make 

What do you remember about yourAgriculture in this particular field. 

feelings toward 'I\1gWell during this period? 

Dr. F.: 
I

Well, I had no contact with Tugwell. personally admired his effort to 

evendo something about this situation, rot, of course, the irrlust.ry arrl 

people in the profession like Beale, felt that he was just somebody who 

idea that he could make the world over, that he could wipe out allhad an 

aof the quackery in medicine by just having law on the subject, without 

involved as far as the vested interests were 
any recognition of what i t 
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Iexmcerned. know the drug irrlustry was very critical of him am 

a they did other things in the Newridiculed gcxxl deal of his activity as 

on the conservative side of
Deal. 'The drug irrlustry has always been 

things, am, of 

(tape 0693) 

the medical profession wasn' t too keen about him because he had 
course, 


expressed himself pretty frankly about certain types of medical practice. 


When was this? Wasn't it arourrl 193-


Dr. Y.: 

.'Three 

Dr. F.: 

just about the tiIDeNineteen thirty-three. Well, this was 
I was 

finishing up the study with the Committee on the Cost of Medical Care, 

on the staff there rather welcaræd the idea am those of us who were 

because he was approaching the remedying of the things that we had been 

am socomplaining about, especially in the proprietary medicine field, 


forth. 


Dr. Y.: 


someIn the literature that there is, of the writing that has been done 

aabout this, by 'I\1gWell hi1nself am student of his career during this 

period, am in some other places, the very strong inference is given 

(tape 0721) 


that there was real conspiracy deliberately created to oveIWhelm this
a 

bill. Different elements of irrlustry objected to this bill so much, that 

aait was conspiracy with deliberate strategy, am that strategy was to 

amake Tugwell a devil am call him dictator am speak of him in terms of 

athe bad Russians am so give him such terrible public bnage that he am 
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the bill that he represented would be overwhelmerrl. '!he charge is made 

that the inspiration for this conspiracy and the leadership in bringing 

Now, this charge, as I say, hasit about lay within the drug irrlustry. 

been made by historians and there are hints about it, suggesting that 

think that Tugwell and his associatesthere was such, at the time. And I 

suc:hbelieved that this was so. Now, do you think, or know, if there was 

a conspiracy or something that approximated it, and, if so, was the 

machinery of the National Drug Trade Conference enployed, maybe not in 

a to do
its formal meaning sense tut in kin:l of informal meaning sense 

this hatchet job, if suc:h it was? 

(tape 0759) 


Dr. F.: 


Well, I never gained the Ì1!pression that the drug irrlustry was the leader 


But had the definite Ì1!pression that anything that bore thein it. I 

and this was, ofof "Tugwell" was anathema to the drug in1ustry,name 

fostered by all manufacturing areas. '!hen, of course, they had 
course, 

their representatives, not formal representation, tut people who 

expressed their point of view in meetings and helped to give the 

impression that the Tugwell influence was something that was out to kill 
a

the drug rosiness as suc:h and to sulstitute socialistic-type of control 


in the medical and other fields. 


Dr. Y.: 


aa break with the National Drug TradeBefore you, in sense, made 

Conference, or, at any rate, challenged them on this issue, did you know 

of any secret meetings that were called to plot strategy as to how to go 

about to smear Tugwell? 

Dr. F.: 
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No, I didn't. 

Dr. Y.: 
I haveYou didn't? My memory may play me false on this, rot I think that 

seen 

(tape 0800) 

a Youit alleged that Dr. Beale may have been prime IOC>Ver in this. 


weren' t ever contacted to try to use your pcMer am voice in an effort to 


just smash this bill? 


Dr. F.: 

a 

No, my position am feelirgs about the drug irrlustry as part of the 


practice of IÆdicine were pretty well k:nc7tm, am I don't think they would 


have approached me. 


Dr. Y.: 


'!hey are much easier to allegeWell, conspiracies are hard to prove. 

than to prove, am so anyone tryirg to rethink the record am seeirg 

these charges is always bourrl to try to fllrl evidence. Of course, the 

Proprietary Association was aalleged to be prime IOC>Ver in this as well. 

Did you knc:M Dr. CUllen? 

Dr. F.: 

Yes. 

Dr. Y.: 

He had been with the Food am Drug Administration and had come to the 

a
Proprietary Association where he seems to have played role of both 

tryirg to iITprove thirgs 

(tape 0836) 

within the industry by vohmtary action, rot at the same t.i1ne, taking 

this very hard-nosed view towards the need for any change in the law as 
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far as 1933 was concerned. Did you and he confer about the law? What 

your relations with the Proprietary Association?were 

Dr. F.: 

I became cognizant of the Proprietary Association largely throughWell, 
I

the National Drug Trade COnference, and realized fram the way their 

discussed in the Nationalreprese.ntatiyes approached everythirg that was 

Drug Trade COnference that they were very much for ygy free enterprise 

in the medicine tusiness. 

Dr. Y.: 

unlike your position of
'!hat included sales wherever they could be sold, 


restricting drugs for sale un.1er the direction of the phannacist. 


Dr. F.: 


I meeting at which the representative of the Proprietary
recall one 

aAssociation gave lorg talk about what the Proprietary Association had 

done to clean up the irrlustry, 

(side 8, tape 0000) 

aam it woun:i up with statement that, of all of the nenbers of the 

National Drug Trade COnference, it is our juc1gIænt that we have caæ 

farther up the ladder towards good public relations with regard to health 

I 
matters than any other member of the conference. said, "I want to 

on the great progress they had
corgratulate the Proprietary Association 

made, rot since they said that they had made more progress than any other 

association I want to remirrl them that they had much farther to caæ than 

all of the others in reaching the stage of protecting the public 

a But it wasinterest." '!his was, of course, considered dirty crack. 

the truth. 


Dr. Y.: 
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SUre. Was there fencing back arrl forth, because this was an odd 

gathering if you look at it Oi1e way. Everybody concerned with drugs, rot 

with so many different elements and so many different perspectives, am 

competing and conflicting 

(tape 0017) 

athat it would have beeninterests, so that it would seem to me kin:i of 

a
strained situation almost everyt:iIne that you met. Was there lot of 

fencing? 

Dr. F.: 
a 

Yes, there were same strained IOCJIneI1ts when people would discuss project 

at one t:iIne or another and when criticism was made, for example, of the 

Proprietary Association's lack of its members feeling of responsibility 

with regard to fonnula disclosure am ttuth in advertising am so on. 

But t.hi.n;Js generally wound up with people shaking h.arrls am saying, 

a am don't"Well, Rane wasn't Wilt in day. You have to IIDVe slowly, 

p.1Sh us too hard because if you do we won't be able to bring our 

I
membership along, as we would like to do." Arrl foum that the people 

who were really leaders in the Association, as far as that irrlustry was 

concerned, must have had feeling deep down that there were same prettya 

in that b.1siness. 'Ihe less the better ones were associatedrotten eggs 

with them the better, rot they don't want to exclude 

(tape 0036) 

them from the Association because they felt they had IOOre power to bring 

them along than if they were outside of the fold. 

Dr. Y.: 

So they went on back to them and said, "We've just been with our drug 

brethren and here's what they say, so you'd better improve." 'Ihat' s an 
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interesting exercise in industrial diplomacy. 

Dr. F.: 
a ccxie of ethicsAnd here the phannaceutical manufacturers have adopted 

which says so and so, now, by iITplication, if we don' t say sanething 

thing, we're going to be branded as lower same 

so we'd better look things over. Gradually the 

close to that or the 
a 

class of producers, 

helpful. But their attorneys, in order to earn their fees,influence was 

a big play about these terrible government 1:m'eaus that werewould make 


trying to crush the b..1siness and stifle free enterprise and so forth, 


siITple justice for the consumer.when what they were asking was 

(tape 0051) 

Dr. Y.: 

a matter of fact, whatever the reasons, and this p.rt:.ative drugAs 

they certainly got drasticconspiracy may have been part of the reason, 

revisions in the nature of the bill between 1933, when the first bill was 

Was this atIrosIi1ere of well,introduced, and when it was finally passed. 

we've got to talk these things over no matter how controversial they are, 

and all of that: Did it folla.v theand we'll do better next tiIre, 

confrontation that you made about the bill when you refused to go alorg 

with the variation clause and, therefore, didn't permit the Drug Trade 

a in 1934, or wereunanbnous report as required,Conference to have 


a tense after that?
thirgs little more 

Dr. F.: 

I a rot when it was fourrl that forthink that for tiIre they were tense, 

the profession was standing pat on a certain degree of regulation,once 


to make the
that maybe phannacy could get enough allies in other areas 

and grudgingly confessions were
industry look rather bad to the public, 
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made. As the thing developed, there were 

(tape 0071) 

we can get arxi we'd better go
suggestions that, ''Well, this is the best 

But if there hadn't been a starxi on the other side,along with this." 

and the Conference had been UJ'Ial1iIrous on easy regulations or the 

restriction of powers of the Food arxi Drug Administration, this could 

a factor in the outcome of the legislation.have been 

Dr. Y.: 

a I'm suggesting the scholars have irrlicated,If there was conspiracy as 

arxi if many of the major elements in the National Drug Trade Conference 

were parts of that conspiracy, although it didn't use the machinery of 

a a

it, the formal machinery of it, then it must have been bit of jolt to 

so adamant against sane ofthe conspirators in 1934 to fim you starrling 

the things that they had agreed to. ISo was hunting for evidences of 

dismay, of alann, of anger on the part of those whom you opposed there, 

in sane measure, worrlering if you could read these emotions back to the 

fact that they were very hopeful about what they were going to do, being 

involved in this conspiracy, arxi then Y!!l:r:l upset by the kirrl of 

(tape 0091) 

I grant you that this is all prettyroadblock you seemed to throw. 


I asked the
speculative, rot that was sort of what had in mirrl when I 


question. 


Dr. F.: 


I don't Jrnow whether this will be helpful in illtnninating the
Well, 


a rot by the time the act was passed, there was,
situation little more, 

agitation :i1nmediately for revision of state laws to conform toof course, 


the federal act, because, without that, much of the benefit of the 
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federal act would not have been available, especially in states where the 

When it came to the National Drug Trade 
drug manufacturers are located. 

a unifonn state law was proposed, to my
Conference meeting at which 

a on unifonn stateI asked to be chairman of committeewas 

I 

surprise, 
had workedlegislation, am before the next Conference rolled arourrl, 

a draft of state unifonn act, amwith some of the other people to get a 

I circulated it to the members of the Conference prior to the meeting. 

I it, they were ratherWhen they came to the meeting am reported on 

profuse in their compliments on the general agreement that could be 
. 

reached aITOn;J them in favor 

(tape 0114) 


A few thin;Js were chan;Jed, minor in my
of this particular draft. 


judgment, am the Drug Trade Conference unifonn state law was adopted by 


am the tærnbers were asked to work for it in theirthe conference, 

respective states. Now, the Association of Federal Enforcement Officers 

also set up a bill am some of the things in their bill were not looked 

upon as favorably am efforts were made to get together with them am 

felt that that was quite an aCCOIrplishment.have one unifonn act. I 

Dr. Y.: 


SUrely. 


Dr. F.: 


And it showed how once the issues were settled, that we were again 


working together as we did in the Harrison Act. 

Dr. Y.: 

because, if conspiracyYes. '!hey didn't need to be mad with you in 1939, 


1933
it won its major point in defeating the rigorous draftthere was, 


am getting a kind of bill that the manufacturers, the big manufacturers 
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particularly, arrl 

(tape 0130) 

indeed, even the proprietary manufacturers, thought they could live with 

by 1938. so, in tenns of this speculative picture that I've been 

need to be mad at you after that, arrl, indeed, itsuggesting, 	 they didn' t 

to their advantage to get the state laws as quickly as they could in 

so that they wouldn't have different practices 

was 

harmony with the '38 law, 


on interstate arrl intrastate propositions. Along with many of the other 


ayou held responsibility for anthings that you did, for some years, 

Wouldoffshoot of 	the National Drug Trade Conference, is that not so? 

about the Drug Trade Bureau of Public Information, arrl how ityou tell me 


got started arrl what you did in that field? 


Dr. F.: 

I on 	 wasWell, Dr. Amy with whan was associated the DruQqists' Circular, 

rather critical of the poor publicity that Ii1armacy was getting. '!here 

would always be publicity about drug addiction arrl law violations, b.1t 

there never would be very much in the way of a~inting the public with 

the educational advancements 

(tape 0150) 

in Ii1armacy, with the legislative advancements which ~cists were 

promoting to curtail illicit activities in their own field so that the 

public would benefit in the long run. He made the suggestion that some 

kind of publicity agency be created in the field. '!he American 

adid not havePharmaceutical Association at that time, of course, 

full-time secretary, arrl it wasn't apparently prepared to issue 

J:ulletins. '!he National Association of Retail Druggists issued sorne 

J:ulletins, J:ut they were largely in the direction of price-maintenance 
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and against discounting and fair-trade and, of course, the newspapers 

weren' t too keen to take up that sort of thing; beamse that was not in 

the best interest of their advertisers. So it was suggested that maybe 

an organization similar to the National Drug Trade Conference should be 

created with an assessment for each organization and the establishment of 

a central bJreau for preparing and disseminating Wlletins about progress 

of pharmacy, National Pharmacy Week, and things of that kirxl. 

(tape 0173) 

Dr. Y.: 

Now pharmacy in the broadest sense to include drug manufacturing as well 

as distrib..1tion, the b..1siness as well as the professional side. 

F:Dr. 

'!hat's right. since the National Drug Trade Conference was that kirxl of 

an organization, at one of the meetings of the Conference it was 

suggested that the representatives meet to organize what caIre to be 

called the Drug Trade Bureau of Public Information. '!he National Drug 

aTrade Conference was name that the Arrerican Association of Colleges of 

Pharmacy never liked. '!he National Association of Boards of Pharmacy 

never liked it. '!he Arrerican Pharmaceutical Association never liked it 
because of that "Drug Trade." Arrl yet, when you had the trade 

aassociation in there, there wasn't real good substitute for the name of 

Drug Trade Conference. It could be called the Drug Conference, tut that 

wouldn't indicate associations or the all-inclusiveness of the 

organization, so the Drug Trade Bureau of Public Information was selected 

as the name and even 

(tape 0188) 

though people didn't like it, that was it. 
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Dr. Y.: 


Now, let me just try to get this as clarified as possible. '!he National 


Drug Trade COnference was the creator, is that Right? 


Dr. F.: 


aIn this sense, that they were already together at meeting, am the 

aproposition of publicity l:ureau, let us say, could be made. But they 

adidn't want to make it part of the National Drug Trade COnference's 

activities because, here again, you were tied down by this unanimous 

aconsent thing, am if the director of the l:ureau would prepare 1:ulletin 

aam had to circulate it to the membership am get vetoes of sentence or 

two here am there, the thing would never get off the grOl..1l'Xi. So they 

said, "Well, let's have, since we're all together, let's have a meeting 

am establish the National Trade Bureau of Public Information." 

(tape 0201) 

Dr. Y.: 


'!hey took of one coat am put on another coat. 


F:Dr. 


Right. But it was the same group. 


Dr. Y.: 


And this was when? 


Dr. F.: 


II'm sorry don't recall the date exactly, rot I can supply it. 

Dr. Y.: 

1920?Well, just say about when for the moment. 

Dr. F.: 


In the early 1920s. 


Dr. Y.: 
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aRight. And you stayed with it, how long? About decade? 

Dr. F.: 

IYes. Its demise came when no longer was able to give the free service. 


Dr. Y.: 


Now what was this responsibility that you undertook? 


(tape 0211) 

Dr. F.: 

'Ihey decided to issue bllletins which would reflect favorably on all 

groups In other words, the subject matter would have to be such that it. 

would not refer to any one of the groups unfavorably, nor lerrl itself to 

an interpretation by the newspapers arxi other media that received it to 

abe critical of any group. It was to be public infonnation program 


which enhanced the public relations of the entire group. 


Dr. Y.: 


aSo you had kiro of ten-power veto just to start with then, in general 

.terms 

Dr. F.: 

'Ihe Drug Trade Conference, blt the bJreau trusted the director arxi 

Isecretary. think the secretary was the secretary of the Proprietary 


Association. 


Dr. Y.: 


Who was that at that tine? 


Dr. F.: 


At that tine, Kemp was his name. 


(tape 0226) 

Dr. Y.: 

Irving Kemp. 
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Dr. F.: 

I aYes, think that was the man, and he was very coI1g'enial person to work 

with and somebody who could be consulted that was at the far end. One 

far end would meet at the other far end, so that if I was in doubt about 

a Ithe possible reception of bllletin, could check with him. If he 

Ifound it was not objectionable, why, it gave me that much backing, and 

I Ifelt safe, although must say that in the time that I ran the blreau, 

had no complaints that I can recall from anyone of the constituents. 

'!he reason the thing got off the ground in the first place was that 

everybody was williI1g' to try something constructive. Nobody was williI1g' 

to p.1t very much IlDney into it, and I believe that contribltions started 

a awith hun::tred dollars or maybe even with fifty dollars year and then 

awent up to hun::tred and then two hurrlred, and the bllletins weren't too 

afrequent. '!hey were maybe one IlDnth, sometimes 

(tape 0245) 

IlDre than one, depending on what was breakiI1g' in the news. But we hired 

a I aclippiI1g' blreau, and later got the support of trained publicity 

man, James G. Grady, who was IXlblicity director for Nicholas Murray 

Butler at Columbia University, and he had good contacts with the New York 

news media and some of the major city newspapers. He would never get out 

a amiIæographed bllletin; it was always carron copy, so that it looked 

aas though it was goiI1g' to just few and it was IlDre or less exclusive. 


And I must say that the New York Times and Trib.lne, and the Philadelphia 


and Olicago papers very frequently printed same of the material. 


Dr. Y.: 


Who was responsible for your selection when you became director of the 


news service as your title was? '!he members of the national association 
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Dr. F.: 


I think they were just looking for a goat, and I was willing to urrlertake 


it 
(tape 0262) 

without any salary or anything and just do it along with my other work. 

It was quite clear that there was no salary attached, although from t.Í1æ 

to t.Í1æ at the annual meetings it was pointed out that I shouldn't be 

Iworking for nothing. said, "Well, if that's the way you feel, give me 

a 
same money so that I can hire public relations man that can write some 

I' 11 give him ideas and let him do the circulating."of these things. 


'!his is how the thing really developed. Grady was the only person who 


was really canpensated, and my secretary. 


Dr. Y.: 


Was the choice of the subjects that would be written about in these 


monthly releases pretty well left up to you or were you given counsel 

from various trade associations? 

Dr. F.: 


It was pretty well left up to me, rot I was constantly asking the 


constituent bodies to send me things that they thought ought to be 


publicized. 


(tape 0277) 

Well, of course, each one of them, especially the industry people, had 

their 0NI1 publicity service, and so the things that I would get were 

Iusually not too newsworthy. once got with Grady, he irrlicated to us 

Iandwhat kind of thing could get across into the papers, would feed him 

same infonnation or some happenings in the industry or prospective 
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ameetings arrl that sort of thing, arrl then he would work up readable 


publicity bulletin. 


Dr. Y.: 


aSOmeti1nes propagarrla from an irrlustIy has been charged with being sort 

of whitewash. Do you get any feeling that you were directed to do this? 

It's hard to believe that you would have done it-you wouldn't have done 

it-but did you have the feeling that in:iustry was anxious to present its 

best face before the public. It was already getting certain bad 

a apublicity arrl that this was kirrl of counterweight effort? 


Dr. F.: 


I'm sure that some of them thought about that when they entered into it 

arrl were 


(tape 0297) 

willing to see what would happen once we got started, but we kept the 

. . .news away fran propagarrla <::x:ITpletely. 

Dr. Y.: 

aRight. What Jdn:Js of things did you harrlle? You say you have file of 

the bulletins that you issued. 

F:Dr. 


I'm pretty sure I still have a file. 


Dr. Y.: 


Right. And what were same of the Jd.njs of stories that you got written 


arrl released? 


F:Dr. 

Well, if there was some prominent speaker at one of the national 

conventions who said something that wasn't already covered at the time of 

the convention, we would pick out of that certain things which would be 
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aof interest to the public and which had news value and also were 

favorable to the activities of the industry. I'll have to say that the 

educational and regulatory activities 

(tape 0314) 

probably were emphasized much lWre than anything that could be emphasized 


in the way of the development of a new drug, for exanple. We stayed away 


from that. 


Dr. Y.: 


When you say "regulatory," did you write articles that dealt with the 

issues of regulatory activities? 


Dr. F.: 


largely the boards of phanracies. '!he National Association of Boards of 


a aPhannacy was member, and if some Ix>ard of phanracy adopted new 

internship program, or if they made some changes in examination 

procedures, or licensing requirements, this is the Jd.nj of thing that we 

would circulate for general information, whereas they may already have 

circulated their own state for the information of the practitioner. 

Dr. Y.: 

Now, not much about the Food and Drug Law on the national level with 

. . .respect to drugs. Was this part of your beat in this 


(tape 0328) 


Dr. F.: 


I imagine that we did refer from time to time to food and drug 

legislation rot only in the sense of showing the compliance of the 

phannaceutical profession and the industry with the regulations. 

Y:Dr. 


'!he years of the twenties were years of considerable closeness between 
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the Bureau of Chemistry (and then the Food and Drug Administration) on 

one hand and the Phannaceutical Manufacturers Association on the 

close to the Proprietary Association. '1his wasother-not quite so a 

aperiod in which there was good deal of cooperative effort, you'll 

remember, in connection with developing drug problems, about 

staOOardization of ampules, and what kiIxls of tests ought there to be 

athat would constitute adequate tests, and respectable level of good 

Amanufacturing procedures, as it's called now. joint contact carmnittee, 

irrleed, was set up, with members from the two manufacturing trade 

associations that confronted these problems and dealt with the Food and 

Drug Administration with respect to them. Were you involved with this? 

You might have reported this. '1his might 

(tape 0350) 

ahave been newsworthy thing. 

Dr. F.: 

I would have to refresh my IÆ!IlDry on that by lookiIg at the bllletin 

files. I haven't looked at them for a lo~, lo~ time, ):ut I would like 


to do that. 


Dr. Y.: 


aYou didn't have any connection, being with board of phannacy and not 

with irrlustry, with the joint contact carmnittees during the twenties. 

'!hey continued after that. 

Dr. F.: 

.I a .Yes. never was member of the contact committee because that was 

. really, the contact committee was formed because there were two 

manufacturers associations. 

Dr. Y.: 
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What was the difference between them? As you, sitting in pharmacy, 


looked at them, there was the American Drug Manufacturers Association, 


and there was the American Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association. How 


did you differentiate these? 


(tape 0363) 


aWere they 'IWeedle Dum and 'IWeedle Dee, or did they have, in some way, 

separate image and irrlentity? 


Dr. F.: 


'!his is interesting, because the American Drug Manufacturers Association 


I 
was first known, believe, as the American Association of Manufacturers 

of Medicinal Products, and they confined their IÆ!mbership pretty much to 

manufacturers of prescription products. '!hey may have been making other 

things, rot such concerns as Parke, Davis and Catpmy, Eli Lilly, Sharpe 

and Dohme, Upjolm, and campanies of that kirrl, organized the American 

a
Drug Manufacturers Association. Now there were great many small 

or maybe dozen or m::>remanufacturers who manufactured one, two, three, a 

different products for the dispensing doctors, and their sales were 

aalmost CC111pletely to dispensing doctors. '!he only reason pharmacist 

awould ever b.1y anything fran them is when dispensing doctor would write 

a prescription for the product of the corrpany. '!hey dealt largely in 

combinations of drugs in tablet fom or capsule fom or liquid 

(tape 0386) 

afom which the physician would ordinarily prescribe and give 

aprescription for. But for dispensing in his own office, he carried 

aline of tablets and liquids if he was dispensing doctor, which many of 

when the 1906them were, of course, at the time. Well, now this group, 


act was passed, found themselves in difficulties because they didn't have 
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lawyers. '!hey weren't big enough to have lawyers or to have control 

alaboratories. '!hE!y manufactured on fonnula basis, am I would say that 

afew of them checked or tested the original drugs that went into 

combination. '!hey 1:x:>ught it on the basis of the starrlard that was 

proclaimed by the chemical manufacturer or the crude drug producer, am 

they had no control laboratories to test the finished product. Now comes 

athe 1906 Food am Drug Act, am adulteration am misbranciirxJ became 

very iIrportant factor to them, so they got together for the purpose of 

perhaps working out control laboratories which they could use jointly, 

am for the errployment of legal counsel to help them in the 

interpretation of label requireIæI1ts am that sort of thing. '!hat's 

(tape 0411) 

I awhere O1arles Wesley IX1nn came into the picture. think he was young 

attorney am came into practice just about the t:i1re of the 1906 act, am 

ahe grew up with the act. He was food am drug counselor, am became 

the attorney for the American Phannaceutical Manufacturers Association 

which was the name given to this small group that got together. Well, as 

they developed, there were such organizations as Abbott Laboratories in 

Ab1:x:>ttthere, for example. Dr. was an M. D., am his first line of 

products were pretty largely for the dispensing doctors. But they grew 

rapidly am became canpetitors of the prescription product manufacturers, 

so they felt that they ought to be members of the American Drug 

Manufacturers Association, am they were admitted to such membership 

because it was good for the Association to have them in, rather than out, 

I 
suppose, under the circumstances. '!here were others in this smaller 

group that grew to the point where they felt that membership in the 

American Drug Manufacturers would give them prestige. '!hey still relied 
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on Charles Wesley 

(tape 0433) 


Dùnn for their legal advice, am he was not only the lawyer for the 


Association, rot also the lawyer for many of the irxtividual companies. 


'!hen, of course, others got big enough so that they could hire personnel, 

am they developed control laboratories am did their testing of the 

crude materials am the finished product, am so forth, am one by one 

they began to apply for membership in the AIærican Drug Manufacturers 

Association. Well, they took in some, rot they didn't take all that 

applied, am so, for a time, the two associations kept on having 

aameetings. Charles Wesley D.1nn was gocx:i praooter, am he established 

certain medal to present to outstanding organizations am irrlividuals for 

contril::utions to the public health am the development of better drugs 

arrl so on. Sane very high class people got these arrl acx:epted these 

amedals. '!he Food arrl Drug Administration was given medal at one time, 

arrl the Public Health Service at another time. Arrl by the praootion that 

this man did am his appearance before Congressional connnittees when 

legislation was 

(tape 0459) 

a 
up, he was given good deal m:>re recognition than the old AIærican Drug 

Manufacturers Association at various times. Mr. CaIrpbell am I used to 

ajoke about Charles Wesley D.1nn's appearance before connnittee. When 

C11arles Wesley D.1nn entered the room, you knew it. He had wavy white 

a gocx:i.hair He was an iIrpressive personality am speaker arrl very 

positive in everything he said, am fe.Ñ of the COngressræn dared to 

interrogate hiIn very much because he always gave the iIrpression as though 

whatever he said was the last word. He did get into some altercations, 
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of course, rot he brought this Association along prestige-wise to such an 

extent that they began to overshadav the American Drug Manufacturers 

Association as far as publicity am public relations were concerned. So, 

some of them were beginning to pay dues. You see, the dues payment in 

athese associations is on basis of their volume of rosiness, am when 

Abbott Laboratories, for exanple, am some of the others that were in the 

Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association began to pay dues on the basis 

of volume of rosiness to two 

(tape 0487) 

"Why do we have the two? Why don't weassociations, they began to talk: 

ajust have one am do bigger job?" But the question was, you could 

never have two associations as long as Charles Wesley Dùnn was not the 

top dog in the association which he had fostered, am, of course, the 

American Drug Manufacturers would have none of Charles Wesley Dùnn. 

Y:Dr. 

011, is that so? 

Dr. F.: 

aAs the leader of that group. Not that they didn't think that he was 

competent person, rot the kirxl of domination that he demanded just was 

not for Parke, Davis am Conpany or for Upjolm. '!hey had attorneys as 

good as Charles Wesley Dùnn, as far as legal Jmowledge am ability were 

concerned, rot they didn't have the public image that he had am 

provided. So, when Charles Wesley Dùnn got ready to retire, that's when 

the two associations merged into 

(tape 0507) 

the Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association. 

Dr. Y.: 
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And it was delayed that long because of this strong personality factor? 

Dr. F.: 


I'm sure that was it. 


Dr. Y.: 


a aWell, of course, he had groc:ery interests, fc:xxi side as well as drug 

side. 

F:Dr. 

AOh yes, fc:xxi. much greater thing and he brought them along just as he 

I a 
. ..did forget what the fc:xxi manufacturers' name is, tut they were 

. . very powerful group, and he was able to daninate the legislative. 


Dr. Y.: 


He certainly did get many changes fran the draft bill that he wrote 


through Copeland into the evelving law, changes that blocked out things 


that had been in the 1933 Tugwell version. 


Dr. F.: 


aAnd Ole Salthe was sort of go-between there too, 

(tape 0524) 

because of his cX>J1nection with fc:xxi, and LXmn thought very highly of 

Salthe. 


Dr.Y.: 


In retrospect, talking with people and reading, especially in something 


alike the Fc:xxi Druq Cosmetic Law Journal, one has allrost deified 

aportrait of Charles Wesley LXmn and of his responsible role as 

responsible blsiness leader. Your story makes him more competitive in 

his lifetime than the bTpression I've got in some of the retrospective 

references to him, that is to say, that the American Drug Manufacturers 
view 

Association wouldn't merge in your ̂  because they didn't want to be 
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dominated by the po.verful personality that he was, and you say he did 

exercise this role of very strong leadership over the Aræric:an 

Phannaceutical Manufacturers Association. 

Dr. F.: 

And this, of course, couldn't help blt influence the attitude toward drug 

manufacturers, in general. '!here were tiJnes when his thinking was not 

exactly in line with 

(tape 0548) 

the thinking of the AOOA, as it was called at that ti1ne (American Drug 

Manufacturers Association). '!hey had their own lawyer, of course, and 

. . .counsel, and 


Dr. Y.: 


So they disagreed about some major policy matters? 


Dr. F.: 


Yes. 


Dr. Y.: 


Even if they did cooperate on something like the contact cc:mmittee with 


the Food and Drug Administration. 


Dr. F.: 


But Dùnn was usually able to SIrQOth things over sufficiently so that they 


adid show united front. He didn't bother with the Proprietary 

Association. He and Jim Hogue were not of one rnirrl on many things. 

Dr. Y.: 

He was in favor of the variation clause, and, I take it, that his 

association was 

(tape 0567) 

interested in continuing that, and so that meant that in 1934 when you 
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aopposed it, you were oppos~ him. Was he Iæ111ber of the National Drug 


Trade Conference? 


Dr. F.: 

I IHe never came to the Drug Trade Conference, as far as know. don't 


remember his ever corning. 


Dr. Y.: 


aBut at any rate, he was spokesman in the legislative hear~s for the 

variation clause arrl so yours arrl his policy on that point certainly 


deviated. 


Dr. F.: 


I shouldn't say that he never came to these mæt~s, because I'm not 

acompletely sure, rot I know he was not delegate arrl didn't get into the 

Idiscussions there, as far as can recall. 


Dr. Y.: 


What Jdnj of lawyer was Mr. Hogue, is Mr. Hogue? 


Dr. F.: 


I a athink he's very astute lawyer arrl has done great deal of good to 

his clients, the Proprietary Association, arrl has brought them alon;J on 

many things, 

(tape 0586) 

rot of course he's been opposed to the things that the proprietary 

manufacturers have generally opposed. 


Dr. Y.: 


Have you arrl he had policy arguments arrl debates? 


Dr. F.: 


Principally on the matter of the sale of products outside of pharmacies 


arrl not under the supervision of registered pharmacists. He never could 
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.. .see well, he, undoubtedly could see my point of view, b.1t his 

clients just simply were people who wanted to sell everywhere, and while 

he was willing to have some products sold only under supervision, he was 

anot for having very large number of them restricted in that way. 

Dr. Y.: 

SUre. One other thing that I had on my mirrl that I thought of at the 

time we were talking about the publicity in connection with the broad 

drug and phannacy industry and profession. Right after the 1938 law was 

passed, a kiIrl of 

(tape 0614) 

new journalistic venture began, rather an imitation of some of the 

private industry newsletters like the Kiplinger Newsletter, that 

concerned itself with regulation in this field and with economic trerns 

in this field. '!his was Wallace Werble's FIX: Reports called the Pink 

aSheet which was followed by number of sheets of other colors. '!his is 

a major source of infonnation and has been since its beginning within 

industry, goverrnnent, and retrospectively, within the field of 

ascholarship. Would you mirrl giving Iæ an appraisal of this as source 


insofar as you have observed it? 


Dr. F.: 


a a'!his is venture that has undoubtedly been very profitable one to the 

asponsor and very valuable one to the industry to which it is directed 

and, in my judgment, it would be even more valuable if the editorial 

content were limited to factual presentations of the news and infonnation 

which becomes available through governmental and other sources. I think 

the kiIrl of infonnation that is supplied 

(tape 0650) 
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is essential to people in the drug irrlustry and also in the profession, 

especially those who are directin;J organizations or projects of various 

kinds Its drawback as I see it is the editorializin;J and ~-making. 

activities of the editor, which, in many cases, detract from the value of 

the publication as a source of instant information on what is in the mirrl 

of regulatory agencies and what is actually pram.1lgated by them. It has 

entered other fields, such as the information about the financial status 

of the drug irrlustry, stock values and so on. 


Dr. Y.: 


What do you mean by "king_making"? Could you just define the phrase as 


you use it in this context? 


Dr. F.: 


Well, it goes into the editor often goes into the rosiness of
. . . 

speculatin;J who is to succeed people in various types of jobs. '!his 

isn't confined entirely to goverrnnental positions, l::ut branches out into 

the internal affairs of 

(tape 0694) 

drug manufacturers and colleges of P1armaCY, boards of y;t1armacy, and 

pharmaceutical associations, and it's saætimes difficult to dist~sh 
aabetween factual presentation and speculative, trial-balloon type of 

presentation. It errl.eavors to give what Kiplin;Jer gives to the general 

rosiness fraternity, rot fails in that Kiplin;Jer does adhere pretty nnlch 

to facts and sources of information without speculatin;J on the future of 

individuals or the fillin;J of positions of various kinds or resignations. 

Dr. Y.: 

Or trerrl.s of policy? 

Dr. F.: 
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Trerrls of policy. Some of the imustry people have, from time to time, 

expressed dissatisfaction with this phase of the recording arrl writing. 

aIn other words, there's of the imustry people have, from time to time, 

expressed dissatisfaction with this phase of the recording arrl writing. 

aIn other words, there's good deal of editorializing along with the 

writing. Kiplinger supplies you with information on which you can base 

your own judgment, rot Werble's supplies the information arrl then ilrplies 

that certain things will happen or that certain 

(tape 0738) 

things can be expected or should be done. It's nore on the order of the 

Drew Pearson type of editorial work than strictly Kiplinger. 

Dr. Y.: 

When you were with the American Pharmaceutical Association as its 
adirector, were you source of news for the Pink Sheet? 


Dr. F.: 


We gave them news along with every other publication, in other words, our 


news releases were sent there, rot we did not rontact this Pink Sheet 


a awith the idea of giving them beat, news beat, on other plblications. 

'!he fact that they cane out every week is, of course, an advantage to 

them over the nonthly arrl semi-nonthly publications, arrl we didn't feel 

athat we ought to make them sort of special type of medium to give 

caseinformation to. '!his does not seem to be the at the present time, 

abecause there is CClIIplaint from the National Association of Retail 

Druggists arrl some of the state pharmaceutical associations that news 

from the American Pharmaceutical Association gets into the pink Sheet 

abefore it gets to them in the way of news release. Of course, this is 

the rosiness 
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(tape 0779) 

of the editor and publishers, rot there is this desire to be the first to 

and it's very much like the television people who want to be thetell, 
afirst to give a flash about something that is ha~. It's natural 

a or news medium, rot it annoys good many peopledesire of newspaper 
a 

because some of the things, some of the speculation, just doesn't work 

and it does get into the hair of those who are runni.n;J organizationsout, 

or finns. '!here is also the feeling that maybe those who might be 

an axe to grirrl will supply certain infonnationdisgruntled or who have 

a awhich can be the basis of story or speculation which isn't too 


desirable in certain circumstances. 


Dr. Y.: 


From the point of view of drug trade journalism, if you were going back 

over the years, going to journalistic enterprise in this field to refresh 

your mem:>ry about certain things, what sources would you go to and which 

would you trust the m:>st from your entrance into pharmacy on up to date 

infonnation? 

(tape 0823) 

Naturally, you'd go the the Journal of the American Phannaceutical 

Association, rot especially if you were interested in going into the 

atrade and irrlustry side little Irore, what journalism would you consider 


the most authentic, the most helpful? 


Dr. F.: 


Well, there was a publication called Druq News Weekly which was published 

by the Fairchild people for quite some time, which gave news without too 

much interpretation and, where there was interpretation, it was quite 

aclear that the interpretation was not by an editor with pharmaceutical 
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backgrourrl. We have the Druq Topics which is issued semi-IOC>nthly, rot I 

think the IOC>St reliable of all of these publications is the American 

Drugqist which comes out semi-IOC>nthly, and it, of course, couldn't 

possibly give news as quickly as the pink Sheets, rot if I were looking 

back and trying to get information and saw one issue of the pink Sheet 

aawith certain statement about certain happening, 

(tape 0864) 

I would want to check with a publication, another publication, or with 

later issues of the pink Sheet to see if there had been any retraction or 

any modification of the news. 

Dr. Y.: 


Would you feel for the earlier period that the Druc:JCÜsts' Circular, on 


awhich you worked, would be good source? 

Dr. F.: 

checked and rechecked before it was published.Ch, yes. Everything was 


Dr. Y.: 


When did it stop? 


Dr. F.: 


IIt merged with the Druq Topics. don' t exactly recall the year, rot 

Druq Topics bought the Druqqists' Circular and the Redbook. '!bey bought 

ait principally for the Redbook, which is price list that the 

Druqqists'Circular originated and fostered for many years. 

(Side 9, tape 0000) 

Dr. Y.: 

Dr. Fischelis, as we start this tape, I'd like to ask you about two 

people who are on my list about whom I believe I haven't asked you 

before. One was J. J. Durrett who became the chief medical officer of 
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the Food am Drug Administration sometime around 1930 am held this 

office for an ilTp:>rtant period of years. Maybe it was slightly before 


1930. You were acquainted with him, were you not? 


Dr. F.: 


IYes, knew him very well. 

Dr. Y.: 


Nay, what kirrl of a man was he in his role as the main Food am Drug man 


with respect to drugs? 


Dr. F.: 


Well, he headed up the medical division. I'm not sure that that's the 

title, tut he was the chief medical offiær who, as far as the Food am 

Drug Administration was concerned, passed on medical questions which, of 

course, brought him into the 


(tape 0015) 


literature am labelinj area. He was a very able person, in my judgment, 


.for this kirrl of activity He, of course, was alert to various types of 

fraud that were beinj perpetrated in the medical field, am he knew the 

well; think he utilized the law to the utmost degree inlaw very 
I 

He hadrunning davn ilTproper labelinj am claims that were extravagant. 

aa very good delivery when he spoke to groups am was invited to great 

many meetings of industry am professional people in the medical field 

aam also to public meetinjs, because he developed his subject in very 


interesting way am haOOled much of the scientific matter am the medical 


matter in terms the average person would understand. 


Dr. Y.: 


What were the thinjs that brought you together as people? 


Dr. F.: 
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I think that in my cooperative work with the Focxi and Drug 

Administration, I 

(tape 0038) 

Imet him, of course, and then, since supported the views of the Focxi and 

Drug Administration on the broad principles that were involved in 

we had opportunity to exc.h.an;Je many experienæs on theenforcement, 

Ifederal and local level. called on him very frequently for advice in 

I
handling iIrportant problems in New Jersey, and also arranged for his 

invitation to meetings of ~cists so that they would get first-ham 

information from one who could talk to professional groups, not only as 

an enforcement official but as one who had an interest in the practice of 

apharmacy on high, professional level. 

Dr. Y.: 

aWhat kind of man was he in appearance and in demeanor? 

Dr. F.: 

athat of medical man. You would recognize him as aHis appearance was 

doctor of IOOdicine. 

Y:Dr. 

I adidn't kr1cM that you could just see man walking along and recognize 

ahim as 

(tape 0057) 

doctor. What characteristics do you have in :min:i? 

Dr. F.: 

Well, first of all, what I might call a demeanor that reflected thought 

and interest in irrlividuals, and something that is aCXIUired as one digs 

ainto scientific problems; one generally can tell businessman who is of 

the salesman type, from one who is, let's say, deeply interested in 
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finance or in the production errl of an operation. I don't IæaJ1 that the 

label sha-.'S up plainly, but let's put it on the basis that he looked like 

a professional person, but also, in sorre respects, like an Wividual who 

ahad sense of humor and could give and take in an argt.nænt and was quite 


alert to what was going on. 


Dr. Y.: 


IHe was very serious about his job, wasn't he? would take it fram 

a acorresporrlence that he was man very much in earnest. Your mention of 

a sense of humor even surprises me little bit fram what I've read, bIt 


you did detect this? 


(tape 0081) 


Dr. F.: 

He gave the iInpression of sorreone who knew his own field very well and 

who made decisions in the black and white area rather than in the gray 

area. 


Dr. Y.: 


Right. Very full of dispatch and ærtitude. 


Dr. F.: 


'!hat's right. A thing with hi1n was either right or wrong, and while he 


recognized deviations fram standards that were due to no deliberate 


aaction on the part of producer, he didn't let that be the excuse for 


failure to meet standards that were high. 


Dr. Y.: 


a aWas he large man or small man? 

Dr. F. 

aHe was of medium size, inclined to be bit heavy, bIt the iInpression 

that he made on you was favorable right fram the start, and then when he 
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got started on his message, or if he was being asked to make some 

concessions on something, you rather quickly learned that he didn't 

accept flimsy excuses for anything, that 

(tape 0100) 

he expected honest and direct action from those over whom he had any 

control as an enforcement person. An:i he was very deliberate in his 

talks and delivery of addresses to groups of manufacturers. For example, 

he made it very plain what the agency expected and made no bones about 

what the consequences would be if they didn't came through as expected. 

Dr. Y.: 


Was there any irrlication of his Alabama accent? 


Dr. F.: 


Saæ. Yes. Yes. 


Dr. Y.: 


'!hat stayed with him. 


Dr. F.: 


Yes. 


Dr. Y.: 


To some degree. 


Dr. F. 


aNow, after he had been with the Food and Drug Administration for while, 

(tape 0111) 

I was very much surprised to learn that he had joined the Squibb staff as 

amedical director, and he was there for couple of years. It has always 

abeen question in my mind whether he took that job with the idea of 

afinding out how the medical department of drug manufacturing house was 

operated and what kiOO of domination there was by the l:::usiness interests 
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over the scientific am medical personnel, or whether he took it with the 

aintention of staying with that job. But he only stayed there for 

couple of years am then went back to the Food am Drug, am, of course, 

Ihad the benefit of knowing everything that went on inside. never 

Idiscussed this with anybody very much at the time, am never discussed 

Iit with him, although did inticate at one time to him that I was 

surprised that he went into industry. He just laughed that off am said 

a athat he thought that maybe he could do good job for house like 

to what could beSquibb, which would then be an example to the rest as 

done. Arrl it settled his mirrl, perhaps, on whether the requirements that 

he had been active in prOIOC>ting were too severe or 

(tape 0131) 

impractical, as it was very often stated by the drug manufacturers 

representatives, or whether this was just an excuse for not complying 

neverwith something that he thought was in the public interest. I 

pictured him as a manufacturer's representative. I pictured him always 

a 
as one who felt that the way to serve the public was in regulatory 

.capacity Arrl, of course, after he left the Food am Drug 

Administration, I don't know what the difference was, b.1t there was same 

he went with the Federal Trade Canunission.difference of opinion; 

talked with him very frequently there, because he was controlling 

advertising there. I had a sort of feeling that Durrett's interest was 

in the improvement am abolishment of any fakery in the drug industry for 

the benefit of the public. He was testing out, for himself, where this 

acould be done to the greatest benefit: first, by serving as regulatory 

aofficial, am second, by getting into manufacturing house to exert the 

influence that he could there on the Í1TIprovement of, not only products, 

I 
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tut also the marketing of products that 

(tape 0154) 

were really valuable--not only products that were up for sale. 'Ihen, of 

course, with the development of manufacturers' literature arrl 

advertising, he had the feeling that the general practitioner was not 

getting the facts that he should fram the producer of same of these 

.products In the Federal Trade Conunission he would have same control 

over that kind of advertising, tut he would have more control over 

advertising to the public an:i the statements that were made on remedies 

that were supplied for self-medication. 

Dr. Y.: 

I don' t think the Federal Trade Conunission ever did bring a case against 

drug advertising aÌIOOd at physicians until the poNer was taken away fram 

them in 1962 in the bill. 
F:Dr. 

. . .'!hat's right. So, Durrett, to my mirxi of course, he then became 

Dean of the Medical COllege at the University of Alabama, I believe, an:i 

I corresponded with him fram tiIæ to tiIæ. We exchanged C01lUTIeJ1ts on 

various things, an:i that's where 

(tape 0172) 

I learned of his sense of humor more than I did with his enforæment 

work. 

Dr. Y.: 

SUrely. 

Dr. F.: 

He is a very serious an:i devoted individual, in my judgment. 

Dr. Y.: 
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sWell, let' turn to Robert L. SWain who preceded you the year before as 

President of the American Pharmaceutical Association. When would it have 

1933 '34?been, or 

Dr. F.: 

He went out of office in May 1934 am I went in at that tiræ. 

Dr. Y.: 

IArx1 who played an iIrportant role, think, from the drug side with 

respect to the 1938 law, bein;J in sane ways, I take it, a Jdnj of an ally 

aof Dr. Beale. So, would you tell me little about him, his backgroun1 

am his structure of ideas am his notivations for the position that he 

it?took, as you saw 

(tape 0188) 

Dr. F.: 

aWell, SWain was graduate of the Marylam University School of Pharmacy 

of which Dr. Kelly was, at that tiræ, the dean. Kelly later becaIæ 

asecretary of the American Pharmaceutical Association, on part-tiræ 

abasis arrl then finally on full-tiræ basis, arrl SWain arrl Kelly worked 

. .very closely together in Marylarrl. '!hey both lived. one lived in 

aBaltimore am the other one just outside of Baltimore. SWain operated 

aretail drug store after he finished, in small town in Marylam. When 

the state Board of Pharmacy am the state Board of Health were combined 

in some way so that the state Board of Health had jurisdiction over the 

quality of drugs in the state am the Board of Pharmacy confined itself 

mainly to regulation of the practice of phannacy, examining carrlidates 

afor registration arrl inspecting drug stores, there was combination of 

job:; of the secretaryship of the Board of Pharmacy am the deputy 

conunissionership of Food arrl Drugs in the state Department of Health. 
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a'!his became full-time job which Dr. SWain was asked to fill or which he 


applied for, 


(tape 0211) 


a a1'm not sure, arrl he then became, in sense, conte.nporary of mine, 

Ibecause was Secretary of the New Jersey State Board of Phannacy, and we 

met in the district meetings of boards of phannacy and colleges of 

phannacy and also in the district meetings of Food and Drug officials 

and, of course, in the meetings of the National Association of Boards of 

I a a 
.Phannacy And fourrl him to be very able person. He was good 

awriter arrl good thinker arrl had the interest of the public as well as 

the profession at heart. He also knew the retail drug l:usiness as one 

who had practiced in it as a phannacy owner. I felt that he was quite 

acognizant of the trend of things and was enough of student of the 

medical and phannaceutical professions to really give good guidance to 

his constituents. He was never Secretary of the Marylarrl Phannaceutical 

aAssociation, b.rt: he had great influence in that association, and when 

these matters of food arrl drug legislation or state phannacy legislation 

a came up, he was leading factor in appearing before legislative 

cornmittees to 

(tape 0237) 

stress this or that point about the character of legislation that ought 

to be enacted. He had the additional advantage of being on the staff of 

the State Department of Health arrl, therefore, the confidant and adviser 

of the Commissioner of Health on drug matters. He earned the recognition 

that he got by the kind of advice that he gave. He also was close to the 

afederal Food arrl Drug Administration and was collaborating, cooperating 

official, just as I was, and so we had many contacts about what to do 
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about this or that problem that arose in the development of the practice 

of pharmacy in those days. He studied law while he held this position at 

the University of Maryland SChool of Law, not so much with the idea of 

practicing law, tut rather of acquiring this additional tool to enable 

him to work more efficiently in his own enforcement area. When he 

finished his law course, he still carried on in the same capacity that he 

had before. He didn't get into court work at all, rot the fact that he 

ahad become lawyer and had 

(tape 0262) 

passed the bar examination put him in the same position with respect to 

the attitudes of practicing phannacists, not only in Marylam b..rt over 

the United States, as Dr. Beale had because of his legal and 

pharmaceutical trainin3'. But I do not believe that SWain ever had any 

consulting work with the drug irrlustry or was connected with the drug 

irrlustry in any way except as he was called upon in the state enforcement 

proceclures. 


Dr. Y.: 


D.1ring the thirties, when he expressed himself am you expressed 


ayourself, there's kin:i of difference, it seems to me. His point of 

view was much closer to that of the major phannaceutical manufacturing 

concerns and associations than yours was, am this bent to his thoughts 

you attritute to his legal trainin3'? 

Dr. F.: 

In part am also to the influence of the drug manufacturing irrlustry in 

Maryland on his outlook. '!here were the Sharpe and Dohme laboratories 

there, 

(tape 0282) 
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and there were some of the proprietary manufacturing people such as 

Bunting, who headed up the corrpany that manufactures Noxerna. He was an 

old practicing phannacist who had originated this fonnula in his phannacy 

aand was member of the State Board of Pharmacy. Of course, he was very 

close to SWain. 


Dr. Y.: 


Braro-Seltzer was made there, too. 


Dr. F.: 


Yes. '!he Emerson Drug Conpmy was another. 


Dr. Y.: 


aÐærson must have been person of same political IXJWer, is that right? 


Dr. F.: 


Right. Arrl SWain didn't exactly defen:i him, rot he was never very strong 


on any enforcement in connection with this kin:i of people. 


Dr. Y.: 


But there were companies in New Jersey, too, rot that didn't seem to 


influence 


(tape 0297) 

your point of view. 

Dr. F.: 

Well, that's true. I think he had a nnlch mJre lenient attitude toward 

Ithe manufacturing industry than I had. felt that they were getting 

enough mJney for their products to make the necessary adjustments for 

high quality and that sort of thing. I don't think that SWain quite felt 
athat way. He thought that it was matter of free enterprise and as long 

as they weren't hurting anybcxiy, they shouldn't be interfered with too 

nnlch. In fact, this, of course, has been the attitude of health 
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.departments I'm not saying n<::1Ñ that he wasn't strong for enforcement of 

the law if there were any infringements of the law, wt he didn't go out 

ICX)}dng for things that the industry might do which were harmful or 

things that they could do to :iIIprove the situation with respect to 


self-medication products and that sort of thing. 


(tape 0313) 


Dr. Y.: 


And he wasn't for as radical revision of the law toward protection as 


same people were? 


Dr. F.: 


Yes. And he wasn't strong for the matter of having professional 


supervision right from the start to finish. Although he wrote articles 

Ialong that line, he never did very much enforcement, as saw it, with 

respect to sale of products in places that were not supervised by 

.Ji1armacists It didn't seem to be the politic thing to do in Marylarrl, 

wt it wasn't in New Jersey either, as far as the legislature was 

concerned, because they liked to have these small merd1ants on their 

side; however, we had made the point, arrl it was urrlerstocx:i pretty much 

there that you'd better not do this or the State Board of Pharmacy will 

prosecute you. 

Dr. Y.: 

a . . .Now, let me came forward while to another person 

(tape 0330) 

Dr. F.: 

IMay say one more thing about SWain? 

Dr. Y.: 

OfYes, sir. course. 
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Dr. F.: 

a 
. 

SWain was really excellent writer and he wrote many articles for the 

I
he became the editor of the MarYland Phannacist. was the 

.. in fact, 

editor of the New Jersev Journal of PharmaCY, arrl he wrote editorials, as 

I and this caught the eye of the editor Druq ToPics, arrl theydid, 


a column there called "Your Phannacy and Mine" whici1 SWain
instituted 

to the practicin:J pharmacists in theedited. In this way, he got across 

was throw-away publication whici1aUnited states, because Druq Topics 

He wouldwent into every pharmacy in the United states, without charge. 

take the thin:Js that were botherin:J the retail druggist and write his 

a lot of frierrls arrl applause. When
column about that, arrl this got him 

Jerry McQuade, the editor of Druq ToPics, 

died, 

(tape 0349) 

SWain was asked to take the editorship of this publication. He then 

m)Ved to New York and, of course, this gave him an opportunity to develop 

don't think he got into the 1:usiness em ofhis journalistic efforts. I 

it very muci1, 1:ut he certainly didn/t rub the drug industry the wrong way 

in any of his writin:Js, editorials or otherwise. 

Dr. Y.: 
aOf course, the magazine, if it was throw-away, was entirely supported 

by the advertisin:J. Arxl he probably was ci10sen to do the column with 

full awareness of what opinions he expressed. But this would magnify his 

. .voice. 


Dr. F.: 

..Arxl the editorship later. 


Dr. Y.: 
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Yes, and the editorship. 


Dr. F.: 


I had the feeling that I know he had some kirrl of a struggle with himself 


as to whether to go into this editorship rather than stay in the public 


work, 

(tape 0365) 

the law enforcement work, and this may not be relevant at all, rot he had 

aa son who was deaf mute, as the result, I think, of scarlet fever in 

Ihis very young days of childhood. kncM that he felt very strongly 

I
about providing for this youngster. think this was the thing led to 

his decision, because the salary obviously and the income in that 

Ieditorship was many times, think, what it would have been in his law 

I other things besides just theenforcement job. SO, think there were 

financial attraction per se that made him decide on taking that job. But 

and he tried not to antagonize anvbodv in hishe becarce an influence, 
a 

views and always came along with an editorial proposing compromise of 

sane Jdnj which the drug irxiustry could live urrler or felt it could live 

a 
.urrler SO, he was friend of the irxiustry, there's no question about 

byand he was called in to conferences many times, and, of course,that, 

having this medium for publishing views of people who would like to get 

their views 

(tape 0389) 


before the public, he could pretty much guide things along lines that 


were helpful to numerous people, including his own paper, of course. 


Dr. Y.: 

Well, the junp toward the present that I wanted to make was one to sure. 


ask you questions about the motivation of Senator Kefauver. '!his is 
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based on what you said to me when we weren't on tape that you, so far as 

who had been in the audience for everyyou knew, were the only person 

Nowsingle session of Senator Kefauver's Senatorial committee hearings. 

onwith this opportunity to observe as closely as you did all that went 

and with your knowledge of all the backgrOUI'rl, it seems to me thatthere, 


you are in as good a position to make some kiOO of estimate as to the 


Senator's motivation, his political motivation as against his social 

service motivation perhaps, one might say, as anybody is. I'd like you, 

if you will, to say whatever you'd like to say, addressing yourself 

scmewhat to this point. 

(tape 0415) 

Dr. F.: 

Well, I didn't go along with the imustry view that Kefauver went into 

this for political purposes to help him in being re-elected as senator or 

to make headlines favorable to h.i1nself. He might have had that in view 

incidentally, J:::ut I think furrlamentally, he went into this investigation 

for the benefit of the people. '!bat' s my general impression after having 

Isat through the hearings. think that he wanted to get to the bottan of 

a great many things. I think as the hearings progressEd and the material 

athat he had su1:poenaed was made part of the record and subject to 

questioning of iOOividuals in the firms that were under investigation, it 
a basis for an investigation of thatbecame rather clear that there was 

. 
I presume that after having reviewed the material, which had beentype 


and having been briefed by his
su1:poenaed before the hearings began, 


staff people, that he felt that it was something that ought to be done 


and went ahead with it. Now, he had other investigations, of course. 


'!here was the steel industry, I think, that he investigated; the bread 
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or 

(tape 0450) 

and don' t know that anybody ever accused him ofbaking industry; I 

~ 
making those investigations just to serve his own and not for 

I don't think that I didn't see any reason. ..the public's benefit. 


by anything that he revealed for him wanting to select the drug tusiness 


particularly as a goat to get hiInself into public eye anymore than he 

would nonnally be. 

Dr. Y.: 


so that you are comi.n:J strongly for his genuineness and integrity, giving 


him a pretty strong vote of confidence based on your own oæervations. 


Dr. F.: 

I thought he harrlled the witnesses rather decently. As sc::meoneYes. 

said aOOut the hearings, the headlines that got into the papers which 

were unfavorable to the drug irrlustry were not created by Kefauver. He 

that brought the headlinesonly asked the questions. It was the answers 

and got the unfavorable publicity that was generated as far as the drug 

don' t think that he ever accused anybody oftusiness was concerned. I 

doing anything unlawful or unethical. He 

(tape 0481) 


just let that develop, if there was anything unlawful or unethical in 


their prCCErlures, by the questions which were asked. Of course, the 

Republican people on the corrnnittee, notably Dirksen and Hruska, and 

seemed to be defending the drug industry and askingparticularly Hruska, 

the kind of questions and making the kind of speeches which perhaps 

should have corne from the irrlustry, and from the representatives of the 

rather than from members of the investigatingindustry in their defense, 
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conunittee. 


Dr. Y.: 


You more speeches than Kefauver made. '!hat
are suggesting that they nade 

. .he mostly asked questions and didn't elaborate. 

Dr. F.: 


'!he answers speak for thernselves. 


Dr. Y.: 


And you thought he was, with the advice that he had fram his staff, able 

am clever as an attorney? 

(tape 0500) 

Dr. F.: 

As an interrogator, am prosecutor, if you will, although he didn't act 

like a prosecutor. He was si1tply digging for infornation am he kept on 

a hedigging. He was persistent person. If the answer was evasive, 

afourrl other ways of putting the question, so as to get definitive 

I thought he was very able alon;} that line. 

Dr. Y.: 

answer . 

aNow, one other question that I wanted to ask you, or topic that I 


wanted to suggest, really, on which I hope that you might nake some 


comments was the matter of the United States Pharmacopoeia, particularly, 


in its role as an official staOOard under both the 1906 law am the 1938 


law. 


Dr. F.: 


Well, the United States Pharnacopoeia and the National Formulary are 

known as official compendia under the Food, Drug am Cosmetic Act, and 

they occupy that position on the basis that the definition for drugs 

(tape 0523) 
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begins by saying "any article listed in the United States Pharmacop::>eia, 

the National Formulary or supplements pIllS other articles which are 

defined are drugs arrl ought to be considered as drugs arrl subject to the 

Now the United States Pharmacopoeia was firstprovisions of the act." 

arrl the objective of such publication was to listpublished in 1820, a 

for the benefit of physicians those drugs which because of their 

could be arrl should bedemonstrated usefulness,effectiveness arrl use, 

supp:>sed to
prescribed for certain types of ai1lnents for which they were 

made for the Revision
be effective. And this, of course, it necessary 

CoImnitt.ee-which met, which was appointed every ten years arrl which acted 

in the interim between these decenniums-to investigate arrl locate those 

'!he methcxl of selection left something
drugs which met that criterion. 

Dean of the COllege of 
to be desired. Dr. A. G. IÅl Mez, who was 

Pharmacy, University of 

(tape 0556) 

arrl I were members of the Revision CoImnittee in the 1940-1950 
Marylarrl, 


on 
were b::>th made pharmacist members of the CoImnitteedecennium, arrl we 


Now, the CoImnittee on Scope of the United States Pharmacopoeia

.Scope 


consists of all of the physicians on the Pharmacopoeia Revision 


I 
CoImnittee. '!he total Revision Camnittee was 50 at that t:i1ne, arrl 

believe there were 17 physicians. It was felt that the selection of the 

a Camnittee on Scope, which should consist of 
drug should be referred to 

the physicians on the conunittee, because they were the ones who were 

or at least ærongpresumed to be familiar with drugs arrl were the first, 


the early people, to become cognizant of the existence of the drug arrl 


administration was
would have experience with the drug as far as 

onfive pharmacists added to this Committee
concerned. '!hen, there were 
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Scope, so that there would be pharmaceutical advice with respect to the 

quality and the adaptability of the drugs for rnanuf3cture into 

preparations. '!he pharmacists also would give advice as to what kirrl of 

preparations of the 

(tape 0585) 

drugs selected by the conunittee should be recognized by being listed and 

have starrlards set and formulas for preparations worked out. Well, we 

noted that the chairman of the Revision Committee, who was at that time 

Dr. Bastedo, a New York city practitioner, would take the list of the 

drugs in the previous Pharmacopoeia, plus lists of drugs which had been 

approved by the Council on Pharmacy and Olemistry of the American Medical 

Association, and other drugs which got into the literature as having 

nowserved a therapeutic purpose, and the chairman would say, ''Well, 

we'll consider digitalis. Is there any comment?" An1 if there was 

a
something new about digitalis, for example, the fact that tincture of 

adigitalis someti1nes was not tolerated well by p:itient because digitalis 

contained certain fats which were brought into the tincture, and that it 
ashould be fat-free so as not to cause nausea which the normal tincture 

did. Well, this would be brought out in the discussion and then the 

"Now, vote on the admission or non-admission of thischairman would say, 

drug. 
" 

An1 the 

(tape 0618) 

acommittee would have voting sheet before it and would vote. 

Dr. Y.: 

'!his wasn't the Scope Committee? 

Dr. F.: 

'!he Scope Committee would then rec::oItUtlel'Xi'Ibis was the Scope Committee. 
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to the conmúttee as a whole that these drugs would be approved, and it 

would be a very unusual thing for drug that was recarmnerrled by thea 

Scope Committee not to be approved unless something was fourxi that was 

brought back to the Scope Committee as a reason for non-admission. Well , 

this procedure went on with numbers of drugs, and one P1ysician would 

say, "I don't use this in my practice." Incidentally, some of the M. D.s 

were not practicing physicians, rot were pharmacologists. Arrl we would 

ahave colloquy like this, that came down to strychnine. Arrl a 

a
phannacologist would say, "Now, gentlemen, strychine is not drug of any 

real value. '!here has been no dem:>nstrated pharmacological action that 

would make it a good therapeutic agent for any purpose." Arrl 

(tape 0641) 

a Ithey might make stro~er statement, as recall in one instance, 

asaying, "I don't think practitioner of medicine ought to use this 

" aa a
drug. Arrl then there'd be response fran practitioner, probably 

professor of medicine who was using strychnine routinely for various 

types of conq:>laints, usually in tonics and that sort of thing. He would 

say, ''Why, I use strychnine and I'm a reputable practitioner, and I 

Iwouldn't do without that drug. insist that it be recognized." Arrl 

''Well, vote."then there'd be Irore argtnneIlt and the chainnan would say, 

aArrl everybody voted. Well, Du Mez and I, in reæss of the cammittee 

meeting, said to each other, "lJ::x:>k, these fellows are voting on these 

drugs purely on the basis of their prescribing habits. Nothing is being 

introduced here that supports their view, pharmacologically or 

clinically, that these drugs are really valuable and necessary. '!here 

are other substances that do 

(tape 0670) 
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and they're notthe same thing that strychnine is supposed to do, 

We were having all kirrls ofpoisonous in the sense that strychnine was." 

strychnine-poisoning from, not necessarily prescriptions, rot from 

mistakes in prescriptions. If a fellow didn't triturate his poNder very 

carefully, and got the strychnine distri1:uted, there might be one capsule 

that had much of an overdose, and another capsule would have an 

a
urxlerdose, and the overdose might be enough to do good deal of hann. 

So, we picked up enough nerve to say this to the cormnittee, the Scope 

aCOIm1littee, and immed.iately there was reaction from the general 

practitioners, and another reaction from the phannacologists, and they 

agot into real argument about this. '!his was the first time that there 

really was any argument about the admissability of items to the 

Phannacopoeia on the basis of clinical and pharmacological evidence of 

value. 


Dr. Y.: 


'!hat is to say, in terms of the law, efficacy. '!he problem of scientific 


(tape 0702) 


efficacy wasn't being awroached scientifically. Arrl yet every time that 


the cormnittee voted, granted that its decision was backed up by the 


entire Revision Committee, you were making law. 


F:Dr. 

Exactly, because the drug had been defined as an article in the United 

States Phannacopoeia. Well, there was so much logic to the argument that 

we put out that one of the physicians, who was the physician-in-chief at 

one of the Boston hospitals affiliated with Harvard University and who 

awas professor of medicine at Harvard University, carne out and said, 

''Well, ncM, these men are right. We have not been supplying evidence of 
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on 

who in the practice of rredicine. 

efficacy, and we've been relying completely the experience and 

areprescribing habits of those of us 

a a cammittee onWe ought to have as sub-cornmittee of this cammittee, 

'Iherapeutic Efficiency. And such a cammittee was appointed then, and 

from then on evidence was brought, especially in connection with some of 

the older drugs, and, of course, naturally, with the newer drugs. 

(tape 0740) 

I cite this si.Irply to irrlicate that the selection was rather arbitrary, 

and since the Phannacopoeia becaIre the legal standard for drugs, there 

a tendency to do away with fonnulation in the Phannacopoeia, to mJrewas 

or less confine the Phannacopoeia recognition of the drug to the 

and the tests for aJ:::sence or presence ofnomenclature, the starriard, 

impurities, and the nethod of assay, and then some reference to dose. E. 

who the chainnan of the Revision cammittee at theFUllerton Cook, was 

tine, and who was never one to go into detail about the efficacy of drugs 

beyorrl the decisions of the Scope Canunittee, was very much armoyed about 

this type of thing and kept saying, "Well ncM, we, the Phannacopoeia, 

bein;J the recognized standard urxier the Food and Drug Act, must confine 

itself largely to supplying starrlards of identity, purity and 

stre.rqth--notl1iD;J about phannacological or therapeutic action or 

efficiency." 'Ibis was somethin;J with which the cammittee couldn't 

itself too much because it might lose the opportunity of havingconcern 

(tape 0792) 

the Phannacopoeia remain as the official conpendia. Well, of course, at 

that tine, Food and Drug legislation did not require any efficacy 

wasstandard, and the selection, therefore, by this Scope cammittee 

practically final, and identified the drug as either one that should or 
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ashould not be used. '!his, of course, had bearin;J on the starrlard, arrl 

ait got away from makin;J the list that was included list of actually the 

most effective drugs, arrl this, we felt, was really harmful. '!here's 

another phase of this that now carnes up because when World War II cære 

along, I was then headin;J up the Division of Chemicals, Drugs arrl Health 

in the Civilian SUpply Division of the War Production Board,SUpplies, 

aand we were ~lled to supply list of drugs which were irrlispensable, 

a
because of the necessity for divertin;J raw materials from which good 

many drugs were made or which entered into the synthesis of drugs, these 

raw materials also bein;J used in the preparation of weapons and other war 

supplies: sulfuric acid, for example, steel, iron, 

(tape 0857) 


and many other basic chemicals. An:i it got to the point when we were 


aasked to make selection of what we considered the most important arrl 

needed drugs, and we even got to the point of havin;J to plan an austerity 

program with respect to drugs. So, the question arose as to: ''Where do 

we turn for this k.iIrl of decision?" '!he Phannacopoeia listed many drugs; 

the National Formulary listed many others. We knew that they were not 

all necessary, that physicians could get along without some. So Fishbein 

and two or three AMA representatives, arrl some people from the Food arrl 

Drug Administration and from other goverrnnent agencies, the Public Health 

aservice, were brought together as canunittee 

(Side 10, tape 0000) 

on essential drugs. '!his canunittee met at monthly intervals, and the 

aagenda always had on it consideration of number of drugs which required 

raw materials that were essential arrl which some had felt were 

NOW',unnecessary or had suætitutes of equivalent therapeutic action. 
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this committee was very loath to express itself on any products, whether 

brand-name products or otherwise, because of the custanary AMA attitude 

not to interfere with the prerogative of the in:lividual P'1ysician who is 

a 

supposed to know all about all drugs when he prescribes for patient and 

picks the one that he knows is best. Arrl, so, unless it could be proven 

a heldthat it was a1::solutely necessary to have decision, the thing was 

in abeyance for additional information, and it was usually referred to 

the National Research Council for pharmacological or other types of tests 

to establish the essentially of the item in question. 

(tape 0020) 


'!hey did not want to get into anyt:l'1irg that would, after the War, 


categorize any drugs as urmecessary or unesSP...ntial and interfere with the 


drug irrlustry' s activities. But, we're getting right to that point 

again, now that the Food and Drug Administration has authority to 

determine the efficacy of a product. Where are we going to determine 

. . .that? Well, the recent Food and Drug Ccmnissioner 

Dr. Y.: 


James Goddard. 


Dr. F.: 


James Goddard had to make decisions on all of the new drug applications 


that had been made effective since the law went into effect. 


Y:Dr. 

On the grO\.IDds only of safety. 


Dr. F.: 


Yes. On the grO\.IDds only of safety, and now establish their efficacy. 


And, of course, he turned to the same agency, the National Research 

Council, and 
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(tape 0033) 

a lot of these items, too, because they can'tthey are pussyfootin3' about 

find evidence of efficacy on all of them, anj they are not findin3' very 

good evidence on some that are considered partially efficacious. '!he 

list has not been issued yet, rot individual drugs have been . . . names 

have been given out form t:iJne to t:iJne as bein3' apparently not 

efficacious, anj givin3' the produærs thirty days in which to file any 


information to the contrary. 


Dr. Y.: 


'!hat's written into the law-I guess they have to do that. I'm 

Your view is that insofar as theinterested in what you say here. 

National Research Council has suJ:mitted names of drugs with the 

categories in which it has put them, that it has been squeamish anj 

perhaps not as rigorous in callin3' thin3's "not efficacious" as you might, 

in your judgment, have done. Is that right? 

Dr. F.: 

s if he had the wholeOr as, let' say, Dr. Goddard would have done 

authority, because it's very difficult to say that any sutstance that has 

been used 

(tape 0048) 

atherapeutically is not effective when somebcxly, qualified medical 

practitioner, has used it anj said that he got results. 'Ibis has been 

proven by the placebos that are used in connection with new drugs to 

establish to what extent they really are effective anj to what extent the 

patient reacts as though they were effective. 

Dr. Y.: 

Your ascribin3' motivation to the National Research Council on these 
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reports is 00sed on the utter complexity of the situation and the lack of 

evidence or presence of conflicting evidence or at least conflicting 

voices. It isn't that they are interested in protecting the drug irrlustry 

particularly, you think? 

Dr. F.: 

No, they're not interested primarily in protecting the drug irrlustry, rot 

they are interested in not banning private enterprise, such as is 

inherent in the drug irrlustry, and this has been the deterrent in the 

past. It has been the salvation of many proprietary products, or 

so-called patent medicines, because 

(tape 0065) 

you never could firrl anybody who could prove that the product didn't do 

asomething that had therapeutic effect on the person taking it if that 


person clallned to have iIrproved. 


Dr. Y.: 


aAt least, it was very difficult case in which, if you went to court, 

you would have to prove that it never did good. '!hat bJrden of proof has 

a abeen assumed by the government in few cases, rot it's very difficult 

one. Going back to the problem of the forties that you were speaking of 

in connection with the Scope Committee and the voting in or out for 

inclusion in the next revision, many of the drugs that would be voted 

upon presumably, that had been brought from the AMA lists, for example, 

were drugs that had been marketed by irrlustry. Isn't that true? '!hat is 

to say, they were new drugs that had been discovered by irrlustry, 

aformulated by irrlustry, and therefore had certain amount of experience 

and would eventually come up, as some 

(tape 0080) 
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of them would this time, for admission to the USP or non-admission, 

depending on how the vote went. You said that there were on the Scope 

Ccmunittee practicing physicians, medical men in clinical work in 

hospitals and medical schools, some phannacists. Was irrlustry 

represented? Is there any problem at all of pressure, either internal or 

external or subtle or overt, with respect to irrlustry trying to get 

developments that they have engaged in in the past over the hurdle and 

into the Pharmacopoeia and, therefore, into the this privileged, official 

status? 

Dr. F.: 

aWell, as matter of fact, the Pharmacopoeia has lost its starxli.ng as the 

book of the most efficacious remedies on this basis: progress in the 

developnent of new drugs has been so rapid that any book that is only 

issued every five years is behirrl the times when it's issued, even though 

they are permitted to provide supplements, and issue supplements and 

intermediary recognition of 

(tape 0099) 

these drugs. '!he whole situation has charY;Jed, especially in cormection 

awith the new drug application, so that manufacturer has to provide the 

Food and Drug Administration with complete information, complete methods 

of analysis and starrlards, and now additional information on efficacy. 

So, once the drug becomes an approved drug in this sense-they always 

acall it a drug that has new drug application approved, or becane 

effective; they don't use the word "approved," or didn't until more 

recently--everything that is needed for the protection of the public has 

aalready been provided, and the book then becomes merely repository for 

Ainformation that has already been supplied. Revision Ccmunittee is not 
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necessary to fonnulate the starrlards, because the Food and Drug 

Administration has either rejected or approved the starrlards that are 

and in addition, they have long dossiers of evidence of 
being used, 

efficacy. 

(tape 0116) 

Dr. Y.: 

law, there is this terrlency for the 
So that especially since the 1962 

irrelevant?Pharmacopoeia to becOme somewhat 

Dr. F.: 

'!hat's right. 

Dr. Y.: 
...when you wereNow that wasn't so in the forties, though, 

F:Dr. 


there was no such thing as new drug

No, because at that time, 

a 


application. 


Dr. Y.: 


It was just getting started. 


Dr. F.: 


Yes. 


Dr. Y.: 


It applied only to safety and not to efficacy. 


Dr. F.: 

is, there's agitation for fonnularies
And the question nowThat's right. 


to be 


(tape 0122) 


and this has been brought into play in

issued by the government, 


over drugs that are marketed under

connection with the controversy 
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'!here 
and drugs that are marketed under trade-mark names. 

generic ntJneS 
from'Ihis comes 

is an economic factor involved in asking for the lists. 

the Welfare Administration which wants to make available effective drugs 

at lower prices and wants to do away with the brandin;J and that kind of 

a
to the matter of defining drug.

But this is incidental, really,
.tl1in;J 

of 
'!he drug is not only defined in the Food and Drug Act, blt, by means 

the New Drug Application, everything passes through the Food and Drug 

can be marketed. under the old 
Administration before it even 

a new product, and it became an 
regulations, anybody could put out 

into the Pharmacopoeia by way of
it gained entranceofficial product when 


the Revision committee and the SUb-Ca'nmittee on scope. So, the 


referred to very frequently as the "Druggist's Bible." 

was 


longer the "Druggist's Bible" 


Pharmacopoeia 

But it's no 
and 

(tape 0140) 


"New and Nonofficial Remedies" really

a long t:i1ne.hasn't been for 

information abOUt the 
superseded the Pharmacopoeia long ago and gave nore 

'!he Pharmacopoeia has confined itself 
drug than the Pharmacopoeia gives. 

only by
it says nothÍD;J about usefulnesS. Again it was 

andto starrlards, 

our part to include information abOUt the use 
a strong representation on 

that adoption of category for each 
the therapeutic use, 

a 

of the drug, 
a part of the book, and all it 

item in the pharmacopoeia finally was made 


antiseptic or an analgesic or a 


says about the drug is that it's an 

It doesn't say to what extent it is active, 
or stimulant.depressant a 


a mild sedative, or a 

a mild narcotic or sedative,

and whether it's 
it simply says "sedative." 

.a . . or short-actin;Jlong-actin;J sedative, 

Dr. Y.: 

No detailed indications. 
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Dr. F.: 
value to the practicingnoNow, this is of

No detail of any kind. 


physician , 


(tape 0156) 


sources
value to the phantlacist who has other of 

and it's of no 

the physician is concerned, the PDR-the 
information and, as far as 

a much m::>re valuable book to hiID than the 
Phvsician's Desk Reference-is 


because it has all of the information that the 

Pharmacopoeia, 

and that information rt::M has to conform to 
manufacturer of the drug has, 


the regulations urrler the Food and Drug Act with respect to warnings and 


a rather sad state. 
So, this Pharmacopoeia is in 

all of the other things. 


Dr. Y.: 


is true of the National Formulary. It's the same kirrl of 
Arrl the same 

even with regard to the standards, which really was one of 
problem. Arrl 

'!he Food and Drug Administration, 
the IOC>St :ill1portant factors after 1906. 

had problems with 
then the Bureau of O1ernistry, it's apparent to me, 


of given drugs, really weren' t 
in the case 
respect to standards that, 

a

it then stood, and there's lot of 
answered by the Pharmacopoeia as 


on up at least into the thirties
by-play 

(tape 0172) 

between Food and Drug officials and the Pharmacopoeia committees with 

In fact, sometimes the Food and Drug
regard to the starrlards. 

a I perhapsstandard. think this was 
Administration will work out 

as far as 
particularly true with bie-assays in the twenties, which, 

rapidly superseded the kirrl of staOOard that the 
concerned,science was 

and then were quickly worked into the 
previous Pharmacopoeia had had, 

So this tosiness of the standards 
as to starrlards.next pharmacopoeia 
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when the Food and DrUg Administration needed to 
getting out-dated, too, 

sq::histicated standards in order to be able to 
have ever more 

a problemmust have been 
differentiate mixtures and things of that kind, 

up in your experience?Did this come
during these years. 

Dr. F.: 

a very difficult situation, because the Food and DrUg

It wasn't 
a 

laboratories and when it discovered that 
Administration had its CMI1 

test in the Pharmacopoeia did not really determine the effectiveness or 

. the activities of the drug 

(tape 0199) 

if the test didn't reveal certain impurities, they, 
}Xlarmacologically, or 

in their CMI1 laboratories would work on this problem and then cammunicate 

or they would call it to the attention of 
it to the Revision Committee, 

organic 
the proper su}:)committee of the Pharmacopoeia Revision Committee, 


Inorganics or Anilnal DrUgs-whatever they 

or crude DrUgs orO'1emicals 

interim revision sheet could be 
an

Sare action would be taken and 
were. 

Arrl that's what most of the interim revision sheets have been, 
issued. 


'!he machinery for that was good 


corrections or additions to tests. 
Where the big difficulty 

enough to take care of contingencies like that. 
a physician as to 

haS been, there's nothing in the Pharmacopoeia to guide 

a drug in particular conditions, or anything in the 
the effectiveness of 


way of warnings about side-effects. 


Dr. Y.: 
b.rt that isn'tofficial standard, 

So that the Pharmacopoeia is still an 

so inp:>rtant 

(tape 0209) 

drug provisions of the 
' 

in 1906, mainly because the new 
ncM as it was 

38 
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are automatically under'62 law mean that all new drugslaw and then the 

being under control, they 
the control of the goverrnnent in any case, and, 

or the 
don't have to go through the Pharmacopoeia to be controlled, 

they are already under control, and the major
soNational Formulary. 

I 

segment of drugs being employed in therapy, take it, percentage-wise, 

included in 
consists of new drugs, rather than the old drugs which were 

as the new drugs have come along. so that means that 
the Pharmacopoeia, 

legally these books of standards have shrunk in importance compared 
even 


with what they were when the 1906 law was passed. 


Dr. F.: 


standards with respect to identity, purity and 

Yes, they still cover 


as the basis for labels as to these three 

and therefore servestrength, 


or dosage, while 

But as to effectiveness of therapeutic use

factors. 

a dosage given, there is no explanatory matter to the physician 
there is 


as to the 


(tape 0228) 


or 
effects of continued use or the side-effects in certain areas 

incompatibilities with other types of drugs which might be given to a 


or in
'!his is all to be found in other books
patient simultaneously. 


and that sort of thing.
publications, journals, 

Dr. Y.: 

over to your shelf and took down the Pharmacopoeia that was
If one went 

and then tookpassed,prevailing when the 1906 Pure Food and Drug Act was 

to what Jci.OOs of 
and ran an analytical comparison as

down the latest one, 

in other words, revealing the difference between 
drugs were contained, 

what are the 
the drug situation at its most official level, then and ncM, 


an analysis would reveal? 

broad, sweeping generalizations that such 
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Dr. F.: 
a great deal of difference as far

I don't think that there would be
Well, 


as the categories of naterial printed in these starrlards is concerned. 


a great difference in the types of tests for identity,
There would be 

purity and strength, 

(tape 0253) 

good deal of 
because of the instrumentation that has replaced a 

so on, rot therevolmnetric am gravimetric and
quantitative analysis, 


wouldn't be a great deal of difference really. 


Dr. Y.: 


What ki.rrls of drugs have gone out am wouldn't be official? '!hat's what 


I mean. 

Dr. F.: 

would have been replaced very largely by 
'!be vegetable drugs, let's say, 


their active principles if they had any. 


Dr. Y.: 


...'!ben a lot of them 

Dr. F.: 

..Didn't have. 

Dr. Y.: 


and therefore, just dropped out corrpletely.
Didn't have, 

Dr. F.: 

The synthetic drugs would show replacement where 
Dropped out corrpletely. 

drugs with greater efficiency and smaller dosage have replaced the 


earlier synthetics used 


(tape 0280) 


But, as far as the infornation beÌßJ 
for the same therapeutic purpose. 
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even thousands of drugs
right up-to-date v:ith respect to the hurrlreds and 

the market today, there would 
and dosage forms of the drugs that are on 

very small mmù:er of those that would be in the Pharmacopoeia today.
abe 

Dr. Y.: 
anight and resuming for little while in the

How ab:>ut calling it a 

began at the very beginning of our
IOC>rning to do something that we 

conversation and then branched off into particular subjects without quite 

I would like to have it on the tape, your own view
getting as complete as 

You talked about your education and someof the positions that you held. 

various problems have
of the positions and then have mentioned others as 

a 

blt I'd like to go through that in the IOC>rning just little 
come up, 


1920. Arrl so you in the 

IOC>re systematically, beginning arO\.lI'rl I'll see 

IOC>rning? 

Dr. F.: 

Yes. 

(tape 0292) 

Dr. Y.: 

as we said last night,
Dr. Fischelis, this IOC>rning we're going to return, 

a somewhat IOC>re
of the professional experience which you had in 

We have talked ab:>ut your editorial experience with 
to some 

chronological way. 


completed in 1916, you served
DrUqcfÌsts' circular and, after that was 


a Mulford Company in
with irrlustry for while, with the H. K. 


Philadelphia. What was there about this experience, that lasted about 


that helped form your thinking?
three years, 


Dr. F.: 

I 

In the capacity of assistant editor of the Drugqists' circular, had, of 

met not only people in the profession, blt also people in 
course, 
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. In the contacts v,rith the editorial staff of the Druqqists'irrlustry 

circular and the oil, Paint and Druq RepOrter, which was published by the 

I called on to write on professionalsame organization, frequently was 


aspects of subjects that were in the irrlustry's mirrl fram ti1ne to ti1ne. 


So I was a contriJ:utim 


(tape 0315) 


I
editor to the oil, Paint and Druq RepOrter and through that, had 

irrlustry contacts, and of course, in the advertisim department of the 

publications, the advertisim managers and solicitors frequently 

contacted me about problems that had been p.rt to them by their irrlustrial 

So I got a pretty clear picture of what was goim on in.contacts 

I
various phases of {i1annacy, and had always been interested in the 

broader aspects and also the public aspects of this {i1annaceutical 

One of my teachers at the Medico-OÜrurgical COllege, in fact,service. 

two of my teachers there, were part-ti1ne professors. Charles E. Van der 

Cleed, who was professor of {i1annaceutical chemistry and talked on the 

the chief chemist for the H. K. Mulfordirrlustrial areas of {i1annacy, was 

Cat1pany, and Dr. F. E. Stewart, who was professor of materia medica and 

a was an M. D. as well as phannacist, was director of the scientific 

K. Mulford COIrpany. Both had influenced me to cornedepartment of the H. 


with the Mulford Company, and 


(tape 0337) 


I ready to go back to Philadelphia after the New York experience. 

became assistant to the director of the scientific department and also 

assistant to Dr. Van der Cleed who, as chief chemist, had charge of the 

writim of labels, and between Dr. Van der Cleed and Stewart, most of the 

literature accornpanYim drugs and advertisim was either written by them 

was 
I 
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I or was passed upon by 	them. And became the person, because of my 

who had to revise and originate good deal of theeditorial experience, 
a 

literature about new products and those products that were specialities 

aof the company. '!his finn was pioneer in the preparation of biological 

products as well, and they made diphtheria antitoxin and tetanus 

antitoxin and bacterial vacx::ines. I became assoc:iated with their plant 

at Glenolden, su1::urb of Philadelphia where the biological products werea 

.manufactured Dr. A. 	 Parker Hitchens who was head of that irrloct.rinated 

me in the biological products field. I had difficulty in 

(tape 0367) 

adividing my time between these groups, tut it was fine experience in 

that it shCMed hC7tl conscientious the people were about the quality of 

their products, and it also shC7tled sane of the short-cuts which were 

taken in the preparation of the products that were of lesser :i1rportance. 

One couldn' t escape being drawn into policy decisions with regard to the 

Food and Drug legislation, and so on, and I gradually was brought into 

the relations with the Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry of the American 

Medical Association, because in those days, that council was the agency 

which, to an extent, at least, was the equivalent of the New Drug 

IApplication Department of the Food and Drug Administration. was 

brought into all of the new developments, and it was one of my duties to 

have the products approved by the Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry. 

'!his brought me in contact with the American Medical Association and Dr. 

and with wham I hadPuckner, who was then secretary of the council, 

worked while I was on the Druqqists' Circular, as I have 

(tape 0387) 


already mentioned. So, my experience was broadened considerably and the 
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regulatory phases of the production and distril:ut.ion of drugs were 

brought to my attention from the manufacturer's or producer's angle. Dr. 

an unusual man and I think the reason-he had worked
F. E. Stewart was 

for Parke, Davis and company, Frederick Stearns and cornpany and naw the 

aMulford Company-they really had man like him on the staff to get the 

physician's point of view. He had no hesitancy in expressing it and 

guarding the policy-makers against overstatement of effects of products, 

on
arrl he insisted in the early days there, as I recall it, giving 

acontra-irrlications, which was rare thing in the literature of drug 
. 

a product that they wanted tomanufacturers expourrling the virtues of 

sell, especially that they wanted to sell. 

Dr. Y.: 


Besides the biologicals, what kin1 of medicines arrl drugs did the Mulford 


Cæq:>any 

(tape 0412) 

mainly make? 

Dr. F.: 
a'!hey made what was in those days called "full line" of USP arrl NF 

no longer manufacturing, arrl bought,preparations, which ~cists were 


they had their o.vn line of specialities. I can
arrl then, of course, 
a

illustrate that best by fluid extract of cascara segrada, which was 

a
laxative, blt every one of the drug manufacturers had special cascara 

onepreparation. Lilly made one with chocolate and somebody else made 


with vanilla and somebody else made one with other flavors; in those 


'!hat' s why these elixirs
days, palatability was an important factor. 

came into being. '!hey made what was called a full-line of products, such 

the old-t:i1æ pharrPacist manufactured himself, blt always where thereas 
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aa a of was considerable call for drug they developed specialty, which, 

branded.course, was 


Dr. Y.: 


So you had experience in the problem of developing the labeling for these 


drugs, 


(tape 0431) 


not only with the drugs that had to be made in confonnity with the USP, 


rot also with some of the specialities which would be different and 


somewhat more complex non-USP compositions. 


Dr. F.: 


Arrl sold l11'rler bran:i names so as to identify it with the company. In 

those days, little more attention was paid to the nane of the firm; fora 

instance, physicians would prescribe tincture digitalis-Mulford, because 

Mulford was the first to rem:>ve the fat fran digitalis in the 

amanufacture. '!hen, of course, when Mulford developed blsiness on this, 

they gave their particular digitalis tincture the nane "Digitol" and so 

the ''Mulford'' was no longer necessary. I've never been able to quite 

l11'rlerstarn why a manufacturer wouldn' t prefer to have his nane as a part 

aof the title of the drug, rather than be given fanciful nane. 


Dr. Y.: 


But this was the period in which those special trade names were beginning 


to develop; 

(tape 0451) 

that was to become the wave of the future in pharmaceutical 

.manufacturing 

Dr. F.: 

Right. 
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Dr. Y. 

aWere there few touchy or borderline problems that came up that made you 

a 
see the difficulties that manufacturer had with getting his labeling in 

accordance with the Food and Drug Law, and let you see also sane of the 

problems from the perspective of the Food and Drug enforcers who were 

trying to get labeling in accordance with the law as they urrlerstood it? 

Dr. F.: 

onYes. '!his occurred more particularly with the Council Pharmacy and 

C1ernistry than it did with the Food and Drug Administration, because the 

a aCouncil insisted that prcxìuct should not have therapeutic title. In 

tother words, you couldn
I 

use the disease :naITe for which the drug was 

supposed to be helpful in the title of the drug. It had to be adjusted 

to the content rather 

(tape 0469) 

than to the action, and, in your advertising, you could not make 

invidious c::c:xrparisons between one type of prcxìuct and another. '!his was 

supposed to be left to the physician. You were to tell the physician 

what the prcxìuct contained, how it was prcxìuced, J:ut not how to prescribe 

it, and you were supposed to give as full information as possible. 'lhis 

was really the best guide that the physician had at that t:i1ne. He 

couldn't rely very much on the Food and Drug Act, except for identity, 

purity and strength of the prcxìuct. He couldn't rely on the regulatory 

people to guarantee usefulness or efficacy or anything of that sort. 

Dr. Y.: 

Can you remember an exanple of negotiation that went on about labeling in 


this area? 


(tape 0487) 
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Dr. F.: 

Well, they had a silver salt, colloidal silver salt preparation, which 

and there was prcx:luct known as Argerol, whichthey called cargentas, a 

this simulated, and Argerol had been the original prcx:luct. '!he 

aPharTnacopoeia then developed name; they called it "stron:J Silver 

Protein" and ''Mild Silver Protein"-there were two types of prcx:lucts. 

Questions arose constantly as to which was the better to use, and there 

awere quite number of restrictions that had to be devised in the 

labelin:J and in the expoundin:J of the virtues of the prcx:luct to prevent 

beoverlappin:J and to prevent the rnaki.nJ of statements that couldn' t 

proven. '!here was a good deal of the patent medicine idea about sane of 

these prcx:lucts. '!he physicians were influenced by the same type of 

psychology that influenced the laymen. In the testi1tDnial-writin:J this 

a 
. . .was another thÍn:J you had In quotin:J literature of subject, you 

had to stay within the context of the scientific paper that had been 

published and not take 

(tape 0518) 

a sentence or two out of context which happened to bear particularly 

laudatory '!hese were some of the technical difficulties involved, and. 

I'm quite sure that Dr. Puckner and the members of the Council became 

pretty cognizant of which firms were on the side of exaggerated claims 

and which firms played them down to keep within the truth. 

Dr. Y.: 

And because of the caliber of the people at the Mulford Company, you were 

placed in an atmosphere that was at the high level of ethics from the 

point of view of promotion and got to see it from that perspective? 

Dr. F.: 
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I'!hat's right. Well, then came the War and in 1918, even though had 

Ibeen exempt from the draft, joined the Chemical Warfare Service, Gas 

Defense Division. My service was not very lo~, because the Armistice 

I I I 
came in December 1918, and think joined in August of 1918. did not 

go overseas. I worked in the Gas Defense Division in Lo~ Island City, 

principally on 

(tape 0543) 

gas masks, material for absorb~ the new gases that were being developed 

and so on. And then I went back to the Mulford Carpany after the War, 

and I had an offer from an advertising agency in Philadelphia called the 

aMatos Advertising Carpany. '!hey were developing technical and chemical 

I Idepartment, and was asked to give them help on this thing; wanted to 

learn something about the insides of an advertising agency. I'd been on 

the manufacturing side and the editorial side, and I got an experience 

I Ithere. While was with this agency, was, of course, continuing my 

teaching at the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy with which the 

aMedico-a1irurgical College had nerged. '!he college as whole, the 

medical department, had nerged with the University of Pennsylvania and 

abecame graduate school of medicine of the University of Pennsylvania. 

'!his all happened because Philadelphia Wilt a parkway from City Hall to 

Fairrnount Park, and the Medico-chi Wild~s were right in the road of 

athat. '!hey got something like million dollars for 

(tape 0570) 

atheir Wildings and equipment, rot rather than Wild new place they 

joined with the University of Pennsylvania, and the Pharmacy College 

joined with the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy, and the Dental College 

joined with the Dental School of Temple University. So these faculties 
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in that way, I became a lecturer at the Philadelphiawere taken over and, 

a
College of Pharmacy. Dr. stewart had also been lecturer there, and 

we the Food and Drug L:iw and the effects onjointly, lectured on 

I a
pharmaceutical management. Of course, was then able to talk from 

good many angles on the subject. 

Dr. Y.: 


Was your work with Matos part-tlire? 


Dr. F.: 
aaNo, that was full-tlire job for atout year. 

Dr. Y.: 


Is that MET a S? 


Dr. F.: 


MATOS 


(tape 0586) 

Dr. F.: 
a hadAnd I then decided to start consulting office of my own, because 

I 
been asked by other manufacturers to cane with them, and thought that 

maybe I could do better if I had an in:lepen:ient office and just did 

consulting work with different manufacturers as they wanted that kin:} of 

work. I moved to New York, that is, I moved to Newark, New Jersey, as 

far as my residence was concerned, bJt had an office in the Metropolitan 

Tower in New York, and that came about because the editor of Industrial 

aand EncÜneerim C1emistrv (this was publication of the American 

I hadC1emical Society), Dr. Herty, when was in New York during the War, 

asked me to help hlin out on an occasion when the Priestley Medal was 

Iawarded in the old C1emists Club there. wrote the thing up for hÍ1n and 

he liked it 

I 
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(tape 0616) 

a so well that he gave me job of writing odds arrl erx:1s which fitted in 

with the consultant thing, arrl also an office in the Metropolitan TcMer 

right above their office. 'Ibis worked out very well, because the William 

a aS. Merrill Company in cincinnati had me come out there for week 

Ironth, each Ironth, to consult with their people on literature, production 

and advertising, arrl that sort of thing, which was another connection. 

a'!he Heyden C1emical Carpany, which was chemical manufacturer of 

salicylic acid arrl salicylates arrl so on, also asked me to work for them 

part-time, arrl between the editorial work on Irrlustrial am Encfineerim 

Iand C1emistrv and the Merrill Carpany arrl the Heyden Company, was kept 

quite J::usy. '!hen, came the New Jersey College of Phannacy episode. It 
was at that time that the proposal from the New Jersey College of 

IPhannacy came for the deanship, arrl took that on, and we've already 

Idiscussed same of the things in connection with that. maintained my 

a aoffice in New York for while until this college work became full-time 

(tape 0650) 


job, am then I only did the Industrial Engineerim News Edition which 


Ihad been started by that time, arrl was asked to be managing editor of 

that. So those were the two that then occupied my time. I'd been going 

pretty fast and I became ill on one of my trips to cincinnati toward the 

end of my work there; I was laid up pretty much for the '!his ~.was in about 1925, arrl my physician suggested that I give up the deanship 

I aand just rest for awhile. did give up the deanship, and there was 

I company, the Maltby C1emical Company in Newark, New Jersey, where was 

living, that needed same help on labeling arrl that sort of thing arrl 

Iadvice on same manufacturing problems, so became consultant to them. 
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'!his was work that I could do and still rest, and then the New Jersey 

astate Board of Phannacy wanted full-time secretary and chemist and 

Ioffered me the opportunity to go with them. had been recovering pretty 

much and I took that on as a full-time position. 

(tape 0791) 

Dr. Y.: 

When was that? 

Dr. F.: 


'!hat was in 1926. Arrl while I was with the New Jersey Board of Phannacy, 


I did have sane freedom to do writing. As I got the work of the Board 


routinized, we m:wed to Trenton which was the capital city. It was no 


state office. '!he Board of Phannacy was one of the irrleperrlent agencies. 


It was not on state appropriation. It han:lled its own furrls, licensing, 


examination fees, and even the fines for violations were credited to the 


Board, and it could spen::1 as much as it took in. '!he balance, if any, 


had to be turned into the state treasmy. So, with that kirrl of an 

Iarrangement, was able to do sane outside work, am the Canmittee on the 

Costs of Medical care was then organized 

(tape 0815) 

am... 
Dr. Y.: 


Who organized it? 


Dr. F.: 


Ray Lyman WilbJr, who was Secretary of the Interior in President Hoover's 


cabinet and president of stanford university, who was on leave there, and 


awho, incidentally, was physician. He was the chairman of the 

aconunittee. It was not governmental agency. It was financed by 
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numerous foundations, the 'TWentieth Century Fund, I think, the Rosenwald 

Foundation, am some other prominent foundations, to the extent of about 

a amillion dollars in five-year program. 

Dr. Y.: 


I take it that your work on this gave you a broader overview nationally 


of problems of this sort than even the wide variety of experience you had 


had up to this time had permitted you to a~e. 

(tape 0834) 

F:Dr. 

Yes, the CoImnittee on Costs of Medical Care selected me to be the 

pharmacy mem1:er of the staff because of my rather broad experience am, 

Ithen, of course, made contact through this cxmnittee with over fifty 

mem1:ers representin;; medicine am sociology, economics, arrl the public. 

I, of course, came in contact with people who were socially mirxied am 

who had a deep interest in future medical care. In fact, I hadn't 

recognized the problems as many of them had. It gave me an insight into 

the methods of the American Medical Association. Its representative, 

aOlin West, who was Secreta1:y of the American Medical Association, was 

a amem1:er of the cxmnittee, am, of course, he was target for good many 

athin;;s. 'Ibis CoImnittee on the Costs of Medical Care, of course, had 

broad outlook on the professions which were supplyin;; medical care, am 

athey were goin;; into the economic phases, both from standp:>int of those 

who were deliverin;; medical care am those who were on the receivin;; en:i. 

But, 

(tape 0867) 


of course, they were principally interested in the receiver, am it gave 


me a point of view which coincided with my own ideas. I felt that I had, 
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ain these people, an ally for making real effort inside the industry am 

professional pharmacy for inprovement in the methods of providing our 

phase of medical care. I also became aware of the reaction of the 

public, especially the knowledgeable people in various walks of life, to 

their evaluation of the services that were supplied. In other words, I 

got it not from our own selfish point of view rot the viewpoint of those 

who were interested in the overall. '!his has been tremeIXlously helpful 

Iin all of the future relations that I maintained. gained considerable 

confidence in my own views of our place in the scherre of tl1i.n;Js by 

recognizing that these people who represented the h1ll"rlred million, rather 

than those who represented the h1ll"rlred thousarxl pharmacists or people in 

.. .the drug industry and, of course, it led to what I felt was the 

public interest in legislation dealing with drugs 

(tape 0821) 


am with medical care in general. After the Cost of Medicines by Rorem 


am Fischelis, which was one of the publications of the Canmittee on the 

ICosts of Medical care, was published, fourrl myself being asked at 

..various times by the voluntary health organizations. and even the 

aEncvclOPErlia of '!he SOCial Sciences, for example, asked me to write 

Icolunm on the drug :in:iustry. received many requests for infonnation 

about pharmacy and was asked to serve on various cammittees, not within 

the industry, rot outside the industry, where I could be speaking for 

pharmacy and, at the same time, giving them the essential infonnation for 

their evaluation of phannacy. 

Dr. Y.: 

I IDr. Fishelis, can't say how much appreciate your patience am time 

am your recollections as you have told them to me am to Mr. Hopkins 
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while he was here in connection with your experience in phannacy, arrl, 

most especially, as this experience was related to the problem of focxi 

Iarrl drug regulation arrl the general social dimension of drugs. want to 

thank you arrl say that I've enjoyed 

(tape 0870) 

Ithis, arrl know those who will use the record of our conversation will 

profit very greatly fram your willingness to make it available to 

scholars. 

Dr. F.: 

aWell, Dr. Young, it's been real pleasure for me to join you in this 
~effort, arrl if I've contrib.rt:ed that's worthwhile, I'm very 

haW)' about it. 
Dr. Y.: 

'!hank you, sir. 


